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Abstrat
Thermal multifragmentation is the proess of multibody disassembly of a hot
nuleus when the exitation is almost purely thermal. i.e. dynamial eets like
ompression (harateristi of ion-ion ollisions at Fermi energy) are negligeable.
Suited reations are proton indued ollision or ion-ion abrasion at relativisti ini-
dent energy. Thus we measured four systems at FRS in inverse kinematis:
56
Fe+p,
56
Fe+
nat
Ti,
136
Xe+p,
136
Xe+
nat
Ti at 1 A GeV. The inverse kinematis allows to
observe all partiles without any threshold in energy. This is a great advantage
ompared to experiments in diret kinematis, beause only in inverse kinematis
it is possible to obtain omplete veloity spetra (without a hole for low veloi-
ties) for fully identied isotopes. The omplex shape of the veloity spetra allows
to identify the dierent deexitation hannels and it learly shows the transition
from a haoti-dominated proess (Gaussian loud in veloity spae) to a diret
Coulomb- (or eventually expansion-) dominated proess (shell of a sphere in ve-
loity spae). Dierent possible desriptions of the reation proess are disussed,
based either on asymmetri ssion or multifragmentation. The resulting physial
piture is espeially interesting for the
56
Fe+p, and
136
Xe+p systems: proton in-
dued ollisions ould result in the split of the system in two or more fragments
due to a fast break-up proess. In this ase, the onguration of the break-up par-
tition is very asymmetri. The disussion will be extended to other harateristis,
like the restoring of nulear struture features in the isotopi prodution and the
temperature dependene of the isotopi omposition of the residues.
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Nouvelles approhes pour l'étude de la
multifragmentation thermique dans la
spallation
Résumé
L'investigation des voies de déroissane d'un noyau exité au-dessus de l'énergie
de liaison est l'un des grands sujets de reherhe de la physique nuléaire. A partir
des années quatre-vingt, la présene d'autres voies de déroissane que la ssion
et l'évaporation des résidus a été prédite et mise en évidene dans des systèmes
nuléaires très exités. Ces voies ont été dérites omme l'explosion du noyau haud
et la dilution en de nombreux fragments, formés simultanément, dans des situations
de oexistene de phases liquide et gazeuse de la matière nuléaire. Plusieurs types
de ollisions ont été étudiés pour induire l'exitation néessaire à la désintégration
du noyau et pour mettre en évidene les propriétés déterminantes de e proessus.
Un as partiulièrement intéressant est elui de la multifragmentation thermique,
le proessus de assure multiple d'un noyau haud quand l'exitation est quasiment
purement thermique, 'est à dire que les eets dynamiques omme la ompression
(aratéristiques des ollisions d'ions lourds à l'énergie de Fermi) sont négligeables.
Les réations partiulièrement adaptées sont les ollisions induites par des protons.
Au ours des dernières années, un large programme expérimental onduit au FRS
(Fragment Separator, GSI, Darmstadt) foalisé sur l'étude des propriétés fonda-
mentales des résidus de spallation et fragmentation a abouti à l'étude des systèmes
56
Fe+p,
56
Fe+
nat
Ti,
136
Xe+p,
136
Xe+
nat
Ti à 1 A GeV. Pour les quatre systèmes,
la inématique inverse nous a permis d'observer toutes les partiules sans auun
seuil en énergie. La forme omplexe du spetre en vitesse permet d'identier des
diérents anaux de désexitation et manifeste lairement la transition d'un pro-
essus en prévalene haotique (nuage Gaussien dans l'espae des vitesses) vers un
proessus dominé diretement par la répulsion Coulombienne, ou éventuellement
par l'expansion (ouhe sphérique dans l'espae des vitesses).
En nous onentrant sur les systèmes
56
Fe+p,
136
Xe+p, diérentes desriptions pos-
sibles du proessus de réation sont disutées, basées soit sur la ssion asymétrique
ou sur la multifragmentation, aratérisée par des assures rapides très asymétrique.
Une disussion est dédiée expliitement à dérire omment, et sur la base de quelles
hypothèses, il a été possible d'extraire des setions eaes invariantes à partir des
mesures inlusives. L'outil mathématique développé a e propos onstitue un nou-
veau onept dans les expérienes au FRS et il établit un lien ave d'autres types
de données expérimentales, omme elles obtenues dans des mesures exlusives.
Une disussion partiulière est étendue à d'autres aspets, omme la dépendane
en température de la omposition isotopique des résidus et le ré-établissement des
aratéristiques de la struture nuléaire dans la prodution isotopique.
Ces reherhes s'insrivent dans le programme de l'aval du yle életronuléaire,
et de nombreuses appliations omme la oneption des ibles de spallation pour
des réateurs hybrides dédiés à la prodution d'énergie ainsi qu'à l'ininération des
atinides peuvent en proter. En partiulier, nous avons mis en évidene que les
eets de l'introdution de l'étape de la multifragmentation dans un modèle de spal-
lation peuvent jouer un rle important pour des énergies inidentes autour de 1
A GeV, et améliorer notablement la reprodution des données expérimentales tant
pour la prodution isotopique que pour la desription de la inématique d'émission
des fragments légers. Cette étude est aussi essentielle pour progresser dans l'étude
fondamentale des phénomènes astrophysiques, omme la nuléosynthèse et les pro-
priétés de la matière dans des étoiles à neutrons.
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Prefae
In November 2002, in Darmstadt, the synhrotron SIS was delivering a beam of
136
Xe at the inident energy of 1A GeV. The measurement of the prodution of all
the heaviest residues generated in the interation of the beam with a target of liquid
hydrogen was the main purpose of the experiment. In the reent years a vast ol-
letion of similar data were measured, onentrating on the prodution of residues
lose to the mass of the projetile in ion-proton interations at the inident energy
of 1A GeV. This measurements were arried on by the groups CHARMS (Collab-
oration for High-Auray Experiments on Nulear Reation Mehanisms with the
FRS) at GSI (Darmstadt, Germany), PACS (Physique de l'Aval du Cyle et de la
Spallation) at IPN (Orsay,Frane), Grupo experimental de núle os y partíulas ,
at Universidad de Santiago de Compostela (Spain), and DAPNIA/SPhN at CEA
(Salay, Frane). The researh arried on by the ollaboration was aimed to re-
ating the physial bakground for the design of Aelerator-Driven Systems, that
are subritial nulear reators where the neutron ux is kept onstant by adding
a neutron soure. Suh a system has the advantage of working as an amplier of
the neutron ux: the multipliative medium of the nulear reator keeps a ux of
neutrons that is proportional to the intensity of the neutron soure. Reently, there
is inreasingly large interest in using this high neutron-ux to ininerate nulear
wastes. The high neutron-ux an also be exploited for the prodution of energy,
like in a onventional thermo-nulear system. In the latter ase, the oupling of
the subritial neutron-multipliative medium with a neutron soure works as an
energy amplier: the higher is the intensity of the soure, the higher is the en-
ergy prodution. Unfortunately, this option, that would eliminate ex fundamenta
any possibility for a deviation of the neutron ux, does not seem to be onsidered
in future senarios of large-sale energy prodution and will probably remain an
aademi utopia. It is evident that, for both the two appliations, we need a very
intense soure of neutrons. Suh a soure an be obtained in a so-alled spallation
reation, indued by direting relativisti protons on a neutron-rih target, like lead
or uranium. In general, the heavy nulides generated as residues of this reation, are
in average more proton rih with respet of the -stable nulei. Therefore, the more
neutron rih is the nuleus used as a spallation target, the higher is the neutron ux
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generated by the neutron soure. This justies the interest for heavy, neutron-rih
targets.
The number of measured reations is limited, and it is neessary to ahieve enough
ondene with modelling the reation mehanism in order to extrapolate to all the
ases where the spallation proess is not measured or is too diult to be mea-
sured. For instane, some of the most studied systems, espeially interesting for
appliations, like
208
Pb+p and
238
U+p at 1 A GeV, are omplex beause, after the
ollision, the nuleus leads to a ompetition between the sequential evaporation of
nuleons and symmetri ssion. If the ross setions for the prodution of the rea-
tion residues are integrated and ordered as a funtion of the mass, we expet that
the ross setion is maximum for the mass of the projetile and gradually dereases
for lighter masses. this behavior reets the spallation-evaporation proess. The
slope of this portion of the spetrum is also a major test for a spallation-reation
model and for the general understanding of the proess. It is in fat related to
the exitation energy introdued in the system during the ollision. The ross se-
tions ontinue to derease for lower masses till the trend reverses and the funtion
inreases towards another maximum, that oinides with symmetri ssion.
The ompetition between evaporation and symmetri ssion is partiularly evident
for any system obtained by bombarding heavier nulei than gold with relativisti
protons. In this ase, it is very ompliated to elaborate a spallation model on the
basis of the experimental data. In partiular, reent models that even ontain a very
onsistent desription of the ssion proess, and that provide a orret total reation
ross-setion, have evident diulties in reproduing the slope of the portion of the
mass spetrum related to the spallation-evaporation residues. In general, this slope
is too steep, so that the prodution yields of lighter nulides than the projetiles is
lower than the experimental values. This underestimation is the indiation that the
overall reation mehanism was not fully understood. In the model, a too high s-
sion probability would result into an underestimation of the ompeting evaporation
prodution. Indeed, the evaporation prodution was underestimated by the models
even when ssion was very onsistently desribed. Thus, when the formation of
ssion and evaporation residues is orretly desribed, the wrong slope of the mass
spetrum assoiated to spallation-evaporation might reet an inonsisteny in the
alulation of the exitation energy deposited in the system during the ollision.
A way to test the pertinene of a model in desribing the ollision mehanism is
to verify that the spetrum of the emitted neutrons as a funtion of the kineti
energy is orret. The portion of the neutron spetrum assoiated to the highest
energies is related to the neutrons emitted promptly in the ollision and gives more
diret indiations about the ollision mehanism. Some models that provide orret
desriptions of the neutron spetra, still fail in reproduing the slope of the mass
spetrum assoiated to spallation-evaporation. This inonsisteny was even more
preoupying, beause it seemed to hide a more fundamental problem.
A very fundamental problem ould be that a spallation model is not suient to
desribe the interation between protons and nulei in the 1 A GeV inident-energy
2
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range. At the FRagment Separator the reation
136
Xe+p was measured, in order to
solve at least one major problem:
136
Xe is about as neutron rih as Lead, but too
light to manifest symmetri ssion.
136
Xe is atually the most neutron-rih stable
isotope for whih the ontribution of ssion ould be negleted. It was somehow
the ideal experimental ase for measuring the slope of the mass spetrum related
to evaporation, in the region of heavy masses.
Two years before, another system,
56
Fe+p at 1 A GeV, had been measured at the
FRS. The experimental purpose of the measurement was dierent: iron is a stru-
tural material in an Aelerator Driven System and it was neessary to investigate
its behavior when bombarded by relativisti protons. The heavy residues produed
in
56
Fe+p were analyzed in my diploma-work at IPN in Orsay and, in parallel, it was
also analyzed by Carmen Villagrasa at CEA in Salay as the subjet of her thesis,
leading to results in onsistent agreements. On the other hand, all the spallation
models that were tested failed again in reproduing the slope of the mass spetrum
(that, for this system, does not suer from any disturbane related to symmetri
ssion!). The spetral region of about half the mass of the projetile was severely
underestimated in most of the alulations. Initially, the light residues were dis-
regarded beause, while at this inident energies heavy residues are relatively easy
to analyze, the light ones present several diulties, related to the experimental
onditions and, at the moment, we had no mathematial tools to overome those
ompliations. Later, these light nulides attrated muh interest, beause light
masses onstituted the region where the reason for the inonsistenies of our mod-
els had still not been tested. After a new analysis of the
56
Fe+p system, extended to
the full mass range, the expetations were enouraged. The lightest nulides mani-
fested in fat huge yields, higher than any spallation model ould reprodue (even
inluding light-partile emission). A deeper and deeper analysis of these nulides
revealed more and more new fundamental details about the emission kinematis,
the reation mehanism, thermal properties involved in the nulear system, and
even nulear-struture eets. All these features are ruial for the realization of a
nulear-reation model.
The inreasing interest for light-nulide prodution, inspired by the study of
56
Fe+p
was the reason why the whole possible isotopi prodution in
136
Xe+p was measured,
going beyond the standard plan of restriting to the heaviest residues. The point of
view of the various spallation models was rather skeptial about the possibility that
light residues ould be produed with a measurable yields in the
136
Xe+p reation.
Indeed, like in
56
Fe+p , a remarkably generous light-fragment prodution showed up
one more. In the past, several experiments were dediated to study the ollisions of
relativisti protons with heavy ions. To ite one signiant experiment, it should be
mentioned that in 1986 L. N. Andronenko and ollaborators measured the reation
indued by a beam of 1 A GeV protons on targets of nikel and silver. The systems
are similar to those analyzed in this work and, again, high yields were measured for
the light fragments. In that ase, multifragmentation was the proess advoated for
desribing the experimental results and, in suessive theoretial works, A. Botvina
3
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and J. P. Bondorf demonstrated that a statistial multifragmentation model is apa-
ble to desribe the yields of the light nulides that were measured in the experiment.
Espeially at the end of the eighties, a dispute opened up and ompound-nuleus
models and multifragmentation models were alternatively proposed to explain the
origin of light fragments in reations indued by relativisti protons.
In the rst hapter of the thesis the main argumentations that inspired this dispute
are presented. In the seond hapter, a brief desription of the experimental devie
and of the data analysis is drown. The third hapter presents the most signiant
experimental results. Espeially for the isotopi prodution obtained with the
136
Xe
beam, a speial eort was done to extend the range of isotopi ross setions from
Lithium to Barium. A disussion is expliitly dediated to desribe how (and on the
basis of whih assumptions) the invariant ross setions ould be extrated from the
inlusive measurement. This approah is a new onept in the experiments with the
FRagment Separator, and it reates a bridge with other kinds of experimental data,
like those obtained in exlusive measurements. A large disussion on the reation
mehanism, expeially dediated to
56
Fe+p , is illustrated in the fourth hapter.
In the framework of this disussion, a possible solution to the original problem of
desribing the mass distribution is proposed. A more sophistiated model where
spallation-evaporarion hannels ompete with fragmentation sueeds to provide a
very satisfatory desription of the whole measured mass spetra. This model is
even apable to desribe the omplex features of the emission kinematis of the light
fragments. In the fth and sixth hapters speial disussions are dediated to extrat
onsiderations about the nulear temperature from the isotopi omponent of the
residues and to study the strutural eets in the isotopi prodution, respetively.
The seventh hapter onstitutes the onlusions about a researh that, initially
aimed to obtaining the most omplete survey on the isotopi prodution in two
spei nulear systems, even extended beyond, leading to new ndings on the
onset of thermal multifragmentation.
August 2004, P.N.
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Chapter 1
Equilibration proesses in the deay of hot
remnants
Contents
1.1 The formation of light residues . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
1.2 Measurement of light-fragment properties . . . . . . . 10
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1.1. The formation of light residues
For the last deades, the investigation of the maximum exitation energy that a
nulear system an hold has remained as muh a hallenge as the desription of
the deay of a hot ollision remnant, exited beyond the limits of nulear binding.
It was found that other deay modes than ssion and evaporation prevail at high
exitation energy. These modes are often desribed as a simultaneous break-up of
the hot system in many parts, named multifragmentation. The exitation energy
above whih multifragmentation appears is still soure of intense theoretial and ex-
perimental researh. A point of partiular interest is to reognise the distinguishing
traits denoting this deay mode when the exitation is just suient for its onset. In
line with this investigation, one foremost aspet of intense disussion is the onne-
tion of the kinematis of the residues to the kind of equilibration proess involved
in the earliest stages of the deay. This question is related to the omplementary
eort in onstruting physial models to dedue the formation ross-setions of the
residues when the exitation energy of the system is taken as initial ondition. Es-
peially light residues are suited for this purpose. Several details of the deexitation
mehanism ould emerge from the kinematis of light fragments, due to the high
sensitivity in probing the Coulomb eld of the deaying system. Moreover, the
distribution of their isotopi ross-setions arry additional signatures onneted to
dierent deay modes.
1.1 The formation of light residues
Light residues an be generated in several kinds of proesses. One of these, the
binary deay of an exited greatly thermalised omplex, named ompound nuleus,
was widely studied [Sanders 1999℄. We might also reall that evaporation of nuleons
and light nulei and symmetri ssion are just the opposite extremes of the manifes-
tation of this proess: there is a gradual transition from very asymmetri to symmet-
ri ongurations in the division of deaying ompound nulei, and thus all binary
deays of a greatly thermalised system an be named ssion in a generalized sense.
This generalization was introdued by Moretto [Moretto 1975, Moretto 1989℄. A
ompound system far below the Businaro-Gallone point [Businaro 1955a, Businaro 1955b℄
(like iron-like nulei) undergoes very asymmetri ssion, resulting in a harateristi
U-shape in the mass distribution of the yields. A minimum loated at symmetry in
the yield mass spetrum orresponds to a maximum plaed at symmetry in the ridge
lines of the potential. In ongurations where a heavy partner is present, the whole
deay proess is dominated by the binary deay, and an additional evaporation of
single nuleons would not disturb the kinematis remarkably. Suh a proess ex-
hibits the typial feature of the population of the shell of a sphere in veloity spae,
in the referene frame of the mother nuleus.
At high exitation, multifragmentation beomes the ompeting proess to ompound-
nuleus reations. There is a fundamental dierene between the binary deay of a
ompound nuleus and the simultaneous disintegration of a hot ollision remnant
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in several onstituents. The dierene is in the kind of instabilities whih are the
reason for the deay, and is reeted in the kind and in the time evolution of the
onsequent equilibration proess followed by the system.
A hot nuleus with an exitation energy above the threshold for emission of partiles
or lusters (inluding ssion) has the possibility to deay by any of the open han-
nels. If the exited system is not too hot, the favoured proess is a reordering of its
ongurations: a great number of arrangements are available where all nuleons re-
main in states below the ontinuum, oupying exited single-partile levels around
the Fermi surfae. Osillations in ssion diretion are inluded in this piture as
well, but too rarely the ssion barrier is reahed. Rather seldom, ompared with
this thermal haoti motion of the system, one nuleon aquires enough energy to
pass above the ontinuum and may eventually leave the nuleus. This piture might
be extended to luster deay and to ssion. Sine this deay is a rare proess, one
evaporation event, or ssion event, proeeds after the other, sequentially. In this
proess, the ompound system follows a dynami trajetory in deformation spae,
whih is governed by the potential-energy surfae and the dynami properties of
the ompound system, related, for instane, to the inertia tensor and dissipation
tensor. All deays are binary.
If the system beomes drastially more unstable, this piture is not valid any-
1 2 3
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Figure 1.1: Idealisti plot of the phase diagram of nulear matter, dedued from a
Skyrme fore ([Jaqaman 1983℄ parameterised aording to [Levit 1985℄). Pressure is
shown as a funtion of the average relative nuleon distane r normalized to the dis-
tane r
0
at ground state. System ongurations are drawn as possible nal results
of the expansion phase. When the thermalization path leads to the oexistene
region, out of the spinodal region, dumped density utuations our. In the spin-
odal region density utuations are unstable and lead to raking. At low density
freeze-out is attained with dierent possible partition ongurations: fragments are
free to leave the system.
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more. The exploration of possible states of the exited system inludes numerous
unstable ongurations. Thus, the disintegration an not be understood as a se-
quene of binary deays, but rather portrayed as a simultaneous break-up in several
onstituents [Randrup 1981, Gross 1997, Botvina 1985a, Bondorf 1985, Bondorf 1995℄.
The disintegration is simultaneous in the sense that it evolves in so short a time
interval (10
 22
-10
 21
s) that the ejeted fragments an still exhange mutual inter-
ations during their aeleration in the Coulomb eld of the system. In heavy-ion
ollisions, part of the exitation ould be introdued in the system in the form of
ompressional energy. Aording to the impat parameter and the inident energy,
the interation might result in a very omplex interplay between dynami eets
(beside ompression, also deformation and rotation degrees of freedom) and ther-
mal exitation. This is the ase of entral ollisions in the Fermi-energy range. On
the ontrary, peripheral heavy-ion ollisions at relativisti energies may be rather
pitured aording to an abrasion proess [Gaimard 1991, Brohm 1994℄, where the
remnant is formed by the spetator nuleons, heated by mainly thermal energy. In
this ase, the role of ompressional energy has minor inidene. Even with proton
projetiles, the multifragmentation regime might be aessible when very high ex-
itation is introdued in the nuleus. In reations indued by relativisti protons
(but also by very light nulei), the dynami eets of the ollision have even smaller
importane. The exitation energy is almost purely thermal. Some authors even
attributed the spei name of thermal multifragmentation to this partiular pro-
ess (see the review artiles [Karnaukhov 1999, Karnaukhov 2003a℄). It might be sug-
gested that proton-indued relativisti ollisions are better suited than ion-ion olli-
sions for investigating thermal properties of nulear matter (e.g. [Karnaukhov 1999,
Hirsh 1984, Andronenko 1986, Kotov 1995, Avdeyev 1998℄). In nite nulei, the tran-
sition from the ssion-evaporation mode to multifragmentation manifests rather
smoothly. This opening of break-up hannels even inspired interpretations in line
with the liquid-gas phase transition of nulear matter [Rihert 2001, Chomaz 2004,
Pohodzalla 1995, Borderie 2002℄. The similarity of the nuleon-nuleon interation
with the Lennard-Jones moleular potential suggests that innite neutral nulear
matter resembles a Van-der-Waals uid [Sauer 1976℄. As shown in g. 1.1, also in the
phase diagram of nulear matter an area of liquid-gas oexistene an be dened. In
this region, the dense phase of nulear droplets is in equilibrium with the gaseous
phase of free nuleons and light omplex partiles. Within the Hartree-Fok approx-
imation, aording to the type of Skyrme fore hosen for obtaining the nulear
equation of state, the ritial temperature T

was alulated to vary in a range
of around 15-20 MeV for nulear matter [Sauer 1976, Jaqaman 1983, Levit 1985℄.
(One of the latest investigations, based on an improved Fisher's model [Elliott 2002℄
indiated T

= 6:7  0:2MeV for nite nulear systems. This value is soure of
ontroversy, e.g. [Natowitz 2002, Natowitz 2002, Gulminelli 2002, D'Agostino 2003,
Karnaukhov 2003a, Karnaukhov 2003b℄). During the reation proess, the system
explores dierent regions of the phase diagram. Sine at relativisti energies the
ollision is related to short wavelengths, the hot remnant should reah high positive
values of pressure P due to thermal energy (rather than mehanial ompression,
harateristi of Fermi-energy ollisions) without deviating sensibly from the ini-
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tial density 
0
. It is ommonly assumed that at this stage the system is still not
thermalised and it undergoes expansion in order to attain equilibrium (There ex-
ist also opposite interpretations assuming thermalization already before expansion
and a suessive Big-Bang-like expansion out of equilibrium [Campi 2003℄). If the
initial pressure is high enough, the subsequent expansion ould lead to rather low
densities, and the system, after dissipating the inoming momentum, ould reah a
point belonging to the spinodal region. Due to the inverse relation between pressure
and density dP=d < 0, this region is unstable, and density utuations are magni-
ed. The nuleus breaks apart due to spinodal instability. The system disassembles
also due to Coulomb instability. The inlusion of the long-range Coulomb inter-
ation in the equation of state was introdued by Levit and Bonhe [Levit 1985℄,
with the result that the solution of the oexistene equation vanishes above a lim-
iting temperature T
lim
, in general muh lower than T

, depending on the ondi-
tions taken for the alulation (see also [Jaqaman 1989a, Jaqaman 1989b℄). Den-
sity utuations reet a ontinuous evolution of the size and number of nulear
droplets from a onguration to another [Bugaev 2001℄. If the average mutual dis-
tane among the nuleons exeeds the strong nulear interation range (i.e. about
p
< 
n
> =, where < 
n
> is the average nuleon-nuleon ollision ross se-
tion), the break-up onguration freezes and the formed nulei and nuleons y
away freely, all arrying signatures of the so-alled freeze-out temperature of their
ommon soure. From omparing results from dierent experimental approahes
e.g. [Hirsh 1984, Pohodzalla 1995, Shmidt 2002, Napolitani 2002b℄ this tempera-
ture is found to be restrited to a range of 5 to 6 MeV (orresponding to a range
of exitation energy per nuleon around 2.5 to 3.5 MeV), quite independently of
the reation. This nding, not diretly ompatible with the phase diagram of ideal
nulear matter even suggested to searh for a harateristi temperature of frag-
mentation [Friedman 1988℄. The break-up onguration at freeze-out is expeted
to reet the exitation energy of the system. The dense phase of highly heated
systems should have the aspet of an ensemble of opious almost-equal-size light
fragments. At redued exitation, just suient for attaining the freeze-out, the
break-up partition might evolve to more asymmetri ongurations, where the for-
mation of a heavy fragment lose to the mass of the hot remnant is aompanied by
one or more light fragments and lusters. As an extreme, this onguration might
even redue to a binary asymmetri deay. In the ase of a very asymmetri split of
the system, the partition multipliity has minor inuene on the kinematis of the
light ejetiles. The emission of light partiles populates spherial shells in veloity
spae and an not be easily distinguished by the kinematis from a binary deay
when large mass-asymmetries haraterize the partition. A binary or binary-like
deay issued from a break-up onguration is a fast proess. Compared to asym-
metri ssion, asymmetri break-up deays should result in a similar U-shape of the
mass spetra of the yields. On the other hand, break-up deays should be reeted
in the higher magnitude of the yields, and in the emission kinematis that, still
mostly governed by the Coulomb eld, should exhibit an additional ontribution
due to the eventual expansion of the soure.
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1.2 Measurement of light-fragment properties
Great part of the information on light-partile emission at high exitation ener-
gies was olleted in 4--type experiments, suited for measuring the multipliity
and the orrelations of intermediate-mass fragments [Shüttauf 1996b, Marie 1998,
Sharenberg 2001℄. Still, the measurement of orrelations and the linear-momentum-
transfer was the basis for pursuing intense researhes on the transition from the for-
mation of ompound nulei to multifragmentation [Klotz-Engmann 1987, Klotz-Engmann 1989℄.
In this work, we disuss additional results derived from new inlusive measurements
of the reations
56
Fe+p,
56
Fe+
nat
Ti,
136
Xe+p and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti at 1 A GeV, ee-
tuated in inverse kinematis with the FRagment Separator (FRS) [Geissel 1992℄ at
GSI (Darmstadt). The experimental set-up was not intended to measure multi-
pliity and orrelations, but to provide formation ross setions and high-resolution
veloity spetra for isotopially identied projetile-like residues. The exitation
of the
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p systems onsists of purely thermal energy, and it is
just high enough to approah the onditions for the onset of multifragmentation.
On the basis of these data we searh for the properties of the early appearane
of break-up events and their ompetition with ompound-nuleus emission. The
systems
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti are ompatible with an abrasion piture. The
exitation energy deposited in the projetile spetator, still mostly of thermal na-
ture, establishes the dominane of multifragmentation in the deay proess. We
will espeially disuss the dierenes in the kinematis of light-fragment emission
in the two systems, onditioned by two dierent levels of exitation magnitude.
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2.1 The experiment
The experiments were performed at GSI (Darmstadt) in two sessions: in Otober
2000 a primary beam of
56
Fe was used and in November 2002 a
136
Xe beam was used.
The primary beam was delivered by the heavy-ion synhrotron SIS at an energy of
1 A GeV. The target was onstituted of liquid hydrogen (with a thikness of 87:3
mg/m
2
) ontained in a ryostat with thin titaniumwindows (36:3mg/m
2
in total),
wrapped in thin Mylar foils (C
5
H
4
O
2
, total thikness: 8:3 mg/m
2
) for thermal
insulation. In the target area, other layers of matter interseted the ion-beam:
the aelerator-vauum window of titanium (4:5 mg/m
2
) and the beam-urrent
monitor. The latter was omposed of aluminum foils (8:9 mg/m
2
) at the time of
the measurement with the
56
Fe beam, and it was suessively replaed by titanium
foils (13:5 mg/m
2
) before running the experiment with the
136
Xe beam. In order
to disentangle the prodution and the physial results related to the interation
with hydrogen from the ontribution assoiated to the other materials, the whole
experimental runs were repeated in idential onditions, after replaing the target
by titanium foils having the same thikness of the ryostat windows and wrapped in
Mylar foils having the same thikness of the ryostat insulation. This proedure did
not only determine the disturbing ontributions in the measurement of the
56
Fe+p
and
136
Xe+p systems, but it also provided additional experimental data on other
reation systems. With some arbitrariness we name titanium target (
nat
Ti) the
ensemble of the titanium foils replaing the ryostat window, the Mylar wrapping,
the aelerator-vauum window and the beam-urrent monitor. Unfortunately, the
measurement of the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti systems aounts also for non-
titanium nulei, the pollution of whih orresponds to their portion in the total
number of target nulei per area and is equal to 25.9% (Al) + 7.2% (Mylar) = 33.1%.
It should be remarked that these omponents are not plaed at the same distane
from the entrane of the spetrometer. Fragments produed in the beam-urrent
monitor or in the aelerator-vauum window ould have lower probabilities to be
registered in the experiment sine the angular aeptane is redued by fators of
0.33 and 0.25, respetively, ompared to produts from the titanium foils replaing
the ryostat. Heneforth, we refer to the liquid hydrogen as proton target (p). In
this ase no polluting ontributions are inluded in the nal results.
2.2 The FRagment Separator
The advantage of studying relativisti reations in inverse kinematis is that all ol-
lision produts leave the target with veloities lose to the beam veloity and they
an be analyzed in-ight, by traking their trajetories in a magneti eld, by mea-
suring their momenta and by registering their energy-loss in matter. The ollision
produts were analyzed inlusively by the FRagment Separator (FRS, Darmstadt)
set in high-resolution ahromati mode. A shemati view of its main omponents
and funtioning is presented in g. 2.1
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2.2.1 Dispersion and high-resolution ahromati mode
The spetrometer FRS is omposed of a series of four large bending dipole magnets
positioned behind the target. To fous the beam of reation produts, quadrupole
magnets are plaed in front and behind the dipoles. The magneti elds are set so
that the partile trajetories enounter a dispersive lattie and split apart aording
to the dierent momenta. The motion of a partile of magneti rigidity B, harge
q and momentum p = qB in a dispersive magneti eld an be desribed in terms
of the dispersion funtion, dened as
D(s
0
) =
x(s
0
)
Æ
; (2.1)
where x is the transverse displaement in the horizontal plane from the referene-
partile trajetory s
0
, and Æ is the momentum deviation with respet to a referene
partile of momentum p
0
= qB
0
, dened by the relation
Æ
:
=
p  p
0
p
0
=
B  B
0
B
0
: (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: Standard layout of the FRagment Separator FRS. The positions of
the four dipole magnets, the foal planes and the main detetors are shown in a
horizontal plane view.
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As demonstrated in the appendix A, the equations desribing the motion of harged
partiles in the horizontal plane an be written in the following form:

x(s
0
)
x
0
(s
0
)

=

g(s
0
) h(s
0
)
g
0
(s
0
) h
0
(s
0
)

x
i
x
0
i

| {z }
Harmoni term
+ Æ

D
i
D
0
i

| {z }
Dispersion term
; (2.3)
where the prime represents a derivative with respet of the urvilinear oordinate
assoiated to the path length s
0
travelled by the referene partile. x
i
and x
0
i
are initial onditions, and D
i
a partial solution of the dispersion equation (see
appendix A, eq (A.38)). We reognise a rst term, whih we may all harmoni,
that omes from the Hill equation (A.40) and desribes the transverse osillation
of a partile about its equilibrium trajetory. This is basially due to the strong
fousing of the quadrupole magnets. The seond term indiated as dispersion term
introdues the dependene of the atual trajetory on the momentum deviation,
with respet to the referene path s
0
and, therefore, xes the equilibrium trajetory
followed by the atual partile. The dispersion term is ruial for the identiation
of the fragment masses. By adding the trivial equation Æ = Æ we an write the
equations (2.3) in terms of transfer matrix T
s
0
i
:
X (s
0
) = T
s
0
i
X
i
; (2.4)
with
X
i
=
0

x
i
x
0
i
Æ
1
A
; X (s
0
) =
0

x(s
0
)
x
0
(s
0
)
Æ
1
A
; T
s
0
i
=
0

g(s
0
) h(s
0
) D
i
g
0
(s
0
) h
0
(s
0
) D
0
i
0 0 1
1
A
;
The dispersion D(s
0
) has a maximum value in the middle of the beam-line, between
the seond and the third dipole, in orrespondene with a foal plane. The optial
property of a foal plane is the existene of a point-to-point imaging relation with
respet to the initial plane, whih orresponds to the target plane of the FRagment
Sepatator (indiated by the number 0). This means that any partile with given
momentum p issued from a point x
0
in the target plane hits the foal plane in a or-
responding image point x
2
, independently on the initial angle x
0
0
. As a onsequene,
the element t
1;2
of the matrix T
2
0
is equal to zero.
This foal plane will be generally referred to as the dispersive foal plane (indiated
by the number 2). A partile intersets the dispersive foal plane in a point x
2
that
depends on the momentum p. The motion of partiles between the target plane
and the dispersive foal plane is desribed by the transfer matrix
T
2
0
=
0

g
0
0 D
2
g
0
0
h
0
0
D
0
2
0 0 1
1
A
:
We ould assume that the target is point-like and impose x
0
= 0. As a onsequene,
even though the trajetories of the reation produts split apart due to the dierent
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Figure 2.2: Simulation of the operation of the FRagment Separator in high-
resolution ahromati mode. Top. Evolution of the dispersion along the beam
axis in the FRagment Separator. Centre. Horizontal plane. Thirty trajetories
originating from two spatially distint points in the target plane for partiles dier-
ing for having ve dierent emission angles and three dierent momenta. Bottom.
Vertial plane. Three spatially distint points and three emission angles are hosen.
momenta and initial angles, they will then onverge to foal points in the horizon-
tal plane on the dispersive foal plane at positions depending on the momentum
deviation Æ only. As an example, these properties of the ion-optis are simulated in
g. 2.2. The spetrometer was operated in an overall ahromati mode, so that all
reation produts enounter an ahromati foal plane (indiated by the number 4)
at the end of the beam-line, in orrespondene of whih the momentum dispersion
vanishes (In the transfer matrix we set the t
1;3
= t
2;3
= 0). This means that all
partiles issued from a given point in the target plane will fous in a orrespond-
ing point in the ahromati foal plane independently on their angle spread and
momentum. The transfer matrix desribing the partile motion between the target
plane and the ahromati foal plane has the form
T
4
0
=
0

g
0
0 0
g
0
0
h
0
0
0
0 0 1
1
A
:
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The motion of partiles between the dispersive foal plane and the ahromati foal
plane is desribed by a transfer matrix similar to the one assoiated to the rst half
of the spetrometer
T
4
2
=
0

g
2
0 D
4
g
0
2
h
0
2
D
0
4
0 0 1
1
A
:
From the rst row of the equation of motion X
2
= T
2
0
X
0
we obtain an expression
to relate the momentum deviation Æ to the dispersion D
2
by the knowledge of the
position in the dispersive foal plane:
Æ =
x
2
D
2
: (2.5)
Similarly, from the rst row of the equation X
4
= T
4
2
X
2
we obtain
~
Æ =
x
4
  g
2
x
2
D
4
; (2.6)
where we indiated
~
Æ the momentum deviation in the seond half of the spetrom-
eter.
~
Æ ould dier from Æ due to the presene of matter (detetors) between the
seond and the third dipole. In this ase, the initial momentum p hanges due to
the energy-loss in matter. If we assume
~
Æ  Æ, we an ombine the equations (2.5)
and (2.6) in g
2
D
2
+D
4
= x
4
=Æ. If the optis is ahromati, x
4
is the image of x
0
= 0,
and we an impose x
4
= 0. Thus we obtain the following ondition of ahromatism:
g
2
=  
D
4
D
2
(2.7)
From the denitions (2.1) and (2.2), we an write the dispersion D
2
and D
4
in terms
of magneti rigidity:
D
2
=
B
0
(B B
0
)
x
2
; (2.8)
D
4
=
B
0
(
f
B B
0
)
(x
4
  g
2
x
2
) ; (2.9)
where B and
f
B are the values of the magneti rigidity of the traked partile
in the rst and in the seond half of the spetrometer, respetively. It should be
observed that like the momentum or the energy, the magneti rigidity is a property
of the partile and not of the optis. On the other hand, the magneti eld B, the
urvature radius , and the dispersion D
2
and D
4
and the magniation fator g
2
are harateristis of the ion-optis.
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2.2.2 Measurement and setting of the Ion-opti parameters
At the beginning of the experiment the optis was set so that the primary beam
of
56
Fe or
136
Xe (with the target o-beam) was direted through the spetrometer
rossing both the dispersive foal plane and the ahromati foal plane in the entre.
This opti setting dened the referene trajetory s
0
and the urvature radius 
0
.
The omplete set of all the magneti elds (of dipole and quadrupole magnets)
onstituting the spetrometer were registered in a magneti-eld referene le. The
magneti elds of the rst two dipoles B
1
and B
2
were set to lose values (diering
of around 1%) and in the following we will simply indiate them by their average
B
12
= (B
1
+ B
2
)=2. Also the magneti elds of the third and fourth dipole were
almost idential and we will refer to their average B
34
= (B
3
+B
4
)=2.
In order to san all the magneti rigidities (and therefore the momenta) of the re-
ation produts, the magneti elds had to be hanged several times during the
whole experiment. On the ontrary, the parameters D
2
, D
4
and g
2
, ruial for the
data analysis were measured at the beginning of the experiment with spei ali-
bration runs, and were then xed as onstant values for the whole experiment. In
order to keep these optis parameters unhanged the magneti elds of the ensem-
ble of magnets where hanged by applying two saling fators with respet to the
magneti-eld referene le: one applied to the rst half of the spetrometer (from
the target plane to the dispersive foal plane), the other applied to the seond half
(from the dispersive foal plane to the ahromati foal plane). The two saling
fators, though very similar, dier due to the presene of layers of matter with non-
negligible thikness (sintillating detetors or degraders) interseting the ion-beam
in proximity of the dispersive foal plane.
We should reall that the referene trajetory s
0
was set in order to interset the
dispersive foal plane and the ahromati foal plane in the entre. Therefore, the
measurement of the distane of the rossing point of a partile in the dispersive and
ahromati foal planes from the entre oinides with the spaial deviation from
the referene trajetory x
2
and x
4
, respetively. The measurement of the positions
x
2
and x
4
should be as aurate as possible. Sintillating detetors were preferred
due to their homogeneous material. The use of non-homogeneous detetors like
multiwires would in fat aet the ion-optis. Nevertheless, multiwire detetors
provide a better linearity of the signal. For this reason, alibration experiments were
dediated to measure the non-linearity of the sintillator by plaing an additional
multiwire detetor behind the sintillator. Supposing that the signal given by the
multiwire is perfetly linear, the distortion of the signal of the sintillator mounted
in the dispersive foal plane is the urve shown in the diagram (a) of g. 2.3. This
distortion was then eliminated in the data analysis.
One a preise measurement of x
2
is available, The dispersion D
2
an be measured
by applying the equation (2.8), that relates the position x
2
to the magneti rigidity
17
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of a partile. Eq. (2.8) an be written in the form
B = B
0

1 +
x
2
D
2

; (2.10)
or
B = B
12

0

1 +
x
2
D
2

; (2.11)
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Figure 2.3: Experimental determination of the main parameters for the data-analysis
in the measurement with a
136
Xe beam. (a) Dierene in the measurement of the
position by the sintillator (S) and the multiwire (MW) detetors in the dispersive
foal plane. (b) Determination of D2. () Determination of D4. (d) Determination
of g2.
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where the magneti rigidity of a partile is expressed as a deviation from the ref-
erene trajetory in eq. (2.10), and is related to the required arateristis of the
optis in eq. (2.11). Eq. (2.11) indiates that the position x
2
varies with the mag-
neti rigidity of the partile when the optis setting is xed, and is a funtion of
the magneti eld when the magneti rigidity of the partile is kept onstant. The
latter ase is the priniple that was used in pratie to evaluate the dispersion D
2
in
some alibration runs. With the target o-beam, the primary beam (whih, being
hosen as a referene, has B = B
0
) was direted through a magneti eld B
0
12
, set
in order to have x
2
= 0 and, as a onsequene
B
0
= B
0
12

0
: (2.12)
The magneti eld was than hanged of a quantity B
12
, in order to obtain a
position deviation equal to x
2
, as expressed by the relation
B
0
= (B
0
12
+B
12
)
0

1 +
x
2
D
2

: (2.13)
Eliminating B
0
in eq. (2.12) and eq. (2.13), we obtain the relation
B
0
12
= (B
0
12
+B
12
)

1 +
x
2
D
2

; (2.14)
that leads to
D
2
=  B
0
12
x
2
B
12
 x
2
  B
0
12
x
2
B
12
; (2.15)
where the additional term  x
2
was negleted beause in our ase B
12
is around
two orders of magnitude smaller than B
12
. In the diagram (b) of g. 2.3 the ex-
perimental measurement of the slope x
2
=B
12
is shown. The referene value B
0
12
ould be either measured or extrapolated from the slope itself.
The measurement of the dispersion D
4
was eetuated by entring the primary
beam at x
2
= 0 and varying the magneti eld B
34
only. We impose x
2
= 0 in
eq. (2.9) and apply the same proedure used for D
2
so as to obtain
D
4
=  B
0
34
x
4
B
34
: (2.16)
In the diagram () of g. 2.3 the experimental measurement of the slope x
4
=B
34
is shown.
The parameter g
2
is dedued from eq. (2.9), that ould be written in the form
x
4
  g
2
x
2
=

B
B
34

0
  1

D
4
: (2.17)
A saling of B
12
without any variation of B
34
and B would keep the seond term
of eq. (2.17) onstant and produe a variation x
2
and x
4
only. This is what
was also done experimentally, still using the primary beam, in order to obtain the
simple relation
g
2
=
x
4
x
2
: (2.18)
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2.3 Nulide identiation
One single opti setting of the spetrometer allows for a partial transmission of the
p=q distribution of produed fragments. The seleted p=q range is of about 1:5%
in the dispersive foal plane. Thus, a limited A=Z range of fragments an traverse
the rst half of the spetrometer. This imposed to sale the set of magneti elds
several times in order to san all the distribution of momenta (and therefore of
masses) of the reation produts.
When the layers of matter present in the dispersive-foal-plane region have a non-
negligible thikness, the fragments lose part of their kineti energy as a funtion of
Z
2
, and both the momenta and the magneti rigidities hange. Suh an eet results
in an additional seletion in the seond half of the spetrometer, limiting the passage
of the fragments to a restrited range of harges. In ertain onditions, the seletion
of a limitedZ-range is desirable, as it allows to measure separately elements with low
yields and with high yields, respetively. In the measurement with
136
Xe projetiles
2
8
20
28
50
2 8
20
28
50
Xe136
54+ X
e
136
53+
Xe136
53+
Selected isotopes
  B          B
      12               34                   [Tm]
120Ag (14.25   13.79)
69Zn (12.71   12.42)
24Al (10.02     9.89)
Figure 2.4: Expeted ounting rate for a group of isotopes seleted by three dif-
ferent magneti settings. In the table the orresponding entral isotopes and
magneti elds are indiated. For the alulation the ion-opti ode Lieshen was
used[Shmidt 1987, Hanelt 1992℄. The alulation neglets the light isotopes.
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an additional layer of matter was positioned behind the sintillator in the dispersive-
foal-plane area
1
, in order to measure the isotopi prodution along three bands
entred around Ag, Zn and Al, respetively. Compared to heavy nulides and light
fragments, the Zn-band orresponded to a low-yield region and it required to be
measured separately. The simultaneous measurement of the intermediate-Z band
and heavy-Z band would have severely spoiled the statistis of the former band.
In g. 2.4 the expeted measurable isotopi prodution assoiated to three settings
with
136
Xe projetiles is shown, as estimated before the experiment by the use
on an ion-optial alulation. The projetile and its one-eletron and two-eletron
harge states (unfortunately, non ompletely stripped ions are always present in the
primary beam) are not produts of the nulear reation and indue a huge ounting
rate: they saturate the data aquisition and might damage the detetors. It is
therefore neessary to selet out the orresponding p=q by employing spei slits
in the foal plane 1 (see g. 2.1). In g. 2.4 three lines mark the isotopes with
magneti rigidity lose to the projetile (solid line) and to the one-eletron and
two-eletron harge states of
136
Xe (dashed line). The momentum distribution of
these isotopes ould not be measured ompletely. For the settings dediated to the
56
Fe projetiles no degrader was used, and all the produed elements with a given
p=q were measured at one.
2.3.1 Charge and Time of ight
The time of ight was measured by the sintillators installed in the dispersive foal
plane and in the ahromati foal plane, as the time interval needed by a partile to
y along the path `  36m from one foal plane to the other. Tehnially, the mea-
surement starts with the detetion in the ahromati plane, while the orresponding
signal oming from the sintillator plaed in the dispersive foal plane is delayed
and used to stop the aquisition. This is a solution to disregard the partiles lost
in the seond half of the spetrometer and redue the dead-time onsiderably.
The partile harge was measured by one (with
56
Fe beam) or two (with
136
Xe beam)
ionization hambers plaed in front of the ahromati plane. They were lled with a
mixture of Ar (90%) and CH
4
(10%) at room temperature and about normal pres-
sure. When traversed by an ionising partile, the gas generates a loud of eletrons
and ions around the trajetory, and four anodes produe a signal proportional to
the number of stripped eletrons olleted. At inident energies of around 1 A GeV,
the energy lost by a projetile traversing a layer of matter is desribed by the Bethe-
Bloh equation. Therefore, in an ideal ase, the signal of the ionization hambers
should be about proportional to the ratio q
2
=
2
. Tehnially, there is one omplia-
tion. The stripped eletrons, falling towards the anodes, ould be aptured by gas
moleules. This reombination eet inreases with the eletron path length. Sine
the anodes are positioned on the horizontal beam-plane on one side of the detetor,
1
An aluminum degrader onstituted of rotating-wedges was used, with a thikness of 816.6
mg/m
2
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Figure 2.5: Identiation plot of fragments measured with a
136
Xe beam.
the measurement of the energy loss of a partile is slightly aeted by a dependene
f(x
4
) on the position x
4
in the ahromati foal plane. The 
2
-dependene of the
signal an be redued to a funtion of the measured time of ight g(TOF ). Sine
the reation produts were fully stripped, the nulear harge Z = q was dedued
diretly, after eliminating the dependene on the position f(x
4
) and on the veloity
g(TOF ). In g. 2.5 the nulear harge measured by the ionization hambers is
represented as a funtion of the measured time of ight for one magneti setting
of the spetrometer dediated to register light fragment of a
136
Xe projetile. The
loud of event onentrates in lusters, eah one orresponding to a single fragment
(A;Z). The eet of lustering, so helpful for the data analysis, is a onsequene
of the limited magneti-rigidity aeptane of the FRagment Separator. Sine for
an isotope the aepted veloity spread is very narrow, the Z
2
dependene is domi-
nant in the measurement of the energy loss E. Moreover, for the same reason, 
(whose expression is  / B
Z
A
) depends strongly on the mass A; as a onsequene,
the same dependene will haraterize the time of ight. If the magneti-strength
aeptane were wider, the MUSIC-time of ight plot would be onfused and the
luster strutures would vanish.
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Figure 2.6: Composition of all identied events measured with a
136
Xe beam at
1 A GeV. Three overlapping bands a, b and  orrespond to the three groups of
magneti settings for the entral isotopes
120
Ag,
69
Zn,
24
Al, respetively. The band
, olleting light nulides, is enlarged in order to show the isotopi resolution.
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2.3.2 Mass separation
The mass A was dedued from the time of ight and the magneti rigidity of the
partiles aording to the relation
A
Z
=
1


e
m
0
+ Æm

B
(TOF)
; (2.19)
where B is the magneti rigidity of a partile,  the veloity of light, e the elemen-
tary harge, m
0
the nulear mass unit, Æm = dM=A the mass exess per nuleon.
For the purpose of the isotopi identiation, the variation of Æm with A=Z an be
negleted, and a linear variation of A=Z as a funtion of B= an be assumed.
In eq. (2.19) the quantity (TOF ), or rather , is not dedued diretly from the
TOF measurement. A set of eight oeients
~
k = (k
1
; : : : ; k
8
), onstant for all the
runs was searhed for, in order to write the path length ` as:
` = l + k
1
x
S
2
+ k
2
x
S
4
;
(Where l = 36m is the average path length.) and the time of ight as:
t = k
3
+ k
4
TOF + k
5
x
2
2
+ k
6
x
2
4
+ k
7
e
 k
8
Z
2
; (2.20)
where quadrati terms in x
2
and x
4
desribe non-linear eets of the light-propagation
time; A Z-dependent term is added to take into aount the remaining walk de-
pendene of the disriminators (i.e an amplitude dependene). Thus, the relative
veloity is the ratio:
 =
`
t
: (2.21)
The terms
~
k are then dedued by numerial optimization and used for the whole
data analysis (as far as the harateristis of the detetors were unhanged). In
g. 2.6 the raw data olleting all the events measured in the experiment with a
136
Xe projetile are shown. Events are ordered aording to the measured Z and
N   Z so as to obtain an isotopi identiation plot.
2.4 Longitudinal veloities
The measurement of the time of ight is preise enough for an aurate identia-
tion of the mass of the fragments. Nevertheless, mainly due to the resolution and
additionally due to a slight dependene on the trajetory [Napolitani 2001a℄ it is not
suited for a ne measurement of the veloities of the fragments. On the other hand,
one an isotope is identied in mass and harge, a muh more preise measurement
of the veloity is obtained diretly from the magneti rigidity of the partile
 = B 
1


e
m
0
+ Æm

Z
A
; : (2.22)
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Figure 2.7: Four steps of the analysis proedure to obtain the observed veloity spe-
trum of
6
Li emitted in the reation
56
Fe+p. (a) Raw spetra of ounts as a funtion
of  in the laboratory frame. Eah segment results from a dierent saling of the
magneti elds of the FRS. One segment assoiated to the same magneti saling
is marked with hathed areas in this plot and in the two following ones. Arrows
delimit the sanned  range. (b) Yields normalized to the same beam dose. ()
Elimination of the angular-transmission distortion. Spetrum as a funtion of the
longitudinal veloity in the beam frame v
b
k
. The broad Gaussian-like hathed area
indiates the ontributions from non-hydrogen nulei. (d) All omponents of the
spetrum are omposed together averaging overlapping points. Contributions from
non-hydrogen-nulei were suppressed. The spetrum was divided by the number of
nulei per area of the liquid-hydrogen target. Statistial unertainties and a t to
the data are shown.
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In this ase, the preision of  depends only on B, that has a relative unertainty
of 5  10
 4
(FWHM) for individual reation produts. The absolute alibration of
the deetion in the magnet in terms of magneti rigidity B was performed at
the beginning of the experiment with a dediated alibration run using the primary
beam as detailed above. B is the magneti rigidity of the fragments in the rst
half of the spetrometer, before the dispersive foal plane as alulated aordig to
eq. (2.11).
Sine one single magneti onguration of the FRS selets only a B range of about
 1.5%, several overlapping runs have been repeated imposing dierent magneti
elds. While for the heavy residues lose to the projetile one or few settings were
suient to over the whole veloity spetrum, the light fragments often required
more than ten runs. The B sanning of
6
Li, produed in the interation of
56
Fe
with the target of liquid hydrogen enlosed in the ryostat onstitutes the diagram
(a) of g. 2.7: eah segment of the spetrum is obtained from a dierent saling
of the set of magneti elds of the FRS. In order to obtain onsistent weightings,
the ounts of the dierent measurements were normalized to the same beam dose.
For eah magneti saling, this normalization was obtained by dividing the orre-
sponding segment of the spetrum by the number of projetiles that hit the target
during the orresponding run. The impinging projetiles were ounted with the
beam-urrent monitor. The renormalized yields are shown in the diagram (b) of
g. 2.7. We should note that the spetrometer aepts only the fragments emitted
in a one of about 15 mr around the beam-axis in the laboratory frame, when the
reation ours in the hydrogen-target position. As a onsequene, a light residue
like, for example,
6
Li, generated in a ollision at a beam energy of 1 A GeV an
be deteted only if emitted with small transverse momentum. The experimental
spetrum represents the part of the density distribution in the veloity spae se-
leted by the angular aeptane of the spetrometer, projeted on the longitudinal
axis. Unfortunately, the angular aeptane depends on the magneti rigidity of
the partiles. As pointed out in the work [Benlliure 2002℄, for a given set-up of
the spetrometer, the more the intersetion of the trajetory of a partile with the
dispersive or the ahromati planes is displaed from the entres, the lower is the
aeptane angle of the FRS. The eet appears in the urved sides of eah single
segment, with the result of disturbing the overall struture of the B sanning. This
distortion, seen in the spetrum of the plot (b) of g. 2.7, an be suessfully or-
reted by means of ion-optial alulations that x the dependene of the angular
transmission on the trajetory. The alulation of the ratio of the transmission T
relative to its maximum value is presented in g. 2.8. The orreted spetrum, seen
in the plot () of g. 2.7, is the result of saling up the yields of the spetrum by
the fator T
max
=T . We also hanged from a  spetrum to a longitudinal-veloity
spetrum and, to simplify the analysis, the referene frame was hanged from the
laboratory to the beam frame. On the average, the projetile interats in the mid-
dle of the target. Therefore, we take into aount the slowing down of
56
Fe in the
rst half of the target, as represented in the upper diagram of g. 2.9. We also
onsider that the fragments slowed down in the remaining half of the target and,
therefore, were emitted at higher veloity than the one we observed. The analy-
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sis so far illustrated was repeated for all the isotopes produed in the interation
with the target of liquid hydrogen enlosed in the ryostat. Suessively, the same
proedure was applied to the orresponding isotopes produed in the interation
with the
nat
Ti target. As all spetra are normalized to the same beam dose, by
subtrating the veloity spetra of the residues produed in
56
Fe+
nat
Ti (indiated
by the hathed area in the plot () of g. 2.7) from those of the orresponding
isotopes produed in the target of hydrogen stored in the ryostat, we ould obtain
the measured veloity distributions for the reation with the liquid hydrogen. The
resulting yields are unambiguously disentangled from any disturbing ontributions
produed by other material present in the target area. Finally, the veloity spetra
obtained for the
56
Fe+p system were divided by the number of nulei per area of
the proton target. The resulting spetrum is shown in the diagram (d) of g. 2.7.
In the ase of the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti systems, we should onsider that the
target is onstituted of three omponents, the titanium foils replaing the ryostat,
the beam-urrent monitor and the aelerator-vauum window, having a number
of nulei per area equal to n
0
, n
1
, and n
2
, respetively. We should also reall that
these omponents are plaed at dierent distanes from the entrane of the spe-
trometer and are subjeted to dierent values of the angular aeptane, that is
about 
0
= 15:8 mr, 
1
= 9 mr, and 
2
= 7:8 mr, for the layers n
0
, n
1
, and n
2
,
respetively. Thus, the ross setions given in this work for the "titanium" target
are alulated using a target omposition where the dierent layers are weighted by
the orresponding estimated transmission values T , assuming idential prodution
ross setions in the dierent target omponents. In partiular, the veloity spe-
tra obtained for the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti systems should be divided by the
quantity n
0
T (
0
) + n
1
T (
1
) + n
2
T (
2
).
The experimental data are already omplete enough to let us reognise an impor-
tant signature of the Coulomb repulsion: the double-humped spetrum reveals that
the veloity of
6
Li nulei emitted at small angles has two omponents: one appre-
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Figure 2.8: Transmission of the FRS as a funtion of the positions in the dispersive
and ahromati planes, relative to its maximum value. Numerial values are taken
from ref. [Benlliure 2002℄.
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Figure 2.9: Top. Denition of the beam frame and of the entre-of-mass frame of
the emitting soure with respet to the laboratory frame. The diagram orresponds
to realisti onditions of the present experiment for
6
Li. The solid lines desribe
the slowing down of the beam and of the entroid of the veloity spetrum of
6
Li in traversing the target. Bottom. Mean longitudinal reoil veloities in the
beam frame < v
b
k
> of the reation residues ompared with the systematis of
Morrissey [Morrissey 1989℄ (solid line); only isotopes with suient statistis and
entirely measured veloity spetra are onsidered.
iably higher and one appreiably lower than the beam. Aording to the referenes
[Benlliure 2001, Enqvist 2001b, Bernas 2002℄, where similar strutures have been ob-
served for ssion fragments, we may onnet the double-humped spetrum to the
ation of the Coulomb eld of a heavy partner in the emission proess.
One hanged to longitudinal veloities in the beam-frame v
b
jj
, the shift of the
baryentre of the spetrum with respet to zero is equal to the mean reation reoil
< v
b
jj
>. Also this quantity, studied in the lower diagram of g. 2.9, arries a valu-
able information about the reation mehanism, and it an be related to the frition
suered by the projetile in the ollision, aording to a given impat parameter
[Morrissey 1989℄. Due to the limited angular aeptane of the FRS whih favours
the detetion of heavier nulei, a depletion of the statistis for the measurement of
the lightest nulei is expeted when, as in the measurement with the
56
Fe beam,
the light fragments are measured together with the heaviest in the same magneti
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setting. Due to these problems, the mean veloities of the light residues an only be
determined with relatively large unertainties. With these large unertainties, the
information from the mean veloities ould not be exploited. Although these mean
veloities also enter into the evaluation of the ross setions, the unertainties they
introdue are omparable to those from other soures. It is therefore preferable to
dedue the mean reoil veloities of lithium, beryllium, boron and arbon by ex-
trapolation from the systematis of the data relative to the ensemble of the heavier
residues.
2.5 Normalization to the beam dose
2.5.1 Beam-urrent monitor
A beam-urrent monitor was installed in front of the target. it was omposed of
three metal foils perpendiular to the beam, the external one onstituting the anode,
and the middle foil working as the athode. Eletrons, originating from the ath-
ode are olleted by the anode; sine any signiant spae-harge eet has been
observed, the seondary-eletron urrent measured on the middle foil is assumed
to be proportional to the primary-beam urrent. The devie is named SEondary
Eletron TRAnsmission Monitor [Junghans 1996, Jurado 2002℄ (SEETRAM). The
advantage with respet to using a sintillator is the eieny in measuring high
primary-beam urrents and a smaller thikness. A sintillator would seriously de-
teriorate the beam quality due to its thikness, omparable to an additional target.
The ounting rate an be obtained alibrating the seondary-eletron urrent re-
spet to the primary-beam urrent; sine the output signal of the SEETRAM is
turned into a voltage and then digitalized, the alibration resolves into the ratio:

seetram
=
seondary-eletron urrent
primary-beam urrent
=
SEETRAM ounts
number of impinging projetiles
:
In order to obtain the impinging-projetile ounting, a sintillator is inserted in
the beam between the SEEETRAM and the target during a alibration proedure,
and is then removed during the experiment. The gure 2.10 shows a omparison
between the time evolution of partile ounts measured with the sintillator and
the orresponding SEETRAM ounts during a alibration run aimed to measure
the parameter 
seetram
. The SEETRAM reprodues properly the beam struture,
with the only addition of an oset, due to a urrent added at the output of the
digitalizer. The signal produed by the middle foil is in fat rstly turned into a
voltage, ltered, and nally digitalized. For very low signals the lter ould generate
some utuations around zero and the signal ould drop to negative values: in this
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ase the output urrent of the digitaliser ould be interrupted. In order to have an
always-positive signal the addition of a onstant positive oset is neessary.
Before integrating the SEETRAM ounts for eah spill, this oset should be au-
rately subtrated. After this operation, the number of partiles onstituting eah
spill (measured with the sintillator) an be ordered as a funtion of the orrespond-
ing SEETRAM ounts as in the insert in g. 2.10.
The quadrati dependene of the partile ounting as a funtion of the beam in-
tensity reveals a saturation [Jurado 2002℄ of the sintillator: as a onsequene, we
assume more signiant the region of the urve orresponding to low ounts, and
we obtain the alibration oeient as the initial slope of the quadrati t of the
funtion.
The number of projetiles an be measured for eah run by subtrating the oset
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Figure 2.10: Beam-monitor alibration. Superposition of alibrated SEETRAM
ounts (grey-lled spetrum, axis label on the left) and sintillator ounts (white-
lled spetrum, axis label on the right). The SEETRAM spetrum is resaled of its
oset and multiplied by the parameter 
seetram
, that oinides with the alibration
slope shown in the insert.
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from the orresponding SEETRAM ounting and multiplying the resulting dier-
ene for the alibration oeient.
N
projetiles
= 
seetram
(SEETRAM   oset) :
2.5.2 Total number of fragments traversing the spetrometer
The row-data plot of g. 2.6 ollets the number N
measured
of partiles deteted by
the sintillator in the ahromati foal plane and not the real numberN of fragments
that traversed the separator. A spei aquisition devie ounts independently
all the partiles N rossing the separator, even if they do not orrespond to a
measured event (i.e. an event is haraterized by the registration of all identiation
parameters). The dead-time may be dened as
 =
N  N
measured
N
:
Finally, in order to obtain normalized yields to the beam dose from the measured
yiels it is neessary to divide them by the number of impinging projetiles and by
the events-to-deteted-partile ratio:
Normalized yields =
measured yields
N
projetiles
(1  )
:
It should be observed that the normalized yields do still not orrespond to ross
setions, as we are still disregarding the portion of fragments emitted outside of the
solid angle dened by the angular aeptane of the spetrometer.
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3.1. Veloities
3.1 Veloities
When a fragment is emitted with a large absolute veloity v = j~vj in the entre
of mass, not all the angles of the orresponding veloity vetor ~v are seleted by
the nite angular aeptane of the spetrometer. As a result of the data analysis
detailed in the previous setion, we obtain the measurement of the apparent ross
setion dI(v
k
)=dv
k
as a funtion of the longitudinal veloity v
k
. This observed
ross setion diers from the real ross setion due to the angular aeptane. The
detetion of a partile depends on the perpendiular veloity v
?
=
q
v
2
  v
2
k
in the
entre-of-mass frame, the angle of rotation around the beam diretion ', and the
veloity u of the entre of mass with respet to the laboratory. The dependene on
' omes about beause the beam pipe inside the quadrupoles is not ylindrial. A
diagram onstruted on the basis of experimental data is presented in g. 3.1, to
detail the geometry of the spetrometer aeptane.
We intend to extrat data on the fragment-emission kinematis and eliminate any
dependene on the experimental devie. For this purpose, we need to searh for
a onnetion between the ross-setion variation in veloity spae in the entre-of-
mass frame and the measured spetra dI(v
k
)=dv
k
as a funtion of the longitudinal
veloity omponent v
k
in the entre-of-mass frame. In a general ase, the former
distribution is not isotropi, but a funtion of the absolute veloity v, the polar angle
from the beam diretion , and the azimuthal angle around the beam axis '. It
will be denoted as d
3
=(dv d
), where 
 is the solid angle. The veloity omponent
orthogonal to the beam axis is v
?
. The ontribution to the experimental yield in
the interval [v
k
; v
k
+ v
k
℄ is obtained by integrating v
?
in the slab orthogonal to
the beam axis :
dI(v
k
)
dv
k
=
ZZ
d
3

d~v
v
?
dv
?
d'
=
ZZ
1
v
2
d
3

dv d

v
?
dv
?
d' : (3.1)
For the orthogonal veloity integration the lower limit is 0 and the higher limit
is related to the angular aeptane of the spetrometer. Sine the latter is not
neessarily irular, it an depend on ' and will be denoted as ('). The max-
imal orthogonal veloity may be derived from the Lorentz transformation of the
momentum and it reads : ev
?
(') = (u + v
k
)('), where u and  are the veloity
and the Lorentz fator of the enter of mass in the laboratory frame, respetively.
Introduing these limits in the integration we write :
dI(v
k
)
dv
k
=
2
Z
0
2
4
ev
?
(')
Z
0
1
v
2
d
3

dv d

v
?
dv
?
3
5
d' : (3.2)
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Changing the integration variable from v
?
to v =
q
v
2
k
+ v
2
?
we obtain :
dI(v
k
)
dv
k
=
2
Z
0
2
6
6
4
q
v
2
k
+ev
2
?
(')
Z
jv
k
j
1
v
d
3

dv d

dv
3
7
7
5
d' : (3.3)
To reonstrut the full veloity distribution, independent of the angular aeptane
of the spetrometer, an assumption on the angular distribution is neessary. It was
onluded from experiments, to whih the full angular range was aessible, that the
Li from Xe+    p7 136
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Figure 3.1: Statistis of veloity vetors ~v of
7
Li, emitted in the fragmentation of
a
136
Xe beam, reonstruted on the basis of the longitudinal veloities, measured
experimentally. The veloity oordinates of the beam frame are shown (observe the
bak-shift of the entre of mass, origin of the vetor ~v, with respet to the origin
of the beam frame oordinates). The blak dots are the veloity vetors aepted
by the spetrometer. The gray dots indiate the partiles that are not transmitted
through the angular aeptane. A ut for v
?
= 0 is shown in the bottom. The ut,
in the shape of a ring, reveals that the emission orresponds to a shell in veloity
spae and reveals a Coulomb hole. The dashed lines delimit the region aepted by
the spetrometer and reveal that, for this spei ejetile, only a forward portion
and a bakward portion of the emission shell an be measured.
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data are in satisfatory agreement with an isotropi emission (see, for example, the
treatment of Moving soure analysis presented in [Korteling 1990℄). This assump-
tion has been orroborated by a vast olletion of data for reations of very dierent
nature. Isotropi emission has been observed either for lowly exited ssioning sys-
tems [Moretto 1989℄, or even for very highly exited nulei undergoing expansion
ow in thermal multifragmentation [Karnaukhov 1999, Karnaukhov 2003a℄. At least
the
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p systems an be safely inluded in this range. Slightly
less justied is the assumption for
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti , sine some eets
of dynamial multifragmentation ould disturb the isotropy. Thus, if we assume
isotropi partile emission in the entre-of-mass frame, d
3
=(dv d
) redues to
(1=4)(d=dv) and the variation of the ross setion (v), as a funtion of the ab-
solute veloity v, is related to the variation of the apparent ross setion I(v
k
) as a
funtion of v
k
by the equation:
dI(v
k
)
dv
k
=
1
4
Z
2
0
d'
Z
q
v
2
k
+ev
2
?
(')
jv
k
j
1
v
d(v)
dv
dv ; (3.4)
v||-∆v||
v||
(v||-∆v|| )2+v2⊥√

v||
2+v2⊥√

0 v
Figure 3.2: Integration domains of eq. (3.4).
In equation (3.4), the term d=dv is the physial quantity that we wish to extrat.
It desribes the variation of the ross setion (v) as a funtion of the absolute
veloity v in the entre-of-mass frame The measured quantity is the left-hand term
dI(v
k
)=dv
k
, representing the variation of the apparent ross setion as a funtion
of the longitudinal veloity omponent v
k
in the entre-of-mass frame. In priniple,
equation (3.4) ould not be inverted in an unambiguous way for general shapes of
the d=dv funtion. However, for the restrited shapes desribing the data, this
inversion beomes possible. This is partiularly the ase if this funtion is supposed
to derease monotonially to 0 at large v and if dI(v
k
)=dv
k
also follows the same
behavior at large jv
k
j, as it is evident from g. 2.7.
In order to desribe the inversion proedure, let us onsider a given bin in lon-
gitudinal veloity dened by the interval [v
k
; v
k
+ v
k
℄. The yield for this bin is
(dI(v
k
)=dv
k
)=v
k
, while the orresponding integral over v in equation (3.4) extends
from v
k
to
q
v
2
k
+ v
2
?
. This domain is depited by the thik segment in g. 3.2. Let
us assume that the values of the funtion d=dv are known over this interval and
that they omply to equation (3.4).
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Figure 3.3: Reonstruted density plots in veloity spae in the beam frame (v
b
k
; v
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?
)
representing the distribution on a plane ontaining the beam axis. The solid lines
denote the angular aeptane of the spetrometer.
We onsider now the v
k
bin loated between v
k
 v
k
and v
k
, for whih the integra-
tion extends from v
k
  v
k
to
p
(v
k
 v
k
)
2
+ v
2
?
, as shown by the thin segment
above the axis in g. 3.2. It an be seen that, if v
k
is small enough, this segment
has a large overlap with the previous one. If this were not the ase, the inversion
proedure would even be simplied as d=dv would be diretly proportional to the
yield divided by the interval length, provided that the yield has a low variation over
v
k
. In the ase of overlap of the two integration segments, as shown in the gure,
the variation of the yield omes only from the values of d=dv at the edges. If the
value is known on the right non-overlapping extremity, the variation between the
two adjaent v
k
bins delivers the value on the left non-overlapping extremity. The
proedure an be ontinued for lower v
k
bins, xing the values of the funtion for
dereasing values of v.
So far, no spei assumption has been made exept that the funtion d=dv is
known over a given interval. This an be pratially ahieved by assuming that
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Figure 3.4: Veloity spetra of light residues produed in
56
Fe+
nat
Ti (upper diagram), and in
56
Fe+p at 1 A GeV (lower
diagram), ordered on a nulear hart. They are represented as a funtion of the veloity in the beam diretion in the beam
frame v
b
k
. Crosses and points indiate measured spetra dI
Ti
/dv
b
k
and dI
p
/dv
b
k
, respetively, dened aording to eq. (3.4),
and normalized to the unit. They represent all fragments transmitted through the FRS. Reonstruted veloity spetra 
Ti
r
and 
p
r
, dened aording to eq. (3.5) and normalized to the unit are marked with dashed and solid lines, respetively. In the
lower diagram, the reonstruted spetra for
6
Li,
10
B and
12
C emitted from
56
Fe+
nat
Ti are superimposed as dashed lines for
omparison.
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d=dv vanishes at large v values and that, as a onsequene, also the yield drops.
By onsidering a large v
k
value for whih the yield is null, we an take a null
d=dv over the orresponding interval and start the proedure of reversion. This
presription for the starting point an also be extended to regions where the yield
does not fade : for v
k
 ev
?
the length of the integration interval dereases as
ev
2
?
=(2v
k
), whih beomes small ompared to the harateristi variation length of
d=dv. In this ase, the latter an be assumed onstant over the interval and its
value dedued straightforward from eq. (3.4). The dependene of ev
?
on ' only
slighly hanges the proedure, while the sheme remains the same.
The yields measured for the forward emission (v
k
> 0) are expeted to dier from
those assoiated to the bakward (v
k
< 0) emission. Nevertheless, in the ideal ase
of a perfetly isotropi emission with respet to the entre of mass, the resulting
ross setions (v
k
> 0) and (v
k
< 0) restrited to only-forward and only-bakward
emission, respetively, should be idential. The dierene j(v
k
> 0)   (v
k
< 0)j
an be an indiation of the unertainty introdued in the extration of the ross
setion (v) by the assumption of isotropi emission. The density of veloity vetors
~v in a plane ontaining the beam axis is presented in g. 3.3.
We an now redue the representation of the reoil-veloity distribution (v) to
one dimension, seleting only those veloities ~v aligned in the beam diretion, and
oupying only absissae in the plots of g. 3.3.
Due to our assumption of isotropy, we an dene radial veloity distributions di-
viding the dierential ross setion d(v)=dv assoiated to a given veloity v in the
entre of mass by the spherial surfae of radius v:

r
(v) =
d
3

d~v
=
1
4v
2
d
dv
; (3.5)
It should be remarked that either in the referene of the entre of mass or in the
projetile frame,  is lose to the unit and onsequently 
r
(v) is diretly related
to the invariant ross setion 
I
(v). Indiating m = m the mass of the partile,
~p = ~p its momentum and E its total energy in the entre of mass frame (or in the
projetile frame), we obtain the equality:

r
(v) =
m
2

2
m
2
d
3

d~p
=
1

2
E
d
3

d~p
=
1

2

I
(v) : (3.6)
Also the planar uts in veloity spae (v
b
k
; v
b
?
) of g. 3.3 are equivalent to invariant-
ross-setion plots [Babinet 1981℄.
As a tehnial remark, the advantage of inverse kinematis ompared to diret-
kinematis experiments should be pointed out. The registration of emission veloi-
ties lose to the veloity of the entre of mass of the hot remnant are not prevented
by any energy threshold. Thus, only in inverse kinematis we an learly appreiate
the gradual transition from a haoti-dominated proess, reeted in Gaussian-like
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invariant-ross-setion spetra, to a Coulomb- (or eventually expansion-) dominated
proess, produing a hollow around the entre of mass. This harateristi signature
we exploit resembles the investigation of relative veloity orrelations between two
fragments [Wang 1999℄ in full-aeptane experiments for analysing deay times. In
that ase, the probability to detet two almost simultaneously emitted partiles in
spae with small dierenes in diretion is suppressed due to the mutual Coulomb
interation.
A systemati study of the spetra of lithium, beryllium, boron and arbon is pre-
sented in g. 3.4 and ompared with the observed veloity distributions. In the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti reation, all spetra show a bell shape. In the
56
Fe+p spallation, the
double-humped distribution appears learly for isotopes with mass lower than twelve
units. The shape of the veloity spetra depends mostly on the mass rather than on
the harge, and hains of isotopes belonging to the same elements show a transition
from a bell shape toward a double-humped spetrum with dereasing mass. This
transition is not always gradual but, as revealed by the neighbouring
11
C and
12
C
in the lower panel of g. 3.4, sometimes seems to be rather abrupt.
A spei disussion should be dediated to the veloity spetra measured for the
136
Xe+p and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti systems. In g. 3.5 a series of experimental spetra
dI(v
k
)/dv
k
normalized to the unit is shown for twenty isotopes having N = Z + 1
(these isotopes where measured with the best statistis). All spetra, both for
136
Xe+p and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti , an be desribed by the superposition of the two dier-
ent shapes, the rst double humped, the seond Gaussian-like, the width and the
integral of whih varies aording to the spei isotope. All spetra assoiated to
heavy residues have a Gaussian shape. Gaussian spetra are narrow for isotopes of
mass lose to the projetile, assoiated to evaporation prodution. They widen for
light residues, whih are assoiated to more omplex emission mehanisms. This
harateristi Gaussian shape, still evident in the spetrum of
45
Ti, produed in
136
Xe+
nat
Ti , evolves gradually in an asymmetri distribution, whih is the result
of the folding of many Gaussian shapes having dierent mean values: this is the
ase of the series of isotopes ranging from
45
Ti down to
25
Mg, produed in the
136
Xe+
nat
Ti system. More negative mean values of the Gaussian omponents are
related to smaller integrals. The resulting shape ould be represented by a Gaus-
sian funtion onvoluted with an exponential tail. The folding represents the spread
in the mean reoil in the ollision. The presene of the seond shape, onstituted
by two wide largely spaed Gaussian-like humps, haraterizes the lightest isotopes
produed in
136
Xe+p . The greatest part of the integral of the spetra of
7
Li and
9
Be
is related to the two-humped shape. This ontribution gradually vanishes (around
31
P). Also the system
136
Xe+
nat
Ti manifests the presene of the two-humped shape
for isotopes lighter than
15
N. This was not the ase for
56
Fe+
nat
Ti , where no trae
of this ontribution was manifested. Thanks to the large spaing between the two
humps (due to the eet of Coulomb repulsion from a heavy nuleus, lose to Xe
in mass), the system
136
Xe+p shows learly the superposition of the Gaussian-like
and two-humped ontribution (see isotopes ranging from
13
C to
21
Ne). The high
resolution of the spetra even shows that the entral Gaussian-like omponent is
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shifted in forward diretion with respet to the two-humped omponent. This fea-
ture is rather surprising. More negative mean-reoil values are generally assoiaed
to more violent reations due to larger fritional eets in the ollision. On the
other hand, the entral omponent realls a volume multifragment emission, that
ould reet very violent ollisions, while the side omponent should be related
to low-multipliity fragment emission, whih reets less violent ollisions. In this
ase, the entral omponent should be related to a larger fritional eet and be
-2 0 2 -2 0 2
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Figure 3.5: Experimental veloity spetra nomalized to the same uintegral, mea-
sured for a series of isotopes having N = Z + 1 in the systems
136
Xe+p (left) and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti (right).
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therefore shifted bakward with respet of the side omponent. We observe the
opposite eet. A similar highly unusual feature was observed by N.T. Porile and
ollaborators in 1979 at Fermilab, by bombarding
238
U with 400 GeV protons. In
this experiment, in diret-kinemati, a larger amount of fragments was registered
at bakward than at forward in the laboratory frame. It was onluded that this
eet appears uniquely at very high energies and it was interpreted as the eet
of nulear shok waves. It should be remarked that in our experiment we do not
observe forward emitted fragments (orresponding to bakward emitted fragments
in diret kinematis). All veloity spetra manifest bakward emission in average.
Only when the distribution is disentangled in Gaussian-like and two-humped om-
ponents we an observe a larger bak-shift for the latter omponent, inreasing for
lighter fragments, while the former omponent maintains its mean value lose to
the projetile veloity. This is the rst time that suh a feature is measured in
ion-proton ollisions in the 1 A GeV inident-energy range. The forward peaking
of the emission was measured in ion-ion ollisions with the FRagment Separator
[Riiardi 2003℄ and related to the blast eet indued on the spetators by the
re-ball.
3.2 Nulide ross setion
The formation ross setions are diretly obtained by integration of d(v)=dv. In
the appendix C, table C.1 ollets the isotopi ross setions for the prodution of
light residues, from lithium up to oxygen, measured in this work for the reation
56
Fe+p and
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and the whole set of ross-setions for the systems
136
Xe+p
and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti . The distributions of the formation ross setions evaluated for the
two systems
56
Fe+p and
56
Fe+
nat
Ti at 1 A GeV are presented in g. 3.6 for dierent
light elements as a funtion of the neutron number and in g. 3.7, on the hart of
the nulides. in g. 3.8 the isotopi prodution is presented on a nulide hart for
136
Xe+p and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti at 1 A GeV. The extension of the prodution appears
rather similar for both the titanium-indued and the proton-indued reations and,
in partiular, despite the expeted dierene in exitation energy reahable in the
ollisions with the two targets, the ross-setion distributions of the residues asso-
iated to the same projetile do not manifest drasti dierenes in their features.
A more quantitative revelation of this similarity is presented in g. 3.9, where the
mass distributions are ompared. The dierene in the shape of the mass spetra
is signiant only for the intermediate masses: the ross setion of the residues of
56
Fe+p dereases from A = 30 to A = 18 by about one order of magnitude, while we
observe only a slight derease by about a fator of two for
56
Fe+
nat
Ti. The dierene
in the slope of the mass spetrum is even more signiant for the nulides ranging
from A = 100 to A = 50, produed with a
136
Xe projetile. The data reveal that
higher exitation energy introdued by the interation with titanium, with respet
to proton-indued spallation, results in dereasing the slope of the mass-spetra in
the IMF-range and depleting the ross setion for heavy residues in favour of an
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enhaned prodution of light fragments. However, the portion of the mass spetra
orresponding to light-partile emission follows a very similar exponential slope for
both systems.
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Figure 3.6: Experimental isotopi prodution ross setions of some light elements
for the reations
56
Fe+p and
56
Fe+
nat
Ti at 1 A GeV. The ross setions related
to the latter system are saled of a fator 0.07. Numerial values are olleted in
table C.1.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental prodution ross setions as a funtion of the mass number.
The statistial unertainties are lower than 10%. The systemati unertainties
evolve from 10% for the heavy residues lose to the projetile to 20% for the light
fragments.
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4.1. Systematis of kinematial features
In the previous setion, the full veloity distributions were reonstruted from the
data and employed to obtain the residue formation ross setions for the reations
indued by the proton and titanium target, respetively. Though, the ross se-
tions did not yield any unambiguous distintion between the reations with the
two targets that, indeed, should result into rather dierent deexitation pitures
on the basis of the dierent thermal exitations reahed in the two systems. On
the ontrary, the partiularity of the proton-indued spallation ompared to the
titanium-indued fragmentation arises strikingly when the kinematis of the light-
partile emission is investigated. Thus, when we ompare the
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p
systems to the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti systems, respetively, on the basis of
the reoil veloity, we nd that substantially distint mehanisms should be in-
volved in the light-fragment emission. In the fragmentation reation indued by
the titanium target, all the residues are emitted aording to a bell-shape veloity
spetrum. A long sequential deay would produe this kind of shape; in this proess,
neutrons, protons and lusters are in fat emitted with dierent angles with equal
probability. Nevertheless, due to the high exitation of the hot fragments gained in
suh a violent ollision, and due the exponential inrease of the ross setion of the
light residues with the mass loss, we are in favour of a multifragmentation piture
to depit the dominant deexitation proess. In this ase, the hot soure is ex-
peted to undergo a fast expansion and suessively form several fragments. In this
senario [Bondorf 1995℄, the emission veloity of a light residue ould vary largely
aording to dierent parameters: the partitioning in the multifragmentation event,
the expansion of the soure before the break-up phase, and the position where the
traked fragment is formed with respet to the other fragments. Also this proess
would result in a veloity spetrum with a bell shape entred at the mean reoil
veloity, equal to the shape we observe. On the ontrary, when light fragments
originate from the
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p systems, the reation dynamis leads to the
population of one most probable emission shell in the veloity spae, around the
entre of mass. This is the ase of
6
Li, produed in
56
Fe+p , as shown in g. 3.3.
Only a forward and a bakward portion of the emission shell ould be measured as
seleted by the onial ut that the spetrometer determined: this fully explains the
double-humped veloity spetra obtained in the measurement, as shown in g. 2.7
and in the reonstruted spetra shown in g. 3.4. The veloity distributions of the
light fragments generated in the proton-indued reation arry the unambiguous
signature of a strong Coulomb repulsion in the emission proess. This observation
evidently exludes that the light fragments ould be the nal residues of a long se-
quential evaporation hain. The strong Coulomb omponent in the emission proess
rather reets the dominating inuene of a very asymmetri split of the soure.
4.1 Systematis of kinematial features
On the basis of the ensemble of experimental data on the prodution ross setion
and on the emission veloity of the residues, we devote this setion to disuss the
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reation phenomenology. In aordane to the vast literature dediated to ion-ion
fragmentation (explored in the reviews [Bondorf 1995, Rihert 2001℄), we an safely
relate the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti reations to the formation of highly exited
systems, the deay of whih is ommonly interpreted as a multi-body instantaneous
disassembly. In the following, we will refer to the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti
ollisions as a guideline for omparing to a fragmentation senario. We will rather
onentrate on the reation mehanism of the proton-indued ollision, whih points
to ompetitive types of deay at the same time.
From a rst analysis, the main harateristis of the deexitation of the
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p systems, realling a strong Coulomb repulsion, evoate a binary deay pro-
ess. In general, more than one kind of reation ould lead to a binary deay. Either
the system breaks apart diretly following the entrane hannel. This is the hara-
teristi of transfer reations. Almost like in elasti sattering the projetile and the
target nulei keep essentially their kinematial properties, they just exhange a few
nuleons. In this ase, the kineti energy and the angular distribution keep memory
of the entrane hannel and annot be parameterised by a global systematis. Or
they merge to a ombined system, thermalise, and then deay in two parts. In this
ase, the kineti energy and the angular distribution does not keep any memory of
the entrane hannel, exept that the angular momentum of the system has some
trivial onsequenes on the angular distribution. Thus, when a ompound nuleus is
formed, the kineti energy released an be parameterised by an empirial universal
desription. We might notie that other proesses like deep-inelasti reations, or
fast ssion are in between these extremes. On the other hand, other relevant fea-
tures, like the high prodution yields for both light and about half-projetile-mass
residues, ould evoate the harater of a fast deay, in line with the senario of
a sudden disassembly of the soure depited for the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti
systems. The high inident energy imposes that only two among all the senarios
we mentioned may be taken into onsideration: either the asymmetri split of a
ompound nuleus, or a fast break-up.
Our rst attempt will be to test the pertinene of the experimental data on the
emission veloities with a general systematis. Afterward, we will disuss the intri-
ay of the several possible ontributions to the spetral shape of the kineti-energy
distributions, and the diulty to extrat insight on the exitation energies involved
in the reation diretly from the measurement.
4.1.1 Absolute-veloity spetra
A reurrent analysis of the Coulomb-repulsion aspets is the omparison of the
distribution of absolute veloities of outgoing fragments v = j~vj (where ~v is the
orresponding veloity vetor in the entre of mass of the hot remnant) with the
systematis of total kineti energy released in ssion. We intend to follow this ap-
proah (e.g. [Wang 1999℄) to test the ompatibility of the light-fragment emission
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in
56
Fe+p with an asymmetri-ssion piture. The FRagment Separator is parti-
ularly eient in measuring reoil veloities, beause the magneti rigidity of the
residues is known with high preision (see setion 2.4). Indeed, the identity of the
mother-nulei is hidden in the omplexity of the interation proesses related to
high-energy ollisions, like the intra-nulear asade and some evaporation events
prior to the binary deay. The present new data are espeially signiant as they
are the rst measurement of the veloities of fragments issued of proton-indued
splits of iron-like nulei. On the other hand, ssion veloities of residues of light
nulei have been widely investigated in fusion-ssion experiments [Sanders 1999℄,
with the advantage of exluding most of the ambiguities on the identiation of
the ssioning nuleus. Data on symmetri ssion of nulei lose to iron, formed in
fusion reations were published by Grotowski et al. [Grotowski 1984℄ and were the
basis for the revised kineti-energy-release systematis of Viola [Viola 1985℄. This
systematis establishes a linear dependene of the most probable total kineti en-
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Figure 4.1: Left panel Mean absolute veloities in the referene frame of the en-
tre of mass of the hot remnant, measured for residues of the
56
Fe+p system (open
irles) and dedued from the systematis of Tavares and Terranova [Tavares 1992℄
(hathed bands). The width of the hathed areas results from the range of the pos-
sible mother nuleus from
46
Ti (lower values) to
56
Fe (higher values). In the insert,
data points on the total kineti energy released in a symmetri split of nulei lose
to iron, measured by Grotowski et al. [Grotowski 1984℄ are ompared to the sys-
tematis of Viola [Viola 1985℄ (dot-dashed line) and with the systematis of Tavares
and Terranova [Tavares 1992℄ (solid line). Right panel Measured absolute-veloity
spetra for the residues
6
Li,
10
B, and
12
C produed in the
56
Fe+p system. The
arrows indiate the values obtained by the systematis of Tavares and Terranova.
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ergy E
t
k
released in a symmetri ssion to the quantity Z
2
=A
1=3
, evaluated for the
mother nuleus:
E
t
k
= aZ
2
=A
1=3
+ b ; (4.1)
where A and Z identify the ssioning nuleus and a and b are parameters tted to
the experimental data (a = (0:1189  0:0011) MeV, b = (7:3  1:5) MeV). More
reently, new data obtained for the binary split of even lighter nulei than iron
inspired Tavares and Terranova [Tavares 1992℄ to revisit the systematis of Viola
one more. The new systematis is lose to the systematis of Viola for heavy
nulei down to Z
2
=A
1=3
 200. As shown in the insert of g. 4.1, iron-like nulei
onstitute a turning point: for lower masses the funtion hanges slope, so that
the total kineti energy released vanishes for Z approahing 0. As antiipated by
Viola [Viola 1985℄, the expetation for a slope hange around iron results by the
eet of diuseness of light nulei in disturbing the formation of the nek, in the
liquid-drop piture. The following relation was dedued:
E
t
k
=
Z
2
aA
1=3
+ bA
 1=3
+ A
 1
; (4.2)
where a b and  are tting parameters (a = 9:39MeV
 1
; b =  58:6MeV
 1
;  =
226MeV
 1
).
Sine the systematis is valid for symmetri splits only, a term should be added
to extrapolate to asymmetri splits, when two fragments are formed with masses
m
1
; m
2
, mass numbers A
1
; A
2
, and harges Z
1
; Z
2
, respetively. Following the hy-
pothesis of non-deformed spheres at ontat (as also imposed in [Tavares 1992℄),
the Coulomb potential is proportional to the produt of the harges of the s-
sion fragments Z
1
Z
2
, divided by the distane of their entres, whih varies with
A
 1=3
1
+ A
 1=3
2
. The onversion from the symmetri to asymmetri onguration is
therefore :
E
t
k
E
t
k;symm
=
Z
1
Z
2
=

A
1=3
1
+ A
1=3
2


Z
2

2

"
2

A
2

1=3
#
: (4.3)
It should be remarked that the possible presene of a nek is not inluded in this
simple relation that, therefore, is a good approximation for light systems only.
From the momentum onservation and the introdution of the redued mass  =
m
1
m
2
=(m
1
+m
2
), we an relate the total kineti energy to the veloity v
1
of the
fragment A
1
by the relation E
t
k
= m
2
1
v
2
1
=2. Introduing the latter form of E
t
k
in
the relations (4.3), and substituting the total kineti energy released in symmetri
ssion with the orresponding value given by the systematis E
t
syst
, we obtain the
onversion
v
2
1
E
t
syst
= 2
11=3

m
2
1
A
1=3
A
1=3
1
+ A
1=3
2
Z
1
Z
2
Z
2
: (4.4)
Following the strategy of previous publiations, e.g. [Wang 1999℄, for the same light
residues we ompare the entroids of the measured absolute veloity spetra to the
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predited veloities in ssion events; the latter are dedued from the systematis of
total kineti energy released in ssion by applying the relation (4.4). In the right
side of g. 4.1 we observe that, while the most probable absolute veloity does not
diverge onsiderably from the systematis (assumed for
56
Fe as mother nulei), the
spetra of lighter fragments exhibit a long exponential tail for very high veloities.
As a onsequene of the asymmetry of the absolute veloity spetra with respet to
a Gaussian distribution, the experimental entroids lie above the ssion systematis,
as shown in the left side of g. 4.1. The hathed bands represent the range in veloity
due to an assumed variation of the mother nuleus from
46
Ti (lower veloities) up
to the projetile (higher veloities). In previous works (e.g. [Barz 1986, Wang 1999,
Karnaukhov 1999℄) suh tails to very high veloities, reeted in the divergene from
the systematis, were related to the emission from an expanding system in its initial
expansion stage.
4.1.2 Kineti-energy spetra
Diretly obtained from the absolute-veloity spetra, the distributions of kineti
energy E
k
oer another representation of the kinematis, where some more lassi
features ould be searhed for. In g. 4.2 similarities and dierenes in kineti-
energy spetra assoiated with proton and titanium target nulei are illustrated for
56
Feprojetiles. The tails to high emission veloities (g. 4.1, right panel) lead to
long tails in the kineti-energy spetra and haraterize both systems. We interpret
it as a general indiation that the ollision generated very high exitation energy
0 10 20 30 40 50
Ek in the centre of mass [MeV]
dσ
/d
E 
[re
l. u
nit
s]
56Fe+p
56Fe+natTi
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12C
6Li
Figure 4.2: Kineti-energy spetra in the entre of mass of the emitting soure
obtained from the reonstruted experimental veloity distributions in the ase of
emission of
6
Li and
12
C, respetively. The spetra are ompared for the
56
Fe+p
system (solid lines) and for the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti system (dashed lines). All spetra are
normalized to the same area. The smooth distributions result from a spline t
proedure to the data.
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in the system. It would be tempting to even dedue the thermal properties of the
system. In this ase, with partiular onern for the
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p systems,
we ould draw assumptions on the probability for break-up hannels. Unfortunately,
even if in some studies the nulear temperature was dedued from the inverse slope
parameter [Kotov 1995℄, the mixing up of several eets in the observed kinematis
yields serious ambiguities in the extration of thermal properties of the soure.
We an list at least eight of the ombined eets desribing the observed spetral
shapes.
1. The presene of a Coulomb barrier results in the deviation of the spetral
shape from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (the maximum moves to higher
values).
2. The transmission through the barrier is ruled by a Fermi funtion with an
inetion point at the barrier and not by a disontinuous step funtion. This
eet introdues a widening of the spetrum.
3. As a result of the initial stage of the ollision, an ensemble of several possible
soures with dierent Z and A are related to dierent Coulomb barriers. The
folding of dierent Coulomb barrier peaks results in a broader hump.
4. If emitted nulei undergo further evaporation events, the spetrum widens.
5. The temperature of the hot soure ats on the reoil momenta of the emitted
fragments. If at least major disturbing eets like the variation of the emit-
ting soure, the Fermi momentum in the hot fragmenting nuleus, desribed
below, and the transmission through the barrier were negligible, it would be
possible to dedue the temperature of the equilibrated fragmenting system
from the inverse slope parameter tted to the tail of the high side of the
energy spetrum of the residues.
6. The Fermi momentum of partiles removed in the ollision with protons or
abraded in the interation with the titanium target produes a momentum
spread that ould be evaluated aording to Goldhaber's formalism [Goldhaber 1974℄.

2
p
F
= 
2
F
A
i
(A  A
i
)
A  1
; (4.5)
where A is the mass of the hot remnant, A
i
is the mass of the emitted luster
and 
F
is the Fermi-momentum spread. The momentum spread deriving
from the Fermi-momentum spread produes a distribution of momenta of the
entre of mass of the remnants in the projetile frame. In deduing the energy
spetra of the residues in the frame of the entre of mass of the remnant, the
spread related to the Fermi-momentum ould not be eliminated as the mass
of the remnants are unknown. As a result, the Fermi-momentum ontributes
both to widening the spetrum and inrementing the tail for high energies.
Quoting from Goldhaber [Goldhaber 1974℄, when a thermalised system with a
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temperature T and mass A emits a luster of mass A
i
, the momentum spread
of the fragment spetrum is

2
p
= m
0
kT
A
i
(A  A
i
)
A
; (4.6)
where m
0
is the nulear mass unit and k is Boltzmann's onstant. The mo-
mentum spread 
p
F
related to the Fermi momentum adds to the momentum
spread indued by the reation. This means that, just reversing the previous
relation, the additional ontribution to the temperature related to the Fermi
momentum is equal to the apparent temperature
T
p
F
=

2
p
F
m
0
k
A
A
i
(A  A
i
)
: (4.7)
As it was remarked in early studies [Westfall 1978℄, the extration of the nu-
lear temperature from the measured energy spetra of the residues is there-
fore a dangerous proedure (a reent disussion of the problem of the Fermi
motion is presented in [Odeh 2000℄).
7. Multifragmentation events ould be aompanied by the expansion of the
nulear system. Nulei emitted in the initial instant of the expansion would
populate the high-energy tail of the spetrum. This is the ase for very exited
systems [Siemens 1979℄.
8. The multipliity of intermediate-mass fragments simultaneously emitted might
be reeted in the maxima. Aording to previous investigations [Oeshler 1900℄,
a drop in the maximum energy of the outgoing fragments in a simultaneous
disintegration of the soure indiates higher average multipliity of intermediate-
mass fragments: this is related to the larger number of partiipants in the
redistribution of the kineti energy.
The last of the enumerated ontributions to the energy spetra is evident in g. 4.2.
In the proton-indued ollision, the position of the maximum orresponds to larger
kineti energy than in the ase of the titanium target. This might be related to
higher multipliity of intermediate-mass fragments for the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti (or
136
Xe+
nat
Ti)
system.
From the analysis of veloity and energy spetra we onlude that no lear evidene
of the ation of a ssion barrier ould be found. Either ssion hannels are not
favoured, or other proesses obsured them, like additional evaporation stages or
the ontribution of many mother nulei rather dierent in mass. The most relevant
result is the manifestation of high-veloity tails, whih we interpreted as possible
indiations of a preequilibrium expansion phase.
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4.2 Nulear-model alulations
We had some hints that very highly exited systems are formed even in the proton-
indued interation, but we ould not extrat quantitative values diretly from the
experiment. We ould not reognise the presene of a ssion barrier, but a more
omplete analysis is required to exlude that solely ompound-nuleus deays are
suient to explain the light- fragment prodution. Thus, we wish to arry out a
omplete reonstrution of the whole reation proess and ompare the ensemble of
experimental results with the alulations.
Heneforth, we will restrit to the
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p systems. In partiular,
we will disuss two possible desriptions for the dominant proess of light-fragment
formation: either a series of ssion-evaporation deays from a ompound nuleus, or
a fast break-up of a diluted highly exited system, in line with a multifragmentation
senario. To x the initial onditions for the two deay models, we previously need
to alulate mass, harge and exitation-energy distributions of hot remnants, as
these quantities are not observable in the experiment.
4.2.1 Calulation of the exitation energy of the hot ollision
remnants
The initial non-equilibrium phase of the interation
56
Fe+p or
136
Xe+p was de-
sribed in the framework of the intranulear asade-exiton model developed by
Gudima, Mashnik and Toneev [Gudima 1983℄. The model desribes the interation
of an hadron or a nuleus traversing a heavy ion, onsidered as a nite open system,
omposed of two degenerate Fermi gases of neutrons and protons in a spherial po-
tential well with diuse surfae. The interation, pitured as a asade of quasi-free
nuleon-nuleon and pion-nuleon ollisions, produes high-energy ejetiles, that
leave the system, and low-energy partiles that are trapped by the nulear poten-
tial. The asade progresses until all the ejetiles with suient kineti energy to
overome the nulear potential (the propagation of whih is treated in terms of
Boltzmann transport equation) have left the nuleus. As many holes as the number
of intranulear ollisions are produed in the Fermi gas. The number of trapped
partiles and the number of holes (or exitons, without distintion) determines the
exitation energy of the so-alled omposite nuleus.
Hot remnants are often treated as equilibrated or partially equilibrated systems,
both in the ase of ompound-nuleus formation and at a freeze-out state. Thus,
an additional thermalization proess might be neessary to desribe the transition
from the initial non-equilibrium phase of the ollision to the equilibrium phase gov-
erning the deay. Following the hypothesis of the preequilibrium exiton model,
the intranulear asade ontinues to develop through the omposite nuleus by
a sequene of two-body exiton-exiton interations, until equilibrium is attained.
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Two kinds of deay haraterize the omposite nuleus: either the transition to a
more ompliated exiton state, or the emission of partiles into the ontinuum.
While in Grin's model [Grin 1966℄ all deays are equiprobable, suessive devel-
opments proposed more elaborate desriptions of the ompetition between deay
modes. In our alulation we adopted a model inspired to Blann's preequilibrium
exiton model [Blann 1971℄, and based on the formalism developed by Sudov and
ollaborators [Sudov 1993℄. The initial state of the residual nuleus is determined by
the sum of the energies of the holes and partiles trapped in the nulear potential, in
the instant that oinides to the stopping time of the intranulear asade. The sub-
sequent thermalization proess desribes the evolution in time of the probability of
populating a state with a given number of exitons, taking into aount partile-hole
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Figure 4.3: Hot-fragment distributions generated in the intranulear as-
ade [Gudima 1983℄, in the ase of exlusion (left) and inlusion (right) of a pree-
quilibrium stage [Blann 1971℄, for the
56
Fe+p system (top) and the
136
Xe+p system
(bottom). The horizontal straight line denes the exitation energy per nuleon
that orresponds to a temperature of 5 MeV.
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Figure 4.4: Calulated prodution of the hot fragments after the intranulear as-
ade (modelled aording to [Gudima 1983℄) and a preequilibrium stage (simulated
aording to [Blann 1971℄), for the
56
Fe+p system. The ross setions of the hot
fragments are shown as a funtion of the exitation energy per nuleon E

=A of
the soure (bottom-left) and the mass number (top-right). The mass distribution
of ross setions of the hot fragments is ompared to the experimental nal-residue
prodution.
annihilation, exiton reation, and partile-emission rates [Blann 1971, Sudov 1993℄.
Complex partiles an be also emitted, and the assoiated emission-rate is deter-
mined as the probability of partile oalesene inside the nuleus in oordinate
spae (and not in momentum spae as in oalesene models [Butler 1963℄ that
are often adopted in the desription of deep-inelasti nulear reations; oordinate-
spae oalesene is more similar to pik-up models [von Egidy 1987℄). The eet
of preequilibrium is to let the number of exitons inrease until the reation of
exitons is ounterbalaned by the partile-hole annihilation, and the number of
exitons attains asymptotially its value at equilibrium. At this stage the nuleus
is thermalised and the preequilibrium proess terminates.
In g. 4.3 we present a alulation of the hot-fragment distribution generated in
the intranulear asade for the
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p systems with and without the
inlusion of a preequilibrium stage, respetively. More quantitatively, in g. 4.4
the projetions of the distribution in the ase of
56
Fe+p are shown as a funtion
of the exitation-energy-to-mass ratio and mass. We observe that preequilibrium
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is partiularly eetive in evauating part of the exitation energy and widening
the distribution as a funtion of the mass. The hot-fragment mass distribution is
ompared to the measured prodution of the nal residues, in order to indiate the
extension of the deexitation proess. In the ase of
56
Fe+p (see g. 4.3 and 4.4),
when preequilibrium is suppressed, the energy per nuleon available for the deexita-
tion largely exeeds 2.5 MeV, a value that orresponds to the temperature of around
5 MeV, for a fully thermalised system. In this ase, the multifragmentation regime
is aessible. If preequilibrium is inluded, the average exitation of the system
extends still right up to the expeted threshold for a freeze-out state. In the ase of
136
Xe+p (see g. 4.3) the exitation energy of the system seems to be suient for
aessing the multifragmentation regime only when preequilibrium is suppressed.
Preequilibrium is more eient in dereasing the exitation energy in
136
Xe+p that
in
56
Fe+p . The physial reason for this remarkable dierene an be related to the
size of the system. A property of systems with larger mass is to have a higher level
density: as the levels are loser in energy the number of exitons at equilibrium
is higher in systems of larger size. As a onsequene, in
136
Xe+p , preequilibrium
progresses for a longer time than in the
56
Fe+p system, resulting in a larger num-
ber of emitted ejetiles and in a greater redution of the exitation energy. The
nal hot-fragment distribution obtained for
136
Xe+p after preequilibrium is largely
below 2:5 MeV and no multifragmentation hannels are expeted for the deay. In
the following, we will onlude that the preequilibrium stage represents a diulty
in our desription. Its inlusion in the reation model is onsistent in the ase of
56
Fe+p , while it should be suppressed in order to obtain a better agreement with
the measured data of
136
Xe+p . In our alulation we might have not been spei
enough in adopting Blann preequilibrium exiton model independently of the type
of deexitation senario. In this respet, when the onditions of the interation lead
to multifragmentation, the evolution of the omposite nuleus is more ompliated,
as the system is supposed to expand. In the ourse of the expansion proess, an
intense disordered exhange of harge, mass and energy among its onstituents is ex-
peted. The density of nulear matter evolves to a more dilute state, the freeze-out,
at whih breakup ours. Sophistiated thermal-expansion models were speially
developed to desribe this thermalization proess [Karnaukhov 1999, Avdeyev 1998℄.
Aording to this previous step of the alulation, osillations in diretion of break-
up hannels might be possible at these exitation energies and they are expeted to
be still in ompetition with ompound-nuleus deay. We will proeed to evaluate
the extent of this ompetition by the use of deexitation models.
4.2.2 Sequential ssion-evaporation deay
In order to desribe the deexitation proess in the framework of sequential ssion-
evaporation deays, we applied the ode GEMINI [Charity 1988℄. Within GEMINI a
speial treatment based on the Hauser-Feshbah formalism is dediated to the emis-
sion of the lightest partiles, from neutron and proton up to beryllium isotopes. The
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formation of heavier nulei than beryllium is modelled aording to the transition-
state formalism developed by Moretto [Moretto 1975℄. All asymmetri divisions of
the deaying ompound nulei are onsidered in the alulation of the probabil-
ity of suessive binary-deay ongurations. The total-kineti-energy release in
ssion originally parameterised aording to the systematis of Viola [Viola 1985℄,
eq. (4.1),was replaed by the systematis of Tavares and Terranova [Tavares 1992℄,
formulated aording to the relation (4.2), and extrapolated for asymmetri splits
by the use of the onversion (4.4).
We simulated the deay of two possible ensembles of hot remnants, those issued
diretly from the stage of intranulear asade, and those whih lost part of exita-
tion energy and mass in a preequilibrium phase. The resulting distributions of nal
residues are almost indisernible, revealing that the intermediate-mass fragments
(espeially those around oxygen) are not espeially sensitive to the variation of av-
erage exitation energy of the system. It might be also pointed out that, when very
hot fragments are allowed to deay by solely ssion-evaporation hannels, many
nuleons and some light lusters are liberated at the very beginning of the deexi-
tation, before eventually forming an intermediate-mass fragment by ssion. When
the preequilibrium phase is suppressed, this preliminary emission ould onstitute
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the measured mass distributions as a funtion of the
mass number for the systems
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p with the results of GEMINI.
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a ompensating proess. In average, the relation between energy loss and mass loss
ould be similar in the two proesses, and lead to analogous results. The dierene
is only oneptual, as the preequilibrium ats on a system still evolving toward
thermalization, and partile evaporation is onneted to a ompletely thermalised
system. Only lithium and beryllium revealed a visible enhanement in the yields
with the inrease of average exitation energy.
The result of the model alulation, ompared with the measured ross setions is
presented in g. 4.5. The evaluation of the heavy-residue ross setions is onsistent
with the experimental data, but a sizable underestimation of the prodution fails to
reprodue the intermediate-mass region. Espeially the prodution of the residues
populating the harateristi hollow in the mass distribution reveals to be generally
underestimated by the alulation. To omplete the omparison, we turn now bak
to the rst key observable found in our experimental investigation: the veloity
spetra of light fragments. In the rst row of g. 4.6 the experimental spetra of
6
Li,
10
B,
11
C and
12
C produed in
56
Fe+p are shown, together with their veloity
reonstrution (solid line). Within GEMINI, all deays are deorrelated in time and
when more fragments are produed they do not interat in the same Coulomb eld.
Binary ompound-nuleus emission is onneted with a restrited range of heavy
soures lose to the projetile mass, reeted in the small width of the Coulomb
peaks, as shown in the seond row of g. 4.6. This feature haraterizes only the
formation of the lightest fragments and disappears with inreasing mass of the
residues. The alulations presented in the seond row of g. 4.6 should not be
ompared to the experimental data. The eet of the Coulomb repulsion involved
in the deexitation and disentangled from the smearing eet of the intra-nulear
asade and preequilibrium emission an be appreiated in the third row of g. 4.6,
where the referene frame has been xed to the entre of mass of the initial system
formed at the beginning of the ssion-evaporation proess. In the alulation, the
transformation of the two Coulomb peaks into one single wide hump ours for lower
masses than experimentally observed. The model generates one single hump in the
longitudinal veloity spetra of light fragments when a longer evaporation asade
is involved, and haraterized by mainly alpha and nuleon emission. Moreover, the
total width of the alulated spetra is narrower than observed.
A shemati view of the evaporation proess is shown in g. 4.7. The ssion-
evaporation proesses as modelled by GEMINI result in one or more deexitation
branhes leading from one hot remnant to one or more intermediate-mass fragments.
We selet all branhes where a given residue is formed as an end-produt and we
ount the number of deexitation steps n
tot
for eah of those spei hains. In
one ssion-evaporation hain, an intermediate-mass fragment ould be emitted and
form the given end-produt by further deexitation steps. In suh a proess we
do not follow the deexitation of the omplementary partner. As an extreme ase,
when the given end-produt is emitted promptly by the hot remnant, we ount one
step (n
tot
= 1). Following the branh leading to a given end-produt we identify the
emission stage i, where the greatest absolute-veloity omponent is registered. The
dierene of mass A
i
between the parent nuleus A
i
and the daughter is assoiated
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Figure 4.6: First row: Experimental veloity spetra (irles) and reonstruted veloity spetra (solid line) for the reation
56
Fe+p . Eah spetrum is drawn in the referene frame orresponding to the measured average veloity value of the fragment
onsidered. (This frame orresponds to the "Centre of mass" frame of the reation produt drawn in gure g. 2.9) Seond
row: Calulated veloity spetra obtained by GEMINI or SMM following INC and the preequilibrium stage, and from SMM
following diretly INC. Eah spetrum is drawn in the referene frame orresponding to the alulated average veloity value
of the fragment onsidered. Third row: Veloity reoil introdued by the GEMINI or SMM phase alone (reoils by INC and
preequilibrium stages not inluded). All spetra are normalized to the unit.
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to this spei step. The aumulation of ounts on the diagonal lines of the upper
diagrams show that
6
Li and
10
B are formed as end-produts mainly at the step i. It
is also evident that
6
Li and
10
B are mostly emitted by heavy mother nulei A
i
. On
the ontrary, the emission of
12
C is mainly desribed by a band where A
i
is smaller
that the end-produt, and is deorrelated from A
i
. The lower plots give indiations
about the length of the evaporation asade. The number n
i
orresponding to the
emission stage i is orrelated to the total number of evaporation steps n
tot
.
6
Li
is emitted almost always promptly from the hot remnant. On the other hand, the
emission of
12
C aounts in general for more steps; sine often n
i
< n
tot
, the greatest
absolute veloity omponent is usually imparted in the emission of a heavier residue,
that leads to the formation of
12
C by suessive evaporation of mainly protons and
neutrons. Within GEMINI the binary deay of an iron-like nuleus is governed
by an inverse-U-shaped potential leading to a U-shaped mass distribution of the
produts from a binary deay in one step between A = 0 up to the mass of the
initial deaying nuleus. A very asymmetri split is favoured ompared to a less
asymmetri one by a lower barrier. The temperature has an inuene on the U-
shaped mass distribution. While the barriers are pratially independent of the
nulear temperature (negleting sophistiated desriptions, where there might be a
slight redution of the barriers with the temperature), the ratio of the yields depends
on the exitation energy, or the orresponding temperature T . This dependene
evolves approximately like Y=Y
0
 expf (B   B
0
)=Tg, where Y
0
, Y are the yields
for the most asymmetri and less asymmetri split, respetively, and B
0
, B the
orresponding barriers. This is related to the behavior of the slope of the entropy
Li6 B10 C12
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of evaporation features for
6
Li,
10
B and
12
C in
56
Fe+p as
desribed by GEMINI. In a sequene of n
tot
ssion-evaporation steps, i denotes
the step when the greatest veloity omponent was gained by the residue. n
i
, A
i
and A
i
are the orresponding step number,mother nuleus and mass dierene
between the mother and daughter nulei, respetively. See text for details.
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S = ln() (Where  is the ompound-nuleus level density) as a funtion of the
exitation energy E

as a
p
E

funtion. This means that it is relatively more
probable to emit heavier fragments at higher exitation energies. At lower energies,
the emission of protons and neutrons is dominant. The emission of alpha partiles
plays a spei role due to the strong binding of
4
H. Therefore, the emission of alpha
partiles is favoured, and omparable with the emission of protons and neutrons.
Over the whole binary-deay hain, the emission of intermediate-mass fragments
(IMFs) is a rare proess. This leads to the following senario: The emission of IMFs
ours most probably at higher exitation energies. Following the deexitation
hain, the probability for the emission of IMFs dereases strongly with dereasing
exitation energy. A seond emission of an IMF is very unlikely beause of two
reasons: rstly, the emission of an IMF is a rare proess, thus the emission of two
IMFs has already this small probability squared. Seondly, the emission of a seond
IMF is even less probable, beause the exitation energy has already dereased. In
partiular, within GEMINI two fragments are formed with the same temperature
in a binary deay and the energy is divided aording to the mass split.
The senario that we have depited is reprodued in g. 4.7 and it an be resumed
by the following features:
1. If an IMF is emitted, this is the only IMF in this spei deexitation hain,
with high probability.
2. This IMF is predominantly emitted at the beginning of the deexitation hain,
from a ompound nuleus rather lose to the hot remnant.
3. The exitation energy of the fragment is proportional to its mass. Thus, light
fragments might have suh low an exitation energy that they are formed
below the partile-emission threshold and do not undergo any further partile
emission.
4. If the emitted IMF is exited above the partile-emission threshold, it will
evaporate mostly protons and neutrons further on. This will bring the nu-
leus near to or on the evaporation-residue orridor (near N=Z for these light
nulei).
4.2.3 Fast break-up
We imputed the underestimation of intermediate-mass fragment formation to an
inomplete desription of the most highly exited deaying systems when solely
ssion-evaporation deexitation was onsidered. In this respet, we turned to the
Copenhagen-Mosow statistial multifragmentation model (SMM) [Botvina 1985a,
Bondorf 1995℄, that is the extension of the standard statistial evaporation-ssion
piture toward high exitation energies, treated by adding the fast simultaneous
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the measured mass distributions as a funtion of the
mass number for the systems
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p with the results of SMM.
disassembly of the system as a possible deay hannel. The hybrid model of in-
tranulear asade followed by SMM was already applied in previous studies of
proton-indued reations [Botvina 1985b, Botvina 1990℄ for the desription of similar
experimental data. In the framework of SMM, the evaporation from the ompound
and ompound-like nulei is inluded and, therefore, at low exitation energies, if
the hannels with prodution of ompound-like nulei dominate, SMM gives re-
sults similar to GEMINI. In partiular, the statistial luster evaporation is treated
within the Weisskopf formalism, extended to the emission of nulei (in their ground
state or available exited states) up to
18
O [Botvina 1987℄. On the other hand,
when very high exitation energies are reahed in the ollision, the system is as-
sumed to be diluted and to have attained the freeze-out density 
b
. In previous
studies [Bondorf 1985℄ 
b
was alulated to evolve as a funtion of the exitation en-
ergy per nuleon toward an almost asymptoti value equal to 1=3 of the ground-state
density 
0
for high exitation energies (E

=A > 5 MeV). In the present alulation,
an energy-dependent free volume is used to determine the probability for dierent
break-up partitions. On the other hand, for the alulation of the Coulomb inter-
ation among fragments the freeze-out density 
b
is introdued as a xed quantity,
equal to the asymptoti value 
b
= 
0
=3. Aording to the physial piture, when
the region of phase (spinodal) instability is reahed, at least partial thermodynami
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equilibrium is expeted and the fragment formation takes plae aording to haoti
osillations among dierent break-up ongurations, from event to event. In SMM,
within the total aessible phase spae, a miroanonial ensemble of all break-up
ongurations, omposed of nuleons and exited intermediate-mass fragments gov-
erns the disassembly of the hot remnant. The probability of dierent hannels is
proportional to their statistial weight. Several dierent break-up partitions of the
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Figure 4.9: The hathed areas represent portions of the residue prodution alu-
lated with SMM for the
56
Fe+p system, subdivided aording to dierent multipli-
ities of intermediate-mass fragments (having A>4). The total prodution measured
experimentally (irles) and alulated (solid line) is superimposed for ompari-
son. The alulation disregards preequilibrium in the left diagrams and inludes
preequilibrium in the right diagrams.
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Figure 4.10: Dierent portions (hathed areas) of the residue prodution alulated
with SMM for the
56
Fe+p system are seleted aording to dierent ranges in the
exitation energy per nuleon E

=A of the soure. The alulation is performed
only for the ase of inlusion of preequilibrium. The total prodution measured
experimentally (irles) and alulated (solid line) is superimposed for omparison.
system are possible.
In g. 4.8, the alulation based on SMM reveals to better desribe the rea-
tion in omparison to GEMINI. It should also be observed that the prodution
of intermediate-mass fragments is sensitive to the exitation energy of the soure.
A more detailed view on the reonstrution of the
56
Fe+p reation mehanism is
presented in g. 4.9, where the multipliities involved in the fragment formation are
investigated. The major ross setions are fully determined by evaporation deays.
This is true for the alulation where preequilibrium is inluded. On the ontrary,
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Figure 4.11: Dierent portions of the residue prodution alulated with SMM for
the
136
Xe+p system are seleted aording to dierent multipliities of intermediate-
mass fragments having A>4 (top) and aording to dierent ranges in the exitation
energy per nuleon E

=A of the soure (bottom). The alulation is performed only
for the ase of where the preequilibrium is exluded. The total prodution measured
experimentally (irles) and alulated (solid line) is superimposed for omparison.
when preequilibrium is exluded, a depletion of the heavy evaporation residues
arises as a result of the exessive enhanement of higher-multipliity modes (luster
emission and multifragmentation). Aording to the alulation, intermediate-mass
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fragments are almost totally produed in break-up deays where two fragments,
eventually aompanied by alpha partiles and nuleons are formed. We indiate
these deay modes with M
A>4
= 2, where M
A>4
stands for the multipliity of frag-
ments with A>4 issued of the disassembly of the hot remnant. Multifragmentation
hannels where three or more fragments with greater mass than alpha are formed
(M
A>4
> 2) have a minor ontribution in the deay of the thermalised system but,
when preequilibrium is disregarded, their inidene is in strong ompetition with
lower multipliity modes. We an extend the investigation to the exitation energies
onneted to the prodution of fragments with dierent masses. Aording to the
alulation presented in g. 4.10 for the
56
Fe+p system (now performed only inlud-
ing the preequilibrium phase), intermediate-mass fragments are almost all formed
in the deay of highly exited remnants, with exitation energy per nuleon above
2:5 MeV.
The ase of
136
Xe+p diers from
56
Fe+p . The mass distribution is onsistently
reprodued without any inlusion of preequilibrium. As disussed in setion 4.2.1,
its inlusion lowers the distribution of exitation energy of the hot fragments below
the threshold to aess any break-up deay. Similarly to g. 4.9 and g. 4.10, also
for
136
Xe+p we present a alulation of the dierent multipliity and exitation-
energy ontributions to the nal prodution ross setion: as shown in g. 4.11,
aording to the alulation the prodution of intermediate-mass fragments is fully
dominated by break-up deays with multipliities M
A>4
= 2 and M
A>4
> 2 at
energies exeeding about 2:5MeV. We might remark that the experimental data are
suiently well reprodued by adding the omponents M
A>4
= 1 and M
A>4
= 2, as
it was the ase for
56
Fe+p when preequilibrium was exluded. The further addition
of the omponent M
A>4
> 2 results in slightly too high yields. In this alulation
preequilibrium was totally disregarded but the too highly populated omponent
M
A>4
> 2 might indiated that a preequilibration stage is still needed. We an
onlude that a onsistent desription of the prodution of fragments ould be found
with the present approah, provided the modelling of the preequilibrium stage is
further improved. A dynami desription, based on an expansion model, might be
more appropriate.
An experimental indiation of how multipliity is related to the exitation energy is
suggested by g. 3.9 and the upper diagram of g. 4.12, where the ratio of the sum of
the individual prodution ross setion in the two reations
56
Fe+p and
56
Fe+
nat
Ti
and the total ross-setion ratio are ompared. The latter is alulated aording
to the model of Karol [Karol 1975℄. The prodution ross-setion ratio sales with
the total ross-setion ratio only in the region of higher masses, presumably oming
from more peripheral ollisions, while it deviates for lighter masses. The deviation
must be related to the dierent mean multipliities in the two reations: lighter
masses are more populated in the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti reation, and great part of this inrease
might be related to higher multipliities. The observation of the gradual inrease of
multipliity with the exitation of the system, veried in the alulation of dierent
yield spetra assoiated to dierent energy ranges of hot remnants, ould be followed
further when extending to the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti reation. As pitured in the lower plots of
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g. 4.12, this behaviour is predited by alulations with SMM. In this respet, the
light-residue prodution haraterizing the
56
Fe+p system might just be interpreted
as the early onset of the proess that will govern the deay of the
56
Fe+
nat
Ti system.
To onlude this setion on model alulations, we fous one more on the veloity
spetra of the light fragments shown in g. 4.6. We already disussed the diulty
to ombine the wide shapes of the veloity spetra and their mean values with
a ssion barrier. We inferred that the extensions of the veloity distributions to
very high veloities might reet higher kineti energies than an asymmetri ssion
proess ould release. Consistently with this expetation, on the basis of model al-
ulations we ould onnet the prodution of light residues to very high exitation
energies of the soure. Above around 2:5 MeV of exitation energy per nuleon,
the proess of light-residue prodution is still presumably dominated by binary de-
ays, but the ontribution of disintegration in more fragments is not exluded. In
this ase, parts of the distribution orresponding to smaller veloities should be
more populated than in a purely binary split. In the representation of g. 4.6, this
ontribution would ll more entral parts of the spetra when lower asymmetry
haraterizes the break-up partition. In a statistis of events where three about-
equal-size fragments are produed simultaneously, the veloity spetrum of any of
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Figure 4.12: Upper part. Experimental data on the prodution ross-setions ratio
as a funtion of the mass number for the reation
56
Fe+
nat
Ti versus the reation
56
Fe+p. The data are ompared with the ratio of total nulear ross setions for the
two reations, alulated aording to the model of Karol [Karol 1975℄. Lower part.
SMM alulation of the probability for the formation of a residue as a funtion of
the mass number and the multipliity. The multipliity is intended as the number
of projetile-like residues heavier than an alpha partile produed in one ollision.
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them will be Gaussian-like. If three fragments are produed, of whih two are on-
siderably lighter than their heavy partner, the veloity spetra 
r
of the two light
ejetiles will be double humped. Another ontribution in populating lower veloities
ould be assoiated to dierent break-up ongurations, where the partner or the
partners of the light residue have dierent masses. In this ase, the spetrum is
the folding of several binary-like omponents haraterized by dierent spaing be-
tween the two maxima and dierent widths around the maxima, all this resulting in
the superposition of two (bakward and forward) triangular-like distributions that
ould eventually merge in a general bell-shape. We might also onsider standard
evaporation ooling down the break-up residues, emitted in some exited states.
In this ase, the seondary slow emission proess operates outside of the ommon
Coulomb eld of the fragmenting remnant, and would produe a general widening of
the spetrum around its maxima. As portrayed in the seond row of g. 4.6, SMM
desribes very onsistently the experimental spetra. In the third row the eet of
the Coulomb interation and eventually the expansion is illustrated by referring to
the entre of mass of the system formed right after the intra-nulear asade and
the preequilibrium, if inluded. SMM alulates the Coulomb interation between
fragments by plaing them inside the freeze-out volume 
b
. Contrarily to GEMINI,
it takes into aount dierent positions of the fragments, inluding two-body and
many-body partitions. Some multifragmentation hannels may resemble a two-body
proess even at relatively high exitation energy. These hannels an also inlude
additional small fragments whih may look like evaporation ones. However, these
additional small fragments an essentially hange the Coulomb interation in the
volume and the thermal energy in the system, and inuene the kineti energies
of the main two fragments. The binary harater haraterizing the experimental
results is properly reprodued and the veloity distributions alulated with SMM
are wider than those obtained from GEMINI. As shown in g. 4.13, the gradual
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Figure 4.13: Contribution of dierent multipliity hannels (A>4) to the veloity
spetrum of
6
Li produed in
56
Fe+p , as alulated by SMM. The representation is
the same as in the seond olumn of g. 4.6.
lling of the entre of the spetra ould be related to dierent break-up ong-
urations and to possible multibody disintegration. As shown in the g. 3.5, the
deomposition of the veloity spetra in two-humped and one-humped omponents
populating the sides and the entre of the distribution, respetively, was an experi-
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mental evidene in the
136
Xe+p system. In the
56
Fe+p system this deomposition is
not experimentally observable, but it is the result of the model alulation. In the
56
Fe+p system, the abrupt hange of shape in passing from
11
C to
12
C (orretly
reprodued by SMM) might be related to the more favoured evaporation hannel
toward the formation of
12
C, that ould ollet several dierent deay proesses and
evaporation deays from neighboring nulei. A spei disussion of this detail is
one of the onlusions of the hapter 5 This preferential deay toward
12
C smears
out any binary harater of the spetrum. As the break-up onguration varies with
the mass and the harge of the end-produt, it varies also with the exitation energy
available for the disassembly of the hot remnant. This was evident in g. 4.9, where
we ompared the prodution ross setions of the residues, and it is also evident in
g. 4.6, by analysing the veloity spetra. It is evident that the suppression of the
preequilibrium in the
56
Fe+p system indues a smearing eet on the spetra. This
eet is dramati for
6
Li as the double-humped spetrum is ompletely smeared
out in one large single hump with a at top, and it beomes similar to the veloity
spetrum of
6
Li produed in the even more exited
56
Fe+
nat
Ti system.
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Chapter 5
Strutural eets in the nulide
distribution of the residues of highly
exited systems
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Nulear struture is extensively studied in relation to mean-eld properties, by an-
alyzing nulear masses, binding energies, shell eets or deformation. Additional
insight on nulear struture is arried by other frequently investigated observables;
among these are the yields of the residues in low-energy ssion. In this ase, the
fragment distribution reveals an enhaned prodution of the even elements, whih
gradually vanishes with inreasing reation energy. The disappearane of this stag-
gering with the exitation energy seemed to onstrain the study of nulear struture
to systems with low exitation energies. Though, some experiments dediated to
dierent and more violent reations, like spallation or fragmentation, revealed sim-
ilar strutures in the yields of the residues [Riiardi 2004a℄
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Figure 5.1: Experimental ross setions of
56
Fe+p (top) and
56
Fe+
nat
Ti (bottom)
for even-mass residues (left) and odd-mass residues (right), respetively. The ross
setions are ordered in hains aording to given N-Z values. The values of N-Z are
marked in the gure, next to the orresponding hains.
The systems investigated in this work,
136
Xe+p ,
136
Xe+
nat
Ti ,
56
Fe+p ,
56
Fe+
nat
Ti
onstitute a very omplete systematis of strutural eets in the isotopi distribu-
tions of highly exited systems. The residues of
56
Fe+p ,
56
Fe+
nat
Ti are espeially
interesting beause they extend both on the proton-rih side and on the neutron-
rih side of the nulide hart. We will therefore fous mainly on these two systems.
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In g. 5.1 the ross setions are presented ordered aording to dierent hains of
isotopes with given N-Z, for even (left) and odd (right) masses, respetively. It is
evident that even-mass isotopes manifest an enhaned prodution of even elements
all along the dierent hains. The staggering is maximum for symmetri nulei
(N=Z), and it gradually smooths down for more asymmetri isotopes. The ase
of odd masses is more omplex: proton-rih isotopes (the hain N-Z=-1) show an
enhaned prodution of even elements, while the staggering reverses in favour of
an enhaned prodution of odd elements for neutron-rih nulei. The
56
Fe+
nat
Ti
system, introduing appreiably higher exitation energy than the
56
Fe+p system
on the average, shows higher ross setions, but idential features in the staggering
along the hains of given N-Z. From this omparison, and from the extension to
other measured highly exited systems (see [Riiardi 2004a℄ and the olletion of
other systems manifesting nulear-struture eets listed therein), we onlude that
the observed struture eet does not depend on the inrease of exitation energy,
and it reveals to be a general property of spallation and fragmentation residues.
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Figure 5.2: Analysis of the strength of the staggering by the formalism of Tray,
applied to hains of isotopes with given N   Z values, produed in
56
Fe+p .
In addition, it should be pointed out that the strength of the staggering is remark-
ably high. As shown in g. 5.2, a study based on Tray's analysis [Tray 1972℄ re-
veals a strenght higher than 50% for the even-odd staggering of the N=Z hain, and
up to 20% for the odd-even staggering of the odd-mass neutron-rih nulei. This is
to be ompared to the even-odd staggering that haraterizes the low-energy ssion
yields, measured to reah a strength of around 40% at maximum [Steinhaeuser 1998℄.
Another interesting aspet is the muh higher prodution of alpha-multiple nulei
(i.e. the huge staggering along the N=Z hain). This ould be understood as an
eet of the lower binding of odd-odd symmetri nulei due to the eet of the
Wigner term.
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5.1 A shemati explanation
A simple statistial evaporation model, where the nulear level densities are al-
ulated aording to the Fermi-gas model [Strutinski 1958℄ would be suient to
reprodue all the features observed in the yields, in rst order [Riiardi 2004a℄.
This ould seem to be in ontradition with the ounterbalaning of the pairing gap
in the nulear masses and in the level densities. On the ontrary, in eah evapora-
tion step, the probability of the possible deay hannels does not only reet in the
level densities of the daughter nuleus, but also depend on the number of exited
levels of the mother nuleus that ould deay into the daughter. The exited levels
available for the deay extend from the separation energy of the daughter nuleus
down to the separation energy of the mother nuleus, inreased of the Coulomb bar-
rier in the ase of harged-partile emission. The separation energy of the mother
nuleus orresponds to the ground state of the daughter nuleus. This is skethed
in g. 5.3, where the levels of some isotopes are distributed on their mass-exess
parabolae. Let us onsider the ase of an odd-mass nuleus deaying into an even-
mass nuleus. A series of even-mass isotopes (
30
Al,
30
Si,
30
P,
30
S) show a smooth
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Figure 5.3: Evaporation sheme. The experimental levels of a set of nulei are
ordered on their mass-exess parabolae. proton and neutron separation energies
are marked with "p" and "n", respetively. On the right, the proton (S
p
) and
neutron (S
n
) separation energies, shifted by the pairing gap ÆP, are presented for
A = 30 and A = 31.
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variation of the separation energies as a funtion of the element, one shifted by the
pairing gap ÆP. The absene of staggering in the separation energies is reeted in
a smooth variation of the level density for the even-mass nulei as a funtion of the
element. Nevertheless, due to the pairing gap, odd-mass nulei deaying into even-
even daughters (
30
Si or
30
S) have more exited levels available for the deay with
respet to odd-mass nulei deaying into odd-odd daughters (
30
Al or
30
P). At the
very end of the evaporation proess, the deay in the ground state of the daughter
nuleus beomes so relevant to determine the overprodution of even-even nulei
ompared to odd-odd ones. A slightly dierent disussion should be dediated to
the formation of odd-mass residues (
29
Mg,
29
Al,
29
Si,
29
P). As the ground states of
odd-mass nulei are all ordered along the same mass parabola, the restoring of the
struture in the prodution yields should be determined by the separation energy
that shows up as an even-odd staggering in both, proton and neutron separation en-
ergies, however with dierent signs, depending on the neutron exess. In odd-mass
neutron-rih nulei (
29
Mg,
29
Al) the neutron separation energy, that is lower than
the proton separation energy, determines the hoie of the most probable evapora-
tion hannel. Thus, the residues will reet the struture of the neutron separation
energy favouring the prodution of odd elements. Contrarily, the yields of odd-mass
proton-rih nulei (
29
Si,
29
P) reet the struture of the proton separation energy
favouring the prodution of even elements.
5.2 Reetion of the nulear-struture eets in
the emission veloity spetra.
The main onlusion of this hapter is that the strong nulear-struture features
manifested by the whole isotopi prodution is an eet of standard proton and neu-
tron evaporation. As the restoring of nulear-struture eets is explained by the
deay on the ground state of the daughter nuleus, it should our at the very end of
the evaporation proess. This implies that very few (at the limit, one) evaporation
steps are enough to restore the full omplexity of nulear-struture eets. In the
ase of light-fragment prodution in
56
Fe+p ,
136
Xe+p ,
56
Fe+
nat
Ti ,
136
Xe+
nat
Ti
we exluded the possibility of a long evaporation hain involved in their formation.
On the other hand, the manifestation of nulear-struture features in the yields im-
poses to advoate very few, or at least one, evaporation steps following the fragment
formation. We have therefore evidene that fragments issued from the disassembly
of the hot remnants are formed above the partile-emission threshold. This on-
sideration imposes that the main kinematial features, related to the shape of the
veloity spetra, should not be attributed neessarily to the nulei that we measure,
but to slightly heavier fragments, whih lost few nuleons after being formed. The
veloity spetrum of a given isotope should therefore result from the superposition
of more emission spetra related to the diret emission of the observed fragment,
when formed below the partile-emission threshold, and to the emission of the heav-
ier fragments. The ontribution of nulear-struture eets should determine the
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weights in this superposition. For instane,
11
C is less favoured than
12
C as an
evaporation end-produt. The veloity spetrum of
11
C formed in
56
Fe+p should
be related almost diretly to the formation of
11
C in the fragmentation of the hot
soure. If it is formed above the partile-emission threshold, it will deay further
and ontribute to the veloity spetra of lighter isotopes than
11
C. On the other
hand,
12
C formed in
56
Fe+p is a preferential end-produt in the evaporation and its
veloity spetrum should reet the ontribution of several heavier fragments (N,
O, for instane) that deayed further towards
12
C. Sine in the
56
Fe+p system few
mass units are enough to hange the veloity spetrum from a two-humped shape to
a Gaussian-like shape, few nuleon-evaporation steps should explain the dierene
in shape between
11
C and
12
C. In the ase of
136
Xe+p this eet should be equally
signiant, but less evident in its manifestation as the spetral shapes evolve from
two to one hump over a larger distribution of mass numbers.
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6.1. The neutron exess of the residues and the reation mehanism
The major results about the reation mehanism have been investigated in the
previous setions of this work, espeially fousing on the light-fragment properties,
like the emission veloities and the prodution ross setions. Due to the inlusive
experimental approah, other harateristis like the fragment multipliity and the
partile orrelation, are not aessible diretly and we had to dedue them from
model alulations. In partiular, from the analysis of the light partiles we ould
not obtain any experimental estimation of the possible temperature involved in
the reation senario. On the other hand, by onentrating on the whole residue
prodution, we an take advantage of the high resolution of the spetrometer in
separating the masses and disuss possible relations between the isotopi properties
of the residues and the thermal properties of the fragmenting system.
6.1 The neutron exess of the residues and the re-
ation mehanism
The olletion of former data on the isotopi fragment distribution of spallation and
fragmentation reations onstitutes a large survey on neutron exess of the reation
produts and their onnetion to the exitation energy deposited in the system dur-
ing the ollision. As an example, g. 6.1 oers a survey on the isotopi prodution
obtained with dierent proesses. We an relate the neutron exess of the reation
produts to the exitation energy required for their formation. In the prodution
measured for
238
U+p at 1 A GeV [Armbruster 2004℄ (upper nulear hart in g. 6.1)
mainly two regions are populated. We distinguish the evaporation residues popu-
lating the proton-rih side from the projetile down to the region of lead; the ridge
of the distribution extends along a path ending up in the residue-orridor [Taieb03℄.
The rest of the prodution is dominated by ssion; the ssion prodution an be
still deomposed in two overlapping omponents [Bernas 2002℄. The main produ-
tion is related to high-energy symmetri ssion and results in mostly neutron-rih
nulides. Even more neutron rih are the isotopes formed in asymmetri low-energy
ssion. Also in the system
238
U+
208
Pb at 1 A GeV [Enqvist 1999℄ the high-energy
ssion and the low-energy ssion, the latter eletromagneti indued, an be identi-
ed (see entral nulear hart in g. 6.1). In addition, it was possible to disentangle
the fragmentation prodution from ssion by analysing the veloity spetral shapes
(method rstly proposed by T. Enqvist [Enqvist 1999℄). The former omponent
is presented in the lower nulear hart in g. 6.1. The examination of the frag-
mentation prodution indiates learly that the isotopi omposition evolves with
the impat parameter. More peripheral ollisions form residues aligned along the
residue orridor, in the proton rih side of the nulide distribution. The initial steps
of the hain of sequential deays favours high neutron emission, and the mean value
of the isotopi omposition hNi=Z drops. When the exitation energy available for
the evaporation proess is suiently large, the hain of deays extends far enough
so that proton and neutron emission have similar probability (dN=dZ = h 
n
= 
p
i
[Charity 1998℄, where  
n
and  
p
are neutron and proton deay widths, respetively)
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and the residue orridor is reahed. On the ontrary, less peripheral ollisions pro-
due fragments in regions loser to the -stability line (i.e. the stationary point for
the binding energy B(Z) for A xed, dB(Z)=dZ j
A
= 0), muh more neutron rih
than the residue orridor. It should be observed that, within the piture of an only-
sequential evaporation proess, smaller impat parameters, related to more violent
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Figure 6.1: Isotopi prodution presented in nulear harts for the systems
238
U +p
at 1 A GeV [Armbruster 2004, Bernas 2002, Taieb03℄ (top) and
238
U+
208
Pb at 1 A
GeV [Enqvist 1999℄ (entre and bottom). Regions assoiated to spei reations
are indiated.
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ollisions, should be related to a longer path towards the residue orridor (as far as
it is not reahes) or along the residue orridor (when it is reahed). The deviation
from the residue orridor towards the -stability, in favour of more neutron-rih
isotopes would be in disagreement with this piture. The rossing of -stability,
as a result of the evolution of the isotopi omposition along the evaporation hain
would not even be possible. Nevertheless, fragmentation data related to peripheral
ollisions populating the neutron-rih side with respet to the -stability were re-
ently measured. The rst data showing this feature were measured by V. Riiardi
for the reation
238
U +
Nat
T i at 1 A GeV [Riiardi 2004b℄.
6.2 The isospin thermometer
In peripheral ollisions, a deviation from the evaporation orridor for lighter ele-
ments was interpreted as a signature of multifragmentation deays [Shmidt 2002,
Napolitani 2002a℄. The multibody disassembly is in fat a very endothermi pro-
ess and the exitation energy per nuleon of the fragments is neessarily smaller
than the one introdued during the ollision. The hot nuleus (A
0
; Z
0
), formed in
the rst fast stage of the reation (the Abrasion or the intranulear asade) ould
break up aording to several possible partitions [Bondorf 1995℄, onsisting of more
fragments (A;Z) haraterized by the orresponding multipliity. The energy E
f
of
a partition f is a funtion of the temperature T and the volume V of the system,
and is equal to the total energy of the initial nulear system E
0
, redued by the
amount of energy E
rot
0
spent in the rotational motion of the system. If we indiate
by E

0
and E
g:s:
0
the exitation energy and the ground-state energy of the initial
nulear system, respetively, we an write
E
0
  E
rot
0
= E

0
(T; V ) + E
g:s:
0
= E
f
(T; V ) : (6.1)
The energy E
f
is then distributed among the internal energy of the fragments
E
int
A;Z
(T
2
; V ) , the lusterization energy E
lu
A;Z
(V ), the rotational energy E
rot
A;Z
(T; V ),
the transitional energy E
tr
A;Z
(T; V ), and the total Coulomb energy E
C
f
(V ) (averaged
over all possible fragment positions in the volume of the breaking-up system) so
that
E
f
(T; V ) =
X
f
E
tr
A;Z
(T; V ) +
X
f
E
rot
A;Z
(T; V ) +
X
f
E
int
A;Z
(T
2
; V )
+
X
f
E
lu
A;Z
(V ) +
X
f
E
g:s:
A;Z
+ E
C
f
(V ) ; (6.2)
where
P
f
is the sum extended over all fragments (A;Z), onsidering their multi-
pliityN
A;Z
. The exitation energy of one fragment (A;Z) issued from the break-up
is
E

A;Z
(T; V ) = E
int
A;Z
(T
2
; V ) + E
lu
A;Z
(V ) ; (6.3)
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Evidently, the exitation energy E

A;Z
(T; V ) an be onsiderably smaller than E

0
(T; V ).
The dierene of energy E

0
(T; V )   E

A;Z
(T; V ) explains the important redution
in the exitation energy available for the sequential-evaporation deay. It should
be observed that it is no more possible to dedue any thermal harateristi of
the initial system from those residues ending up in the residue orridor. On the
other hand, when the ondition dN=dZ = h 
n
= 
p
i is not reahed, it is possible
to easily trae bak the sequential-evaporation proess, provided that the isotopi
omposition hNi=Z of the hot residues is known. A good assumption is to impose
that the isotopi omposition of the hot fragments oinides with the one of the
projetile. Both the fast stage of the ollision (Abrasion or intranulear asade)
and the break-up phase is not expeted to hange the isotopi omposition remark-
ably [Botvina 2001℄. The same temperature T is related to both the quantities
E

0
(T; V ) and E

A;Z
(T; V ). Therefore, if we are able to dedue from the measured
residue produtions the distribution of exitation energies E

A;Z
(T; V ), harges Z
and masses A of the hot fragments, we have a tool to determine the nulear tem-
perature T . This onept was introdued by K-.H.Shmidt and M.V. Riiardi
and named isospin thermometer [Shmidt 2002, Riiardi 2004b℄. It inspired a re-
ent experiment [Napolitani 2001b℄ and is now in ourse of study in a dediated
work [Henzlova 2004℄.
6.3 Interpretation of the experimental results for
the systems
56
Fe+p ,
56
Fe+
nat
Ti ,
136
Xe+p , and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti .
In g. 6.2 we study the evolution of the mean neutron-number-to-harge ratio as a
funtion of the element for all the systems analyzed in this work,
56
Fe+p,
56
Fe+
nat
Ti,
136
Xe+p,
136
Xe+
nat
Ti. In the region of harges lose to the projetile, the proton-
indued reations result in slightly less neutron-rih residues. This eet is due to
the higher eieny of the intranulear asade driven by protons in heating up
the system with respet to the titanium-indued abrasion. This side of the spetra,
that we ould refer to as the main evaporation path, is mostly related to heavy
prefragments that deayed by solely evaporation from a ompound nuleus (without
experiening any break-up), and is direted towards the residue orridor. The latter
is not reahed if the initial system is too neutron rih, as it is evident for
136
Xe, and
not enough energy is invested in the evaporation hannel due to the ompetition
with multibody deay. A major experimental result is the general omplete overlap
between the proton-indued reation produts and the titanium-indued reation
produts in the intermediate-mass region, far away from the evaporation orridor.
Espeially in the middle of the Z-distribution (see
136
Xe data, fragments from P to
Zr) the data-points oinide. The deviation from the evaporation orridor is so large
that even the -stability line is rossed, and the lightest residues are neutron rih
in average and not proton rih as it would result from a long evaporative sequene.
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We interprete this side of the spetrum as a signature of the endo-thermial mul-
tifragmentation proess that has the eet of disintegrating the system in a large
distribution of hot fragments, from whih several evaporation paths depart. These
paths an not reah the evaporation orridor due to the loss of energy spent in
the initial disassembly and they all end up on a breakup-evaporation edge. The
breakup-evaporation edges related to equal projetiles (
136
Xe or
56
Fe) are indis-
tinguishable: This very new experimental nding is an indiation that in the 1
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Figure 6.2: Experimental mean isotopi omponent measured for
56
Fe+p ,
56
Fe+
nat
Ti ,
136
Xe+p , and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti . The horizontal dashed lines indi-
ate the N=Z value of
56
Fe and
136
Xe . The dot-dashed urve indiates the -
stability (dB(Z)=dZ j
A
= 0). The dashed urve indiates the residue orridor
(dN=dZ = h 
n
= 
p
i).
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A GeV inident-energy range the break-up proess operates identially indepen-
dently on the entrane hannel, for both the peripheral ion-ion ollisions and for
p-indued reations. In partiular, we an expet that the mean exitation energies
E

A;Z
of the hot fragments are almost identi for the
136
Xe+p and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti (or
56
Fe+p and
56
Fe+
nat
Ti) systems. On the ontrary, the two types or reations are
onsiderably dierent: mass and harge distribution of the fragments (A;Z) are
dierent, as we onlude from the experimental mass spetra. Reasoning in terms
of a multifragmentation senario, we ould dedue that the partitions f are seleted
aording to dierent distributions of probabilities in the
136
Xe+p and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti
(or
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and
56
Fe+p ): the dierene in the more probable partitions is re-
eted in the fragment multipliity and, therefore, in the mass spetra, but not in
the mean isotopi omponent of the distribution. It is evident that we are suppos-
ing the possibility to extend the multifragmentation proess to ases where large
asymmetries are present in the onguration of the break-up partition. We already
ame to suh a onlusion as a result of our study on invariant ross setions in
hapter 4, where we investigated the emission kinematis involved in the formation
of light fragments. In that framework we onluded that proton-indued ollisions
in the 1 A GeV inident energy range an indue an asymmetri split of the hot
remnant, where one heavy fragment is produed together with fragments of on-
siderably smaller sizes. Aording to this interpretation, the heavy residues in the
P-to-Zr range produed in the
136
Xe+p reation would therefore oinide with the
heavy partner advoated for explaining the spetral shapes of the emission veloities
of the light fragments. The similarities with the
136
Xe+
nat
Ti system with respet to
the isotopi omposition of the residues indues us to extend the same onlusion
to peripheral ion-ion relativisti ollisions. We ould expet that at relativisti en-
ergies peripheral ion-ion ollisions and proton-ion ollisions lead to the same kind of
deexitation proess, where the nuleus disassembles in more piees aording to an
asymmetri partition. In
136
Xe+
nat
Ti and
56
Fe+
nat
Ti systems peripheral ollisions
seem in fat to oinide with the main features of the systems
136
Xe+p and
56
Fe+p.
Nevertheless, in
136
Xe+
nat
Ti and
56
Fe+
nat
Ti also smaller impat parameters on-
tribute to the nal prodution and the dierene between the two systems should
result mainly in the total amount of thermal energy introdued in the system. This
is reeted in the mass distribution (or, more preisely, in the magnitude but not
in the shape of the mass distribution, that is similar for the two systems) and in
the shape of the emission-veloity distributions (or in the fragment multipliity).
It should be remarked that reent theoretial investigations [Nörenberg 2002℄ do
not onsider very asymmetri partitions as favoured hannels. Fragmentation re-
sulting from bulk instability is expeted to be driven by density waves, the modes
of whih (a alulation was proposed by Norenberg [Nörenberg 2002℄) should favour
the formation of almost-equal-size fragments. This kind of instability is anyhow not
aessible at our exitation energies (hot spherial nulei formation driven by bulk
instability ours at around T & 9 MeV) and it is mostly related to ompression.
Multifragmentation resulting from surfae instability is aessible at our energy
range, but it leads mainly to quadrupole deformations, resulting in symmetri-
ssion-like splits.
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6.4 Calulations
We do not go into the details of the reation dynamis and the nature of the instabil-
ity involved. We rather make one additional eort to dedue, on a purely statistial
basis, one more harateristi: the nulear temperature T involved in the disas-
sembly of the hot remnant. For this purpose we rely on the isospin-thermometer
method, by tuning the temperature T of the break-up partitions f(T; V ), in order
to reprodue the orret hNi=Z distribution [Shmidt 2002℄.
A simple approah is to introdue a temperature threshold in a omplete abrasion-
ablation ode [Gaimard 1991℄. The hot fragment distribution is alulated in the
abrasion stage. We obtain a distribution of soures with dierent exitation ener-
gies. We an impose that when the temperature dedued by the ompound-nuleus
exitation energy exeeds 5 MeV, the soure splits in fragments of smaller size with
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Z
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
〈N
〉 / 
Z dB
(z) /
 dz Α
=
 0  
  
dN /
dz =
 〈Γn /
Γp〉
136Xe + natTi
ABRABLA, T = 5 MeV
Figure 6.3: Experimental data of
136
Xe+
nat
Ti ompared with a alulation per-
formed with ABRABLA [Gaimard 1991℄ by imposing a temperature threshold at
5 MeV, in orrespondene of whih the hot nuleus deomposes in smaller frag-
ments. The fragments suessively deay from an initial exitation energy equal
to 5 MeV. The thin solid line merging with the residue orridor is an ABRABLA
alulation evaluated exluding any temperature threshold and by imposing solely
proton and neutron emission from a distribution of abrasion fragments, alulated
for
136
Xe+
nat
Ti at 1 A GeV. Dashed and dashed-dotted lines are dened in g. 6.2.
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the ondition of keeping onstant the mean isotopi omposition. Fragments form
at a temperature of 5 MeV. The hoie of the partition onguration is treated on
the basis of a parametrization optimized in order to reprodue the residue ross
setion with orret magnitude. However, as we remarked above, the partition
onguration does not inuene the hNi=Z observable. This alulation should be
intended as a test for a possible harateristi temperature of the break-up proess.
The result is remarkably promising and it is shown in g. 6.3, where we see that
the inlusion of a temperature threshold has the eet of inreasing the hNi=Z
of the residues and produing a deviation from the distribution obtained with a
purely-evaporative-deay model. These alulations add one more information to
our piture: the possible presene of a harateristi temperature as a main feature
ruling the whole nulide prodution. This is evident from the proper reprodution of
the experimental hNi=Z spetrum when equal temperature is imposed as an initial
ondition for the evaporation of all break-up fragments, independently of their size.
This was also a major onlusion of similar alulations dediated to the study of
the
238
U+
208
Pb system [Shmidt 2002, Napolitani 2002a℄.
6.5 Comparison with other systems
6.5.1 Systems with similar N=Z
From the previous examination of experimental results we found that the observable
we study, the isotopi-omposition along the breakup-evaporation edge is indepen-
dent of the mass and harge distribution of the fragments (A;Z), of the fragment
multipliity and of the impat parameter (at relativisti inident energies). As
onrmed by the previous alulations, it depends exlusively on the initial tem-
perature T of the fragmenting system and on its isotopi omposition hNi=Z. The
latter statement an be reinfored by omparing the hNi=Z spetrum obtained for
136
Xe+p and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti with previous experimental data, measured for systems
with similar isotopi omposition. It is therefore tempting to build up a olletion
of dierent systems, all haraterized by similar N=Z. Fortunately, previous exper-
iments exist, where a
208
Pb projetile was measured (
208
Pb is only slightly more
neutron rih than
136
Xe ).
As shown in g. 6.4, the data of
208
Pb+p [Enqvist 2001b℄ overlap with the data of
208
Pb+d [Enqvist 2001a℄, that overlap with the data of
208
Pb+
nat
Ti [Enqvist 2001b℄,
and the latter overlap onsistently with the new data of
136
Xe+p and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti.
Systems with dierent mass and equal N=Z dier only for the main evaporation
path. All main evaporation paths onverge to a single breakup-evaporation edge
like rivers reahing the oast. The harateristi of the main evaporation paths (the
rivers!) is that two suessive evaporation steps ould lie on the same path. For
instane, the evaporation orridor has the same harateristi. On the ontrary,
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the breakup-evaporation edge (the oast!) is the average of all the nal steps of all
evaporation paths. We interpret the overlap of the breakup-evaporation edges as
another manifestation of the same physis haraterizing the plateau of the alori
urve. This reets the existene of an apparently identi temperature driving
the liquid-gas phase transition in the
136
Xe+p and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti (or
56
Fe+p and
56
Fe+
nat
Ti) systems.
In g. 6.4 we an also appreiate the exellent agreement with a alulation. An
homogeneous distribution of hot fragments with average isotopi omposition equal
to the one of
136
Xe is extended over the mass range 10 < A < 100. This dis-
tribution rudely simulates the hot fragment produed after the disassembly of
any system with the same hNi=Z of
136
Xe. These fragments are let deay by
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Z
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
〈N〉 / Z 208Pb
Cold 
residues
T = 4 MeV
136Xe
Hot fragments, T = 5 MeV
136Xe + p
136Xe + natTi
208Pb + natTi
208Pb + d
208Pb + p
Figure 6.4: Experimental data of
136
Xe+
nat
Ti and
136
Xe+p ompared with
previous measurements:
208
Pb+p [Enqvist 2001b℄,
208
Pb+d [Enqvist 2001a℄,
208
Pb+
nat
Ti [Enqvist 2001b℄. Three stages of a alulation are overlapped: the inial
hot-fragment distribution (T = 5)MeV, intermediate evaporation stages for T = 4,
and breakup-evaporation edge for the nal nulides. The -stability and residue
orridor are indiated as in g. 6.2.
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solely evaporation from an initial temperature of 5 MeV. The evaporation pro-
ess is treated inluding onsistently the nulear struture eets, suh as pairing
and shell eets [Gaimard 1991, Junghans 1998℄. we observe the emerging of shell
and pairing eets (the latter haraterized by a favoured evaporation towards even
elements in average) in the nal distribution, that lands orretly on the mea-
sured breakup-evaporation edge for the hNi=Z of
136
Xe
208
Pb. This result seem
to be rather onsistent with other measurements of the plateau of nulear alori
urves [Natowitz 2002℄. It should be remarked that, even if the limiting temperature
is expeted to vary with the mass of the breaking system, this variation is large only
for the lightest masses (A < 60 [Natowitz 2002℄).
6.5.2 Systems with dierent N=Z
As shown in g. 6.5, other data were olleted for projetiles with dierent hNi=Z.
Unfortunately, they are all rather diult to exploit.
56
Fe is too light and dominated
by nulear-struture eets.
129
Xe [Reinhold 1998℄ was very autately measured,
but only along the initial part of the main evaporation path,
86
Kr [Weber 1992℄
was measured with too large unertainty (not shown in g. 6.5) as it was one of
the rst experiments at the FRagment Separator. Finally, only
238
U has been
measured ompletely but still, due to the strong ompetition with ssion, the pro-
edure of disentangling the fragmentation omponent introdued some sattering
in the data points, and the proximity of the isotopi omposition of
238
U and
208
Pb
results in a doubtful omparison. A lear understanding will ome from the study
of a proton-rih isotope like
124
Xe, that was reently measured and is now being
analyzed [Henzlova℄.
The general impression that we dedue from the whole olletion of data is that
dierent breakup-evaporation edges exist as a funtion of the isotopi omposition
of dierent projetiles. In g. 6.5 the lines serve only to guide the eyes. (The line
marking
136
Xe -
208
Pb was tted to the experimental breakup-evaporation edge. The
others lines are simply saled with respet to the
136
Xe -
208
Pb -line).
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Figure 6.5: Full olletion of experimental measurement for systems with dif-
ferent N=Z.
136
Xe+p ,
136
Xe+
nat
Ti ,
136
Xe+
nat
Al [Reinhold 1998℄,
208
Pb+
nat
Ti
[Enqvist 2001b℄,
208
Pb+d [Enqvist 2001a℄,
208
Pb+p [Enqvist 2001b℄,
238
U+p
[Taieb03℄,
238
U+
208
Pb [Enqvist 1999℄. An ordering as a funtion of the hNi=Z
is the result of the omparison. Dashed and dashed-dotted lines are dened in
g. 6.2. The solid lines serve only to guide the eyes.
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Conlusion
The mehanisms of fragment emission from four systems,
56
Fe+p,
56
Fe+
nat
Ti,
136
Xe+p,
136
Xe+
nat
Ti at 1 A GeV, have been investigated.
56
Fe+
nat
Ti and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti were
regarded as a baseline for very high-energy proesses (multifragmentation). We
foused mainly on the proton-indued reations. The ertain understanding that
we ould attain from the analysis of the
56
Fe+p an
136
Xe+p systems is that light
residues are produed in the deay of highly exited remnants. Furthermore, from
a more quantitative disussion, we inferred that the emitting soure should also be
heavy and lose to the projetile mass. The magnitude of the Coulomb repulsion,
together with the very high formation yields, even suggested that an asymmet-
ri break-up proess, hardly onneted to asymmetri ssion or statistial luster
emission, might be the favoured hannel of light-residue prodution. These nd-
ings were derived from experimental observables like the isotopi ross setions
measured for the whole ensemble of the residues, and the veloity distributions
of the emitted fragments in the projetile frame along the beam axis. Espeially
the shape of the veloity spetra oered us a mirosopi insight into the meha-
nisms of light-partile emission. In analysing the features of the veloity spetra,
we failed in desribing the kinematis within a general systematis of ssion total-
kineti-energy release. A omplete simulation of the whole reation proess, where
sequential ssion-evaporation deays govern the deexitation, ould not onsistently
desribe the gross experimental features of the deay.
We suggested that the harateristis of the kinematis and the prodution of light
residues ould arry indiations of fast asymmetri splits. A desription of the
omplete reation proess, inluding hannels of fast break-up deays revealed to
be more adapted in depiting the deay of the most highly exited remnants, and
was ompatible with the high yields for light residues and the omplex shapes of
the veloity spetra. Enouraged by this onsisteny and, rst of all, on the basis
of previous theoretial and experimental results (see referenes in the setion 4),
we suggested that protons at inident energies of 1 A GeV traversing heavy ions
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an introdue very high thermal exitation energy per nuleon in the system, even
above 2.5 MeV. Suh a thermal exitation ould lead to attain freeze-out onditions.
to ssion-evaporation deays enters in ompetition with break-up deay. When the
exitation energy is just suient to aess break-up hannels, partitions with low
multipliity of intermediate-mass fragments and high asymmetry are favoured: the
deay results mainly in the simultaneous formation of one heavy residue, with mass
lose to the hot remnant, and one or more light lusters and nuleons. As an
extreme ase, two fragments rather asymmetri in mass may be formed in the same
fast break-up proess. The formation of light fragments in the
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p
reations ould be explained by this piture.
The examination of the isotopi omponent oered even further insights. Analyzing
nulear-struture eets in the nulide prodution we also inferred that fragments
are formed above the partile-emission threshold and few nuleons emitted by the
fragments are responsible for generating the omplex even-odd staggering observed
in the yields and some drasti hanges of shape in the veloity spetra of neighboring
nulei. Finally, we found that the ridge of the isotopi prodution, and the mean
neutron enrihment of the residues do not depend on the entrane hannel, but
is only related to the isotopi omposition of the system. This independene an
be interpreted as a manifestation of the plateau of the nulear alori urve. On
the basis of this observable, we ould nd signatures of the phase transition in
systems like
56
Fe+p and
136
Xe+p at 1 A GeV, exited slightly above the threshold
for aessing multifragmentation. These signatures ould be as well extended to
the formation of heavy nulides, that might be assoiated to rather asymmetri
break-up ongurations.
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Appendix A
General equations of motion of harged
partiles in the Fragment-Separator
A.0.3 The motion of a harged partile in a magneti eld
In general, the motion of a harged partile in an eletromagneti eld is desribed
by the Lorentz fore:
d~p
dt
= q

~
E + ~v ^
~
B

;
where q, ~p and ~v are the harge, the momentum and the veloity of the partile
respetively,
~
E and
~
B are the eletri and magneti elds respetively. The eletri
omponent gives the aeleration of the partile and the magneti omponent or-
responds to the bending. Sine we are interested in the beam optis, we will assume
~
E equal to 0 and onsider the bending term only:
d~p
dt
= q~v ^
~
B ; (A.1)
In aordane with gure A.1, we onsider a partile p
0
 with momentum ~p
0
travelling along a trajetory s
0
, with a urvature radius (s
0
), under the eet
of a magneti eld
~
B(s
0
). s
0
is the equilibrium trajetory dened by the equal
ompetition between the Lorentz fore and the entrifugal fore, expressed by the
relation A.2.
B(s
0
)(s
0
) =
p
0
q
: (A.2)
Heneforth we will onsider the partile p
0
 and its trajetory s
0
as a referene.
With respet to this referene, we desribe a new trajetory s travelled by a partile
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→
y
∧
v
∧
x
∧
dx→ 
dφ
dv→ 
s0
ds0
Reference 
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dr→ 0 s
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ρ
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p0
Figure A.1: Trajetory of a harged partile in a magneti eld
p, with momentum ~p, veloity ~v, and position ~r in the laboratory frame. Some
general kinematial relations for the partile p are
~v =
d~r
dt
=
ds
dt
d~r
ds
= v
ds
0
ds
d~r
ds
0
=
v
s
0
~
r
0
; (A.3)
~p = m~v = m
v
s
0
~
r
0
; (A.4)
where the prime represents a derivative with respet of the path length s
0
. The
motion an be desribed by the following set of derivatives:
d~v
dt
=
d
2
~r
dt
2
=
d
dt

v
s
0
~
r
0

=
ds
dt
d
ds
0

v
s
0
~
r
0

=
v
2
s
02

~
r
00
 
s
00
s
0
~
r
0

; (A.5)
d~p
dt
= m
d~v
dt
= m
v
2
s
02

~
r
00
 
s
00
s
0
~
r
0

=
pv
s
02

~
r
00
 
s
00
s
0
~
r
0

: (A.6)
Introduing eq. A.5 and eq. A.6 into eq. A.1 we obtain the equation of motion of
the partile p' in the magneti eld
~
B(s)
~
r
00
 
s
00
s
0
~
r
0
= s
0
q
p

~
r
0
^
~
B

: (A.7)
We need some further passages to redue this relation to a suitable equation of
motion. If we introdue the transverse-motion unit vetor x^ and the veloity unit
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vetor v^, direted from a point of s
0
we an dedue from geometrial onsiderations
(onsidering d innitesimally small):
dx^ = dv^ ; dv^ =  dx^ ; d~r
0
= ds
0
v^ ; (A.8)
ds
0
= d
x
: (A.9)
Dividing the dierentials A.8 by ds
0
(dened in A.9) and dening the horizontal
urvature as
k
x
= 1=
x
;
we obtain the derivatives
^
v
0
=  k
x
x^ ;
^
x
0
= k
x
v^ ;
~
r
0
0
= v^ : (A.10)
The partile trajetory an be desribed as a deviation from the design trajetory
s
0
:
~r (x; y; s
0
) = ~r
0
(s
0
) + xx^ (s
0
) + yy^ (s
0
)
Deriving with respet to s
0
and introduing the equalities A.10 we obtain:
~
r
0
= (1 + k
x
x) v^ + x
0
x^ + y
~
y
0
+ y
0
y^ (A.11)
~
r
00
= (k
0
x
x+ 2k
x
x
0
) v^ +
 
x
00
  k
x
  k
2
x
x

x^+ y
~
y
00
+ 2y
0
~
y
0
+ y
00
y^ (A.12)
Sine all bending magnets of the Fragment Separator deet the beam on the hor-
izontal plane, we an impose that y^
0
= y^
00
= 0 and write
~
r
0
= (1 + k
x
x) v^ + x
0
x^ + y
0
y^ (A.13)
~
r
00
= (k
0
x
x+ 2k
x
x
0
) v^ +
 
x
00
  k
x
  k
2
x
x

x^ + y
00
y^ (A.14)
The magneti eld
~
B an be deomposed into
~
B = B
x
x^ + B
y
y^ and the vetor
produt in eq. A.7 an be written:
~
r
0
^
~
B =






v^ x^ y^
1 + k
x
x x
0
y
0
0 B
x
B
y






= (x
0
B
y
  y
0
B
x
) v^   (1 + k
x
x)B
y
x^ + (1 + k
x
x)B
x
y^
(A.15)
We express the equation (A.7) with respet to the horizontal and vertial ompo-
nent, by writing
~
r
00
x^ 
s
00
s
0
~
r
0
x^ = s
0
q
p

~
r
0
^
~
B

x^ ; (A.16)
~
r
00
y^  
s
00
s
0
~
r
0
y^ = s
0
q
p

~
r
0
^
~
B

y^ : (A.17)
Substituting
~
r
0
and
~
r
00
with the expression A.13 and A.14, respetively, these rela-
tions an be also written in the form
x
00
  k
x
  k
2
x
x 
s
00
s
0
x
0
=  s
0
q
p
(1 + k
x
x)B
y
; (A.18)
y
00
 
s
00
s
0
y
0
= s
0
q
p
(1 + k
x
x)B
x
; (A.19)
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x
00
 
s
00
s
0
x
0
= (1 + k
x
x)

k
x
  s
0
q
p
B
y
(s)

; (A.20)
y
00
 
s
00
s
0
y
0
= (1 + k
x
x)

s
0
q
p
B
x
(s)

: (A.21)
These equations onstitute the law of motion of a partile with momentum p, trav-
elling along the trajetory s. Evidently, it is suient to impose p = p
0
; s = s
0
and
x = y = 0 to obtain the equation of motion A.2, for the referene partile p
0
.
A.0.4 The dispersion funtion
In the following we will only onsider the horizontal omponent of the equation of
motion. We an write eq. A.20 in terms of momentum deviation, that is dened
as
Æ
:
=
p  p
0
p
0
=
p
p
0
:
The horizontal omponent of the equation of motion an be written in the form
x
00
 
s
00
s
0
x
0
= (1 + k
x
x)

k
x
  s
0
(1  Æ)
q
p
0
B
y

; (A.22)
where the momentum deviation Æ has been introdued by the following approxima-
tion, valid for Æ
2
<< 1:
p = p
0
(1 + Æ) 
p
0
1  Æ
: (A.23)
In addition, we an approximate the path length variation to the rst order by
imposing
ds  ds
0
+ xd = 
x
d+ xd = (
x
+ x) d = (
x
+ x) k
x
ds
0
= (1 + k
x
x) ds
0
or
s
0
=
ds
ds
0
= 1 + k
x
x : (A.24)
By substituting s
0
with the relation A.24 and negleting the term (s
00
=s
0
)x
0
we obtain
x
00
= (1 + k
x
x)

k
x
  (1 + k
x
x)(1  Æ)
q
p
0
B
y

; (A.25)
B
y
an be approximated by a magneti eld expansion. The dierene of (q=p
0
)B
y
from (q=p
0
)B
y
0
(the latter is expressed in equation of motion A.2, for the refer-
ene partile) an be approximated by two terms varying linearly with x and y,
respetively
q
p
0
B
y
 k
x
+ 
y
x  
x
y ; (A.26)
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where we dened:

y
:
=
q
p
0

dB
y
dx

0
; 
x
:
=
q
p
0

dB
x
dx

0
: (A.27)
Thus, the horizontal omponent of the equation of motion an now be written
x
00
= (1 + k
x
x) [k
x
  (1  Æ + k
x
x  Æk
x
x)  (k
x
+ x  
x
y)℄ : (A.28)
Negleting terms in x
2
; xy in the following passages, we obtain
x
00
= (1 + k
x
x)(k
x
  k
x
  x+ 
x
y + Æk
x
+ Æx  Æ
x
y   k
x
2
+ Æk
x
2
x) ; (A.29)
or
x
00
+
 
  Æ+ k
x
2
  Æk
x
2

x + (Æ
x
  
x
) y = Æk
x
; (A.30)
We an neglet also the terms Æ; Æk
x
2
; Æ
x
and redue the horizontal omponent
of the equation of motion to the simplied form:
x
00
+
 
+ k
x
2

x = Æk
x
+ 
x
y : (A.31)
Applying a similar series of approximations (and approximating B
x
aording to
the magneti eld expansion (q=p
0
)B
x
 
x
x + 
y
y), we an write the vertial
omponent of equation of motion in the form:
y
00
  k
0
= 
x
x : (A.32)
The term 
x
y produes a oupling between horizontal and vertial motion: in a
beam line skew quadrupoles (i.e. quadrupoles tilted with an angle of 45
Æ
) have the
role to introdue this eet. Sine in the FRS no skew quadrupoles are used we
impose that this eet is negligible, and we an write the following linearised and
simplied equation of motion for a partile travelling on the horizontal plane:
x
00
+

+
1

2

x =
Æ

: (A.33)
Considering the displaement relatively to the momentum deviation, we an dene
the dispersion funtion as
D (s
0
) =
x (s
0
)
Æ
: (A.34)
Thus, the equation (A.33) an be modied into
D
00
+

 (s
0
) +
1

2
(s
0
)

D =
1
 (s
0
)
: (A.35)
We should remark that the equation (A.35) is veried for regions where the beam
doesn't ross any partile detetor, diagnosti devie, or any other layer of matter,
otherwise it's still a good approximation.
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Inserting the dispersion funtion in (A.2) we an nd a very useful equation:
B(s
0
)(s
0
) =
p
0
q
=
p
0
p
p
q
=
1
Æ
p
q
=
D
x
p
q
;
or
B(s
0
)(s
0
)
x
D
=
p
q
 
p
0
q
= B(s)(s)  B(s
0
)(s
0
) ;
or
B(s)(s) = B(s
0
)(s
0
)

1 +
x (s
0
)
D (s
0
)

: (A.36)
A.0.5 The transfer matrix for a series of optial elements
In the previous setion we derived the equation of motion on the horizontal plane
in the two equivalent forms:
x
00
(s
0
) +  (s
0
) x (s
0
) =
Æ
 (s
0
)
; (A.37)
D
00
(s
0
) +  (s
0
)D (s
0
) =
1
 (s
0
)
; (A.38)
where:

:
=

 (s
0
) +
1

2
(s
0
)

: (A.39)
We an rstly onsider the homogeneous equation, desribing the motion of an on-
momentum (Æ = 0) partile, osillating around the entral trajetory S
0
. From the
relation (A.37) we obtain the well known Hill equation:
x
00
(s
0
) +  (s
0
) x (s
0
) = 0 : (A.40)
We might observe that the same equation holds for the motion of a pendulum in the
ase of small-osillation approximation. We an nd a base of solutions onstituted
of a sine-like solution S and a osine-like solution C:
S
00
+  S = 0 ; C
00
+  C = 0 ; (A.41)
In order to be linearly independent, they should satisfy the ondition
W =




C S
C
0
S
0




6= 0 : (A.42)
The derivative of the Wronsky determinant vanishes identially, in fat from (A.41):
W
0
= CS
00
  SC
00
=   (CS   SC) = 0 :
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Consequently, the initial ondition at the origin s
0
= 0 determines W everywhere
and we an impose:
C (s
0
= 0) = 1; S (s
0
= 0) = 1 ;
C
0
(s
0
= 0) = 1; S
0
(s
0
= 0) = 1 ; (A.43)
(A.44)
W = 1 :
Adding two more initial onditions
x
0
= x (s
0
= 0) ; x
0
0
= x
0
(s
0
= 0) ;
we an write the solution of (A.40) in the form:
x (s
0
) = x
0
C (s
0
) + x
0
0
S (s
0
)
x
0
(s
0
) = x
0
C
0
(s
0
) + x
0
0
S
0
(s
0
) : (A.45)
Equivalently, we an write:

x (s
0
)
x
0
(s
0
)

= T
(0!s
0
)

x
0
x
0
0

; (A.46)
with
T
(0!s
0
)
=

C (s
0
) S (s
0
)
C
0
(s
0
) S
0
(s
0
)

; (A.47)
where T
(0!s
0
)
is the Transfer matrix that, multiplied for the position and the slope
of the trajetory of the partile in the origin, gives the position and trajetory slope
of the partile at the point s
0
.
T
(0!s
0
)
haraterizes the optial properties of the segment 0; s
0
. A transfer line
omposed of n optial elements T
(i!i+1)
is desribed by the repeated matrix multi-
pliation from element to element, resulting into the total transfer matrix
T =
n
Y
i=1
T
(i!i+1)
;
The homogeneous solution of (A.37) an therefore be written in the form

x (s
0
)
x
0
(s
0
)

= T

x
0
x
0
0

: (A.48)
We an now introdue the momentum dispersion about the referene momentum p
0
:
in this ase the partiles will travel osillating about a new equilibrium trajetory
shifted with respet to the design path s
0
.
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We should onsider the inhomogeneous equation A.38 and impose the initial on-
dition
D
0
= D
0
0
= 0 ;
assuming that partiles with dierent momenta are not spatially separated at the
beginning. In the ase of the FRagment Separator this ondition is a very reasonable
approximation, sine partiles are generated as reation produts from a target
plaed at the beginning of the opti line. Our approximation is to onsider both
the beam-spot in the target plane and in the target dimensionless. We an verify
that a partiular solution is:
D
par
= S (s
0
)
Z
s
s
0
C ()
 ()
d   C (s
0
)
Z
s
s
0
S ()
 ()
d (A.49)
In fat:
D
0
par
= S
Z
s
s
0
C
0

d   C
Z
s
s
0
S
0

d
D
00
par
= S
Z
s
s
0
C
00

d   C
Z
s
s
0
S
00

d +
1

(CS
0
  SC
0
)
=  S
Z
s
s
0
C

d + C
Z
s
s
0
S

d +
1

W
|{z}
=1
=  D
par
+
1

In (A.49), C (s
0
) and S (s
0
) are the same osine-like and sine-like funtions appear-
ing in the matrix T
(i!i+1)
. Adding the partiular solution (A.49) to the homogeneous
solution (A.45) we an write:
x (s
0
) = x
0
C (s
0
) + x
0
0
S (s
0
) + ÆD
par
x
0
(s
0
) = x
0
C
0
(s
0
) + x
0
0
S
0
(s
0
) + ÆD
0
par
or

x (s
0
)
x
0
(s
0
)

=

C (s
0
) S (s
0
)
C
0
(s
0
) S
0
(s
0
)

x
0
x
0
0

+ Æ

D
par
D
0
par

(A.50)
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Appendix B
Numerial inversion of the relation
between the measured veloity spetra
and the ross setions
We present a simple numerial method to reverse the relation (3.4) and extrat (v)
as a funtion of the absolute veloity v = j~vj in the entre of mass of the hot remnant.
For eah veloity v, we dene a shell in the veloity spae with internal radius v
and external radius v + Æv; the ratio between the portion of the shell transmitted
through the spetrometer and the volume of the shell, determines the oeient of
transmission t('; v
?
; u). This oeient an be alulated geometrially, paying a
speial attention to the hange of frame: neither the reation reoil, nor the slowing
down of the projetile and the residues in the target should be negleted. On the
other hand, the detailed features of the aeptane of the spetrometer should be
alulated with an ion-optis ode [Benlliure 2002℄
The V
a;p;'
is the volume element in the three-dimensional veloity spae orrespond-
ing to an absolute veloity interval of [a; a + Æv[, a longitudinal projetion (in the
beam diretion) with a range of [p; p+Æv[, and a rotation angle varying in ['; '+Æ'[
around the beam diretion. I
a;p;'
is the probability that a partile is emitted within
the limits of V
a;p;'
.
The experiment provided the apparent ross setion of emission of a residue with a
longitudinal veloity omponent +v or  v in respet to the entre of mass. We label
Y
+v
the apparent ross setion measured in the forward diretion, and t
+
(v; ~v
Lab
)
the transmission alulated only for the forward half of the veloity shell. The ross
setion for the emission of the partile with absolute veloity v in the entre of mass
frame is dedued from the relation

v
t
+
(v; ~v
Lab
)
2
= Y
+v
  G
+v
+ L
+v
; (B.1)
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where G
+v
is the ontribution gained from veloity vetors with higher magnitude
than v and projetion equal to v. L
+v
is the ontribution lost due to the projetion
of ~v on lower longitudinal veloity omponents than v. We an write:
G
+v
=
X
'=0;d';2Æ';:::;2
X
p=v+Æv;v+2Æv;:::;a?
V
a;v;'
V
a;p;'
I
p;p;'
;
L
+v
=
X
'=0;Æ';2Æ';:::;2
X
a=v Æv;v 2Æv;:::;p?
V
v;p;'
V
a;p;'
I
v;v;'
;
where p? is the smallest longitudinal projetion of ~v permitted by the aeptane.
a? is the largest absolute veloity whose longitudinal omponent is equal to v.
The terms G
+v
and L
+v
ouple the equation (B.1) with all the equations of the same
kind dening the ross setions for lower and higher veloities than v. The result
is a system of equation that, if solved in order of dereasing veloity starting from
the largest, is triangular and an be solved straightforward.
Sine we assumed that the emission is isotropi with respet to the entre of mass,
the same result derived for 
v
should be obtained using the apparent ross setion
Y
 v
, measured in bakward diretion with respet to the entre of mass. The
dierene in the value of 
v
, when obtained from Y
+v
or from Y
 v
an be an
indiation of the unertainty introdued in the extration of the ross setion 
v
by
the assumption of isotropi emission.
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Appendix C
Isotopi ross setions
In the setion 2.4 the proedure to extrat ross setions from the measured longi-
tudinal veloity spetra was desribed. The results for the light nulides formed in
the systems
56
Fe+p and
56
Fe+
nat
Ti are presented in table C.1 with the statistial
unertainties. In appendix B the numerial tool used in the analysis was presented.
It should be observed that the veloity-reonstrution method allows to obtain ross
setions for isotopes of whih at least a half of the longitudinal veloity spetrum
is measured. In this ase, some needed parameters like the mean reoil veloity or
the width of the distribution ould be extrapolated from neighboring isotopes. On
the other hand, the whole proedure is valid up to a ertain extent: due to the
assumption of isotropi emission, ideal ases should result into equal (equal area
and equal entroid) absolute-veloity distributions dedued from the forward and
the bakward part of the measured longitudinal veloity distributions. Deviations
from this ideal ase derive either from the physis of the reation proess, that
ould dier from a purely isotropi emission , or by the lak of statistis in some
parts of the spetrum, resulting in ompliating the onvergene of the numerial
alulation. This leads to results that utuate by 10% in the average. We take
this value as the statistial unertainty (and not simply the statistis of ounts).
The systemati unertainties are in general very small in FRS measurements of
spallation residues. Indeed they rise to onsiderably high values when the measure-
ment is dediated to fragments having very high veloities in the projetile frame.
This is the ase of very light fragments emitted in ssion-like events or in break-
up proesses. The largest soure of unertainty is the angular aeptane. Heavy
residues, lose to the projetile mass are emitted very forward, and the angular
aeptane is lose to 100%. On the ontrary, light fragments are strongly aeted.
The multipliity of the intermediate-mass fragments ould not diretly be measured.
From physial arguments we ould safely infer that light fragments are emitted in
events with multipliity (of fragments with A>4) prevalently equal to two. Indeed
we ould not exlude the possible ontribution of higher multipliity proesses. We
estimated the systemati unertainty to be up to 30%.
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Tableau C.1: Spallation and fragmentation residue isotopi ross setions measured
in this work for the formation of Li, Be, B, C, N and O in the reation
56
Fe+p and
56
Fe+
nat
Ti, respetively.
Isotope
56
Fe+p,  [mb℄
56
Fe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
6
Li 14.89 1.5 128.50 12.9
7
Li 3.06 0.3 103.46 10.3
7
Be 3.09 0.3 62.28 6.2
9
Be 2.11 0.2 29.88 3.0
10
B 2.03 0.2 35.06 3.5
11
B 3.82 0.4 61.58 6.2
12
B 0.36 0.04 9.56 1.0
11
C 1.12 0.1 16.02 1.6
12
C 4.69 0.4 62.50 6.3
13
C 2.76 0.3 37.59 3.6
14
C 1.87 0.2 14.74 1.5
13
N 0.14 0.01 .
14
N 1.25 0.1 18.67 1.9
15
N 2.97 0.3 37.33 3.7
16
N 0.33 0.03 5.04 0.5
17
N 0.11 0.01 2.44 0.2
18
N . 0.01 0.001
14
O 0.01 0.001 .
15
O 0.33 0.03 5.91 0.6
16
O 2.78 0.3 36.62 3.7
17
O 1.46 0.1 15.58 1.5
18
O 0.75 0.08 9.12 0.9
19
O 0.13 0.01 1.99 0.2
It might be remarked that the greatest ontribution to the total unertainty omes
from the systemati unertainty. On the other hand, the ross-setion ratios of
dierent nulides are very onsistent as they are related to small statistial uner-
tainties.
The results for the nulide prodution measured for the systems
136
Xe+p and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti is entirely presented in table C.2. Statistial unertainties vary from
around 15% for the lightest masses to 2-3 % for the heavier masses. Rather than the
number of ounts, the main ontribution to this unertainty derives from the nite
angular aeptane. Also for these systems we estimated the systemati unertainty
to be up to 30%.
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Tableau C.2: Spallation and fragmentation residue isotopi ross setions measured
in this work for the formation of nulides ranging from Li, to Ba in the reation
136
Xe+p and
136
Xe+
nat
Ti.
Isotope
136
Xe+p,  [mb℄
136
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
6
Li 7.9863 0.6653 304.161 36.922
7
Li 15.5454 1.2902 455.708 54.736
8
Li 2.6310 0.2250 110.653 13.148
9
Li 0.4225 0.0349 13.002 1.547
7
Be 0.4307 0.0362 31.160 3.751
9
Be 3.5901 0.2986 114.761 13.484
10
Be 3.5310 0.2917 119.718 13.885
11
Be 0.1658 0.0165 8.421 0.978
12
Be 0.0490 0.0042 1.624 0.200
8
B 0.0050 0.0008 0.458 0.061
10
B 0.9125 0.0754 46.286 5.373
11
B 4.6740 0.3816 199.431 22.820
12
B 1.3981 0.1166 48.835 5.518
13
B 0.4445 0.0407 21.512 2.398
14
B 0.0160 0.0017 1.340 0.168
10
C 0.0045 0.0007 0.330 0.044
11
C 0.1737 0.0144 9.926 1.141
12
C 1.5520 0.1251 82.203 9.279
13
C 2.2017 0.1780 108.465 12.067
14
C 1.6637 0.1356 70.564 7.735
15
C 0.1705 0.0187 10.633 1.153
16
C 0.0400 0.0033 4.078 0.437
17
C 0.0045 0.0005 0.269 0.033
13
N 0.0254 0.0023 1.501 0.172
14
N 0.4911 0.0394 28.551 3.133
15
N 2.2146 0.1751 117.304 12.649
16
N 0.5814 0.0487 27.156 2.887
17
N 0.3734 0.0329 18.010 1.883
18
N 0.0277 0.0022 3.908 0.406
15
O 0.0437 0.0037 2.675 0.293
16
O 0.7094 0.0551 44.620 4.735
17
O 0.5765 0.0454 36.065 3.765
18
O 0.7667 0.0609 41.033 4.207
19
O 0.2883 0.0251 13.253 1.338
20
O 0.0198 0.0016 5.173 0.516
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Isotope
56
Xe+p,  [mb℄
56
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
17
F 0.0117 0.0011 0.794 0.087
18
F 0.1209 0.0096 8.090 0.834
19
F 0.4798 0.0368 30.383 3.059
20
F 0.5931 0.0462 33.992 3.357
21
F 0.4311 0.0347 20.811 2.017
22
F 0.1052 0.0106 5.203 0.498
23
F 0.0079 0.0007 1.501 0.144
19
Ne 0.0085 0.0008 0.573 0.061
20
Ne 0.1666 0.0125 11.477 1.136
21
Ne 0.4433 0.0328 29.536 2.859
22
Ne 0.6546 0.0486 39.625 3.756
23
Ne 0.2571 0.0212 14.319 1.333
24
Ne 0.1306 0.0120 6.097 0.558
21
Na 0.0048 0.0005 0.297 0.031
22
Na 0.0843 0.0063 5.657 0.539
23
Na 0.4391 0.0312 27.837 2.584
24
Na 0.3968 0.0287 24.570 2.232
25
Na 0.3140 0.0239 18.206 1.618
26
Na 0.2347 0.0167 4.975 0.436
27
Na 0.0010 0.0001 1.733 0.151
23
Mg 0.0058 0.0006 0.461 0.047
24
Mg 0.1467 0.0102 9.665 0.879
25
Mg 0.3117 0.0214 20.894 1.855
26
Mg 0.4622 0.0316 29.696 2.574
27
Mg 0.2413 0.0179 13.959 1.185
28
Mg 0.1243 0.0106 6.455 0.537
29
Mg 0.0410 0.0040 1.078 0.091
30
Mg 0.0007 0.0001 0.417 0.037
25
Al 0.0018 0.0002 0.155 0.016
26
Al 0.0512 0.0036 3.408 0.299
27
Al 0.2977 0.0196 20.396 1.727
28
Al 0.3358 0.0221 20.494 1.694
29
Al 0.2792 0.0192 16.872 1.360
30
Al 0.0895 0.0078 5.203 0.412
31
Al 0.0362 0.0043 2.337 0.183
32
Al 0.0121 0.0016 0.457 0.038
33
Al 0.0004 0.0001 0.135 0.013
13
Si 0.0024 0.0003 0.157 0.016
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Isotope
136
Xe+p,  [mb℄
136
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
28
Si 0.0861 0.0056 5.746 0.477
29
Si 0.2154 0.0137 14.981 1.207
30
Si 0.3840 0.0239 26.019 2.040
31
Si 0.2439 0.0158 14.290 1.093
32
Si 0.1088 0.0085 6.740 0.504
33
Si 0.0293 0.0035 1.585 0.119
34
Si 0.0133 0.0021 0.575 0.044
29
P 0.0162 0.0010 0.054 0.007
30
P 0.0170 0.0012 1.126 0.092
31
P 0.1620 0.0099 11.211 0.858
32
P 0.2558 0.0154 17.556 1.306
33
P 0.2395 0.0149 16.889 1.221
34
P 0.1176 0.0085 7.096 0.502
35
P 0.0532 0.0051 3.072 0.214
36
P 0.0315 0.0026 0.729 0.053
31
S 0.0006 0.0001 0.049 0.006
32
S 0.0219 0.0014 1.565 0.120
33
S 0.1126 0.0066 7.753 0.563
34
S 0.2721 0.0155 18.637 1.308
35
S 0.2196 0.0129 14.737 1.005
36
S 0.1442 0.0094 8.824 0.586
37
S 0.0542 0.0048 3.095 0.203
38
S 0.0200 0.0026 1.147 0.076
34
Cl 0.0067 0.0005 0.469 0.036
35
Cl 0.0844 0.0048 5.749 0.394
36
Cl 0.1896 0.0104 13.081 0.866
37
Cl 0.2197 0.0121 15.210 0.974
38
Cl 0.1270 0.0079 8.505 0.530
39
Cl 0.0698 0.0055 4.376 0.267
40
Cl 0.0316 0.0033 1.656 0.101
41
Cl 0.0120 0.0019 0.575 0.037
36
Ar 0.0097 0.0006 0.553 0.040
37
Ar 0.0609 0.0033 3.988 0.259
38
Ar 0.1837 0.0095 12.219 0.759
39
Ar 0.1992 0.0104 13.942 0.837
40
Ar 0.1508 0.0084 9.986 0.581
41
Ar 0.0810 0.0056 4.993 0.284
42
Ar 0.0369 0.0035 2.070 0.117
43
Ar 0.0133 0.0019 0.598 0.036
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Isotope
136
Xe+p,  [mb℄
136
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
38
K 0.0029 0.0002 0.192 0.015
39
K 0.0449 0.0024 2.921 0.179
40
K 0.1344 0.0066 9.212 0.536
41
K 0.1830 0.0090 12.637 0.709
42
K 0.1479 0.0077 10.322 0.560
43
K 0.1025 0.0062 6.510 0.342
44
K 0.0407 0.0036 2.536 0.132
45
K 0.0170 0.0021 0.920 0.050
40
Ca 0.0043 0.0003 0.245 0.018
41
Ca 0.0388 0.0019 2.436 0.140
42
Ca 0.1266 0.0059 8.590 0.466
43
Ca 0.1892 0.0086 12.878 0.671
44
Ca 0.1781 0.0083 11.914 0.599
45
Ca 0.1065 0.0059 6.751 0.329
46
Ca 0.0510 0.0039 3.110 0.149
47
Ca 0.0214 0.0023 1.006 0.050
42
S 0.0013 0.0001 0.092 0.008
43
S 0.0233 0.0012 1.391 0.076
44
S 0.0899 0.0041 6.056 0.307
45
S 0.1769 0.0076 12.074 0.584
46
S 0.1640 0.0073 11.262 0.524
47
S 0.1208 0.0060 7.892 0.354
48
S 0.0598 0.0041 3.528 0.156
49
S 0.0230 0.0025 1.307 0.059
50
S 0.0066 0.0012 0.317 0.018
44
Ti 0.0163 0.0007 0.082 0.007
45
Ti 0.0162 0.0008 0.969 0.051
46
Ti 0.0841 0.0035 5.396 0.254
47
Ti 0.1579 0.0063 10.962 0.490
48
Ti 0.1733 0.0070 11.824 0.506
49
Ti 0.1179 0.0054 8.037 0.332
50
Ti 0.0647 0.0039 4.040 0.163
51
Ti 0.0234 0.0023 1.398 0.059
52
Ti 0.0089 0.0014 0.448 0.022
46
V 0.0006 0.0001 0.040 0.004
47
V 0.0133 0.0006 0.554 0.029
48
V 0.0531 0.0022 3.597 0.158
49
V 0.1373 0.0052 9.185 0.378
50
V 0.1602 0.0061 11.017 0.433
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Isotope
136
Xe+p,  [mb℄
136
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
51
V 0.1238 0.0051 8.289 0.313
52
V 0.0672 0.0036 4.044 0.150
53
V 0.0346 0.0027 1.877 0.071
54
V 0.0117 0.0015 0.597 0.026
55
V 0.0047 0.0009 0.219 0.012
48
Cr 0.0004 0.0001 0.031 0.004
49
Cr 0.0069 0.0004 0.366 0.019
50
Cr 0.0479 0.0018 2.647 0.109
51
Cr 0.1226 0.0042 7.946 0.298
52
Cr 0.1567 0.0052 10.396 0.371
53
Cr 0.1175 0.0042 7.567 0.259
54
Cr 0.0751 0.0030 4.826 0.159
55
Cr 0.0318 0.0016 1.984 0.065
56
Cr 0.0141 0.0009 0.866 0.029
57
Cr 0.0054 0.0005 0.285 0.010
50
Mn 0.0005 0.0001 0.029 0.003
51
Mn 0.0081 0.0005 0.418 0.019
52
Mn 0.0556 0.0024 3.193 0.120
53
Mn 0.1419 0.0057 9.379 0.330
54
Mn 0.1874 0.0080 12.773 0.433
55
Mn 0.1673 0.0078 11.234 0.372
56
Mn 0.0976 0.0052 6.054 0.204
57
Mn 0.0571 0.0033 3.452 0.114
58
Mn 0.0249 0.0016 1.356 0.047
59
Mn 0.0088 0.0008 0.557 0.020
60
Mn 0.0024 0.0003 0.169 0.008
53
Fe 0.0064 0.0004 0.285 0.013
54
Fe 0.0439 0.0018 2.332 0.082
55
Fe 0.1248 0.0049 7.392 0.240
56
Fe 0.2026 0.0080 12.416 0.384
57
Fe 0.1699 0.0076 10.344 0.316
58
Fe 0.1277 0.0062 7.560 0.231
59
Fe 0.0601 0.0036 3.840 0.120
60
Fe 0.0284 0.0020 1.841 0.059
61
Fe 0.0142 0.0010 0.677 0.023
62
Fe 0.0053 0.0004 0.241 0.010
55
Co 0.0036 0.0003 0.156 0.008
56
Co 0.0283 0.0013 1.421 0.048
57
Co 0.1048 0.0039 6.034 0.180
111
Isotope
136
Xe+p,  [mb℄
136
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
58
Co 0.1746 0.0067 10.805 0.306
59
Co 0.2143 0.0082 12.057 0.329
60
Co 0.1452 0.0063 7.934 0.222
61
Co 0.0835 0.0043 4.902 0.138
62
Co 0.0395 0.0024 2.208 0.065
63
Co 0.0187 0.0013 0.991 0.030
64
Co 0.0064 0.0006 0.363 0.013
65
Co 0.0023 0.0003 0.120 0.006
57
Ni 0.0023 0.0002 0.084 0.005
58
Ni 0.0200 0.0009 0.841 0.029
59
Ni 0.0874 0.0031 4.094 0.115
60
Ni 0.1966 0.0066 9.936 0.256
61
Ni 0.2198 0.0080 12.058 0.298
62
Ni 0.1789 0.0071 10.160 0.250
63
Ni 0.1049 0.0048 5.744 0.149
64
Ni 0.0589 0.0031 3.052 0.081
65
Ni 0.0253 0.0016 1.368 0.039
66
Ni 0.0095 0.0007 0.513 0.016
67
Ni 0.0031 0.0003 0.171 0.007
68
Ni 0.0006 0.0001 0.049 0.003
60
Cu 0.0121 0.0006 0.430 0.016
61
Cu 0.0620 0.0022 2.683 0.073
62
Cu 0.1611 0.0053 7.607 0.183
63
Cu 0.2245 0.0075 11.687 0.262
64
Cu 0.2039 0.0072 10.233 0.230
65
Cu 0.1376 0.0055 7.320 0.168
66
Cu 0.0867 0.0037 4.047 0.094
67
Cu 0.0410 0.0021 2.031 0.050
68
Cu 0.0158 0.0010 0.813 0.022
69
Cu 0.0065 0.0005 0.296 0.010
70
Cu 0.0016 0.0002 0.097 0.005
71
Cu 0.0006 0.0001 0.022 0.002
61
Zr 0.0026 0.0001 0.026 0.003
62
Zr 0.0104 0.0005 0.289 0.011
63
Zr 0.0539 0.0019 1.992 0.052
64
Zr 0.1626 0.0048 6.849 0.151
65
Zr 0.2404 0.0074 11.447 0.232
66
Zr 0.2552 0.0079 11.723 0.233
67
Zr 0.1797 0.0063 8.583 0.178
68
Zr 0.1186 0.0044 4.992 0.107
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Isotope
136
Xe+p,  [mb℄
136
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
69
Zr 0.0593 0.0026 2.589 0.058
70
Zr 0.0264 0.0014 1.130 0.028
71
Zr 0.0109 0.0006 0.449 0.013
72
Zr 0.0035 0.0003 0.147 0.006
73
Zr 0.0009 0.0001 0.040 0.003
64
Ga 0.0062 0.0004 0.144 0.007
65
Ga 0.0369 0.0014 1.144 0.032
66
Ga 0.1216 0.0037 4.514 0.100
67
Ga 0.2487 0.0068 9.651 0.183
68
Ga 0.2648 0.0078 11.499 0.209
69
Ga 0.2231 0.0068 9.404 0.178
70
Ga 0.1482 0.0050 6.278 0.122
71
Ga 0.0835 0.0032 3.643 0.071
72
Ga 0.0407 0.0019 1.647 0.036
66
Ge 0.0053 0.0003 0.090 0.005
67
Ge 0.0298 0.0011 0.781 0.024
68
Ge 0.1174 0.0032 3.800 0.081
69
Ge 0.2609 0.0064 8.636 0.154
70
Ge 0.3239 0.0082 12.306 0.200
71
Ge 0.2784 0.0075 10.797 0.182
72
Ge 0.2086 0.0059 7.677 0.135
73
Ge 0.1232 0.0039 4.346 0.078
74
Ge 0.0608 0.0023 2.265 0.044
75
Ge 0.0262 0.0012 0.928 0.021
76
Ge 0.0100 0.0006 0.357 0.010
68
As 0.0026 0.0002 0.047 0.003
69
As 0.0200 0.0008 0.417 0.014
70
As 0.0914 0.0025 2.361 0.055
71
As 0.2291 0.0055 7.132 0.125
72
As 0.3352 0.0080 11.040 0.170
73
As 0.3503 0.0082 12.040 0.183
74
As 0.2686 0.0065 8.594 0.143
75
As 0.1832 0.0048 5.692 0.093
76
As 0.0915 0.0029 2.887 0.052
77
As 0.0448 0.0017 1.443 0.028
78
As 0.0179 0.0008 0.538 0.013
79
As 0.0062 0.0004 0.200 0.007
80
As 0.0021 0.0002 0.060 0.003
81
As 0.0007 0.0001 0.018 0.002
113
Isotope
136
Xe+p,  [mb℄
136
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
70
Se 0.0023 0.0002 0.030 0.003
71
Se 0.0187 0.0007 0.324 0.013
72
Se 0.0912 0.0023 1.867 0.045
73
Se 0.2387 0.0052 5.920 0.103
74
Se 0.4145 0.0083 11.317 0.160
75
Se 0.4194 0.0087 12.321 0.173
76
Se 0.3501 0.0076 10.536 0.157
77
Se 0.2324 0.0055 6.452 0.100
78
Se 0.1456 0.0037 3.981 0.063
79
Se 0.0704 0.0022 1.869 0.035
80
Se 0.0317 0.0011 0.795 0.017
81
Se 0.0115 0.0005 0.311 0.009
82
Se 0.0041 0.0003 0.101 0.005
83
Se 0.0008 0.0001 0.026 0.002
72
Br 0.0016 0.0001 0.022 0.003
73
Br 0.0128 0.0005 0.176 0.008
74
Br 0.0667 0.0018 1.158 0.033
75
Br 0.2234 0.0046 4.538 0.083
76
Br 0.4151 0.0078 9.331 0.134
77
Br 0.5159 0.0094 12.893 0.167
78
Br 0.4297 0.0083 10.842 0.156
79
Br 0.3486 0.0067 8.413 0.119
80
Br 0.2062 0.0045 4.971 0.073
81
Br 0.1215 0.0030 2.680 0.044
82
Br 0.0515 0.0016 1.185 0.022
83
Br 0.0213 0.0007 0.443 0.011
84
Br 0.0073 0.0004 0.142 0.006
85
Br 0.0019 0.0002 0.046 0.003
74
Kr 0.0013 0.0001 0.014 0.002
75
Kr 0.0114 0.0005 0.119 0.007
76
Kr 0.0655 0.0016 0.792 0.025
77
Kr 0.2108 0.0041 3.509 0.070
78
Kr 0.4773 0.0080 9.021 0.125
79
Kr 0.6021 0.0098 11.937 0.152
80
Kr 0.6085 0.0096 12.776 0.165
81
Kr 0.4688 0.0078 9.520 0.130
82
Kr 0.3247 0.0057 6.363 0.085
83
Kr 0.1886 0.0038 3.495 0.052
84
Kr 0.0901 0.0022 1.617 0.028
85
Kr 0.0361 0.0011 0.657 0.014
86
Kr 0.0123 0.0005 0.223 0.007
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Isotope
136
Xe+p,  [mb℄
136
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
87
Kr 0.0044 0.0003 0.076 0.004
88
Kr 0.0011 0.0001 0.023 0.002
77
Rb 0.0066 0.0003 0.056 0.004
78
Rb 0.0455 0.0013 0.482 0.011
79
Rb 0.1780 0.0035 2.554 0.031
80
Rb 0.4305 0.0070 6.929 0.067
81
Rb 0.7029 0.0102 12.213 0.108
82
Rb 0.7404 0.0104 13.007 0.125
83
Rb 0.6835 0.0094 11.317 0.112
84
Rb 0.4758 0.0069 7.769 0.081
85
Rb 0.3073 0.0049 4.590 0.055
86
Rb 0.1515 0.0030 2.266 0.033
87
Rb 0.0615 0.0015 0.951 0.018
88
Rb 0.0229 0.0007 0.356 0.010
89
Rb 0.0088 0.0004 0.130 0.005
90
Rb 0.0030 0.0002 0.046 0.003
79
Sr 0.0055 0.0003 0.034 0.003
80
Sr 0.0384 0.0007 0.319 0.009
81
Sr 0.1571 0.0030 1.906 0.025
82
Sr 0.4652 0.0062 6.298 0.058
83
Sr 0.8233 0.0081 11.608 0.098
84
Sr 1.0167 0.0119 14.131 0.125
85
Sr 0.9537 0.0110 12.911 0.120
86
Sr 0.7316 0.0086 9.489 0.091
87
Sr 0.4604 0.0060 5.700 0.062
88
Sr 0.2391 0.0038 2.785 0.039
89
Sr 0.1095 0.0021 1.331 0.021
90
Sr 0.0433 0.0012 0.564 0.012
91
Sr 0.0169 0.0005 0.204 0.007
92
Sr 0.0074 0.0003 0.085 0.004
93
Sr 0.0020 0.0002 0.030 0.002
81
Y 0.0005 0.0001 0.005 0.001
82
Y 0.0239 0.0006 0.176 0.007
83
Y 0.1216 0.0025 1.246 0.019
84
Y 0.4066 0.0059 4.610 0.047
85
Y 0.8613 0.0106 10.255 0.086
86
Y 1.2329 0.0130 14.338 0.122
87
Y 1.3076 0.0127 14.379 0.128
88
Y 1.0521 0.0105 11.098 0.102
89
Y 0.6905 0.0075 6.788 0.070
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Isotope
56
Xe+p,  [mb℄
56
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
90
Y 0.3723 0.0050 3.610 0.046
91
Y 0.1828 0.0030 1.784 0.026
92
Y 0.0823 0.0015 0.803 0.014
93
Y 0.0372 0.0008 0.364 0.009
94
Y 0.0136 0.0004 0.145 0.005
95
Y 0.0047 0.0003 0.056 0.003
96
Y 0.0014 0.0001 0.018 0.002
84
Y 0.0164 0.0006 0.120 0.006
85
Y 0.0953 0.0021 0.837 0.015
86
Y 0.3411 0.0053 3.585 0.040
87
Y 1.1230 0.0127 8.986 0.077
88
Y 1.4852 0.0140 13.952 0.117
89
Y 1.7318 0.0143 15.194 0.132
90
Y 1.4025 0.0111 11.799 0.109
91
Y 0.9132 0.0080 7.659 0.077
92
Y 0.5708 0.0064 4.593 0.054
93
Y 0.3206 0.0042 2.455 0.033
94
Y 0.1659 0.0023 1.308 0.021
95
Y 0.0748 0.0012 0.637 0.013
96
Y 0.0317 0.0007 0.277 0.008
97
Y 0.0126 0.0004 0.119 0.005
99
Y 0.0008 0.0001 0.015 0.002
86
Nb 0.0250 0.0010 0.078 0.010
87
Nb 0.0957 0.0020 0.614 0.023
88
Nb 0.4135 0.0054 2.932 0.052
89
Nb 1.1560 0.0131 8.430 0.106
90
Nb 2.1511 0.0235 14.777 0.189
91
Nb 2.4312 0.0258 16.505 0.197
92
Nb 1.5777 0.0120 14.017 0.205
93
Nb 1.2244 0.0095 9.669 0.132
94
Nb 0.8289 0.0072 6.437 0.100
95
Nb 0.5387 0.0056 3.342 0.048
96
Nb 0.2934 0.0033 1.862 0.026
97
Nb 0.1489 0.0018 1.002 0.017
98
Nb 0.0666 0.0010 0.449 0.010
99
Nb 0.0280 0.0006 0.215 0.006
100
Nb 0.0110 0.0004 0.086 0.004
89
Mo 0.0745 0.0017 0.384 0.011
90
Mo 0.4088 0.0038 2.335 0.036
91
Mo 1.3008 0.0116 7.653 0.088
92
Mo 2.4831 0.0391 14.883 0.299
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Isotope
56
Xe+p,  [mb℄
56
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
93
Mo 2.7734 0.0430 15.276 0.290
94
Mo 2.2520 0.0305 15.552 0.321
95
Mo 1.7403 0.0213 11.545 0.220
96
Mo 1.1015 0.0087 9.818 0.227
97
Mo 0.7688 0.0065 5.617 0.114
98
Mo 0.4766 0.0045 3.188 0.059
99
Mo 0.2528 0.0027 1.394 0.020
100
Mo 0.1216 0.0014 0.709 0.014
101
Mo 0.0572 0.0009 0.354 0.009
102
Mo 0.0253 0.0006 0.160 0.005
103
Mo 0.0080 0.0003 0.063 0.003
104
Mo 0.0016 0.0002 0.017 0.002
91
T 0.0593 0.0010 0.246 0.009
92
T 0.3841 0.0036 1.763 0.029
93
T 1.3539 0.0113 6.421 0.077
94
T 2.5936 0.0228 12.365 0.147
95
T 3.3050 0.0322 16.063 0.212
96
T 2.9981 0.0346 16.320 0.216
97
T 2.6900 0.0344 15.157 0.211
98
T 2.0527 0.0297 11.459 0.193
99
T 1.4779 0.0246 8.304 0.154
100
T 0.9251 0.0193 5.319 0.113
101
T 0.5621 0.0148 3.199 0.078
102
T 0.2900 0.0102 1.654 0.054
103
T 0.1377 0.0065 0.836 0.040
104
T 0.0580 0.0039 0.463 0.031
105
T 0.0226 0.0023 0.210 0.022
106
T 0.0082 0.0014 0.105 0.019
93
Ru 0.0464 0.0008 0.169 0.007
94
Ru 0.3513 0.0031 1.319 0.024
95
Ru 1.2130 0.0099 4.791 0.063
96
Ru 2.7075 0.0219 10.491 0.128
97
Ru 3.8486 0.0333 15.013 0.199
98
Ru 3.9725 0.0389 17.770 0.228
99
Ru 3.6169 0.0396 17.172 0.221
100
Ru 3.2249 0.0372 14.982 0.218
101
Ru 2.3858 0.0315 11.149 0.185
102
Ru 1.5911 0.0251 7.708 0.142
103
Ru 0.9442 0.0193 4.697 0.097
104
Ru 0.5223 0.0141 2.745 0.070
105
Ru 0.2664 0.0092 1.401 0.050
106
Ru 0.1287 0.0059 0.786 0.040
117
Isotope
56
Xe+p,  [mb℄
56
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
107
Ru 0.0533 0.0036 0.331 0.027
109
Ru 0.0094 0.0012 0.075 0.016
95
Rh 0.0358 0.0007 0.094 0.005
96
Rh 0.2637 0.0025 0.807 0.019
97
Rh 1.0658 0.0084 3.315 0.050
98
Rh 2.5335 0.0199 8.246 0.107
99
Rh 4.2821 0.0336 13.778 0.183
100
Rh 4.8053 0.0416 17.354 0.228
101
Rh 4.8421 0.0450 19.284 0.232
102
Rh 4.3278 0.0430 17.024 0.230
103
Rh 3.5774 0.0385 14.236 0.214
104
Rh 2.5568 0.0316 10.447 0.168
105
Rh 1.7053 0.0259 7.373 0.125
106
Rh 1.0103 0.0196 4.351 0.089
107
Rh 0.5750 0.0138 2.509 0.066
108
Rh 0.2782 0.0091 1.396 0.052
109
Rh 0.1351 0.0058 0.688 0.038
110
Rh 0.0544 0.0035 0.334 0.028
111
Rh 0.0198 0.0021 0.187 0.024
112
Rh 0.0063 0.0012 0.072 0.015
97
Pd 0.0206 0.0005 0.053 0.004
98
Pd 0.1865 0.0020 0.473 0.014
99
Pd 0.8308 0.0067 2.257 0.040
100
Pd 2.3428 0.0179 6.337 0.089
101
Pd 4.3249 0.0324 12.101 0.166
102
Pd 5.8431 0.0446 17.194 0.229
103
Pd 5.8029 0.0483 19.694 0.233
104
Pd 5.8821 0.0503 19.937 0.245
105
Pd 5.0748 0.0457 17.882 0.243
106
Pd 3.9476 0.0394 13.927 0.197
107
Pd 2.7681 0.0329 10.380 0.157
108
Pd 1.8296 0.0264 6.752 0.111
109
Pd 1.0857 0.0197 4.182 0.086
110
Pd 0.5793 0.0133 2.580 0.070
111
Pd 0.2856 0.0086 1.368 0.052
112
Pd 0.1352 0.0057 0.732 0.041
113
Pd 0.0608 0.0037 0.417 0.034
114
Pd 0.0261 0.0024 0.229 0.029
115
Pd 0.0084 0.0015 0.159 0.026
116
Pd 0.0013 0.0003 0.009 0.002
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Isotope
56
Xe+p,  [mb℄
56
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
99
A 0.0114 0.0004 0.021 0.002
100
A 0.1093 0.0014 0.227 0.009
101
A 0.5826 0.0051 1.308 0.029
102
A 1.8515 0.0150 4.324 0.070
103
A 4.1343 0.0302 9.894 0.141
104
A 6.1337 0.0444 15.273 0.216
105
A 6.8510 0.0517 19.705 0.233
106
A 7.1013 0.0552 20.986 0.248
107
A 6.7268 0.0522 21.039 0.265
108
A 5.5952 0.0472 17.745 0.227
109
A 4.4443 0.0413 14.432 0.193
110
A 3.0183 0.0340 10.186 0.137
111
A 2.0183 0.0275 7.181 0.113
112
A 1.1716 0.0190 4.401 0.089
113
A 0.6884 0.0139 2.861 0.075
114
A 0.3277 0.0088 1.517 0.058
115
A 0.1897 0.0064 0.850 0.044
116
A 0.0834 0.0042 0.453 0.036
117
A 0.0386 0.0030 0.224 0.030
118
A 0.0169 0.0021 0.102 0.023
119
A 0.0060 0.0008 0.032 0.004
120
A 0.0041 0.0005 0.027 0.004
121
A 0.0005 0.0000 0.004 0.001
102
Cd 0.0575 0.0010 0.102 0.006
103
Cd 0.3490 0.0037 0.690 0.020
104
Cd 1.3818 0.0121 2.725 0.053
105
Cd 3.5089 0.0263 7.283 0.115
106
Cd 6.1707 0.0432 13.384 0.200
107
Cd 7.2274 0.0523 18.751 0.229
108
Cd 8.1508 0.0587 22.338 0.253
109
Cd 8.3153 0.0584 22.833 0.269
110
Cd 7.3435 0.0545 21.824 0.262
111
Cd 6.1457 0.0480 18.909 0.225
112
Cd 4.7049 0.0427 14.931 0.175
113
Cd 3.3297 0.0355 11.077 0.143
114
Cd 2.2037 0.0268 7.668 0.114
115
Cd 1.3456 0.0200 4.856 0.097
116
Cd 0.7675 0.0135 3.167 0.082
117
Cd 0.4478 0.0103 1.874 0.064
118
Cd 0.2310 0.0068 0.985 0.051
119
Cd 0.1133 0.0050 0.577 0.043
119
Isotope
56
Xe+p,  [mb℄
56
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
120
Cd 0.0623 0.0039 0.393 0.046
121
Cd 0.0411 0.0049 0.166 0.026
122
Cd 0.0317 0.0014 0.068 0.007
123
Cd 0.0126 0.0008 0.026 0.005
124
Cd 0.0024 0.0001 0.009 0.001
125
Cd 0.0005 0.0000 0.006 0.001
104
In 0.0233 0.0006 0.043 0.004
105
In 0.1677 0.0022 0.280 0.012
106
In 0.8028 0.0086 1.421 0.037
107
In 2.4810 0.0211 4.682 0.088
108
In 5.0818 0.0379 9.792 0.166
109
In 7.2306 0.0514 16.107 0.217
110
In 8.2473 0.0582 21.308 0.243
111
In 9.3966 0.0621 24.172 0.271
112
In 9.0801 0.0604 24.920 0.290
113
In 8.3512 0.0559 23.498 0.251
114
In 6.9158 0.0519 20.592 0.219
115
In 5.3073 0.0442 16.630 0.174
116
In 3.9075 0.0372 12.220 0.144
117
In 2.6695 0.0280 9.067 0.132
118
In 1.7047 0.0208 5.900 0.106
119
In 1.0895 0.0160 4.259 0.099
120
In 0.6223 0.0112 2.540 0.076
121
In 0.3697 0.0089 1.463 0.066
122
In 0.2028 0.0067 0.953 0.063
123
In 0.1358 0.0055 0.478 0.052
124
In 0.0909 0.0025 0.159 0.010
125
In 0.0359 0.0016 0.126 0.010
127
In 0.0032 0.0001 0.018 0.002
107
Sn 0.0683 0.0013 0.107 0.008
108
Sn 0.3911 0.0056 0.678 0.024
109
Sn 1.4834 0.0154 2.591 0.062
110
Sn 3.7637 0.0317 6.693 0.132
111
Sn 6.2227 0.0466 12.638 0.198
112
Sn 7.9118 0.0561 18.925 0.225
113
Sn 9.7129 0.0641 23.774 0.267
114
Sn 10.3230 0.0637 26.380 0.302
115
Sn 10.2070 0.0626 27.576 0.273
116
Sn 9.3961 0.0599 26.512 0.263
117
Sn 7.8670 0.0537 22.733 0.200
118
Sn 6.3578 0.0493 19.447 0.188
119
Sn 4.7991 0.0375 15.131 0.164
120
APPENDIX C. ISOTOPIC CROSS SECTIONS
Isotope
56
Xe+p,  [mb℄
56
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
120
Sn 3.3753 0.0312 11.786 0.149
121
Sn 2.2841 0.0226 8.658 0.138
122
Sn 1.5711 0.0188 5.753 0.110
123
Sn 1.0105 0.0140 4.144 0.108
124
Sn 0.5923 0.0114 2.467 0.092
125
Sn 0.3445 0.0091 1.596 0.093
127
Sn 0.1764 0.0034 0.434 0.016
128
Sn 0.0431 0.0019 0.289 0.014
129
Sn 0.0145 0.0002 0.055 0.003
130
Sn 0.0041 0.0001 0.020 0.002
110
Sb 0.1272 0.0029 0.215 0.013
111
Sb 0.5910 0.0093 0.964 0.036
112
Sb 1.9187 0.0215 3.171 0.086
113
Sb 4.0896 0.0370 7.933 0.160
114
Sb 5.7150 0.0469 13.148 0.185
115
Sb 8.2591 0.0594 19.330 0.240
116
Sb 9.7863 0.0615 24.245 0.286
117
Sb 10.9081 0.0658 28.307 0.288
118
Sb 10.8855 0.0629 30.035 0.287
119
Sb 10.4755 0.0631 29.461 0.234
120
Sb 9.1172 0.0584 27.687 0.231
121
Sb 8.0986 0.0506 24.501 0.199
122
Sb 6.3476 0.0437 21.388 0.207
123
Sb 4.9736 0.0337 17.549 0.185
124
Sb 3.8579 0.0307 14.034 0.179
125
Sb 2.8392 0.0232 10.879 0.159
126
Sb 1.9673 0.0208 7.824 0.152
127
Sb 1.3618 0.0171 5.585 0.152
128
Sb 0.8959 0.0170 3.773 0.149
130
Sb 0.3780 0.0052 1.013 0.028
131
Sb 0.2330 0.0034 0.481 0.011
111
Te 0.0063 0.0004 0.009 0.002
112
Te 0.0469 0.0017 0.068 0.007
113
Te 0.2363 0.0057 0.390 0.022
114
Te 0.9716 0.0150 1.649 0.059
115
Te 2.4495 0.0279 4.496 0.121
116
Te 3.9228 0.0388 8.650 0.151
117
Te 6.0060 0.0498 13.958 0.204
118
Te 8.1506 0.0575 19.641 0.249
119
Te 9.5356 0.0625 26.012 0.294
120
Te 11.0342 0.0641 29.897 0.280
121
Isotope
56
Xe+p,  [mb℄
56
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
121
Te 11.6976 0.0662 33.705 0.274
122
Te 11.4786 0.0650 34.300 0.261
123
Te 11.2267 0.0626 33.605 0.234
124
Te 10.0910 0.0536 32.853 0.264
125
Te 8.9245 0.0478 30.609 0.234
126
Te 7.6362 0.0408 28.479 0.277
127
Te 6.8880 0.0386 24.859 0.231
128
Te 5.4211 0.0320 21.787 0.259
129
Te 4.3572 0.0322 16.994 0.249
130
Te 3.4273 0.0282 14.636 0.296
131
Te 3.2944 0.0177 10.801 0.138
132
Te 2.6947 0.0128 6.460 0.060
133
Te 2.5928 0.0141 2.745 0.052
113
I 0.0005 0.0001 0.001 0.001
114
I 0.0099 0.0006 0.035 0.006
115
I 0.0735 0.0031 0.149 0.017
116
I 0.3335 0.0082 0.565 0.033
117
I 1.0227 0.0179 1.816 0.076
118
I 1.9137 0.0264 4.187 0.105
119
I 3.3764 0.0372 8.197 0.154
120
I 4.9332 0.0446 12.251 0.192
121
I 6.8523 0.0515 18.286 0.258
122
I 8.3089 0.0560 23.011 0.239
123
I 10.3006 0.0618 30.544 0.285
124
I 10.8514 0.0649 33.098 0.235
125
I 12.4245 0.0681 40.743 0.282
126
I 12.1880 0.0611 39.286 0.256
127
I 13.1836 0.0613 47.413 0.305
128
I 11.9872 0.0524 44.143 0.298
129
I 13.6406 0.0557 52.086 0.333
130
I 11.8021 0.0474 47.156 0.334
131
I 12.8236 0.0508 51.246 0.368
132
I 11.6194 0.0502 48.689 0.439
133
I 12.1454 0.0643 54.113 0.593
134
I 39.5615 0.0324 42.664 0.165
116
Xe 0.0024 0.0003 0.009 0.003
117
Xe 0.0161 0.0013 0.038 0.006
118
Xe 0.0726 0.0037 0.143 0.016
119
Xe 0.3288 0.0099 0.691 0.046
120
Xe 0.7805 0.0174 1.548 0.068
121
Xe 1.3064 0.0230 3.154 0.093
122
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Isotope
56
Xe+p,  [mb℄
56
Xe+
nat
Ti,  [mb℄
122
Xe 2.3100 0.0318 5.846 0.131
123
Xe 3.1763 0.0352 8.633 0.178
124
Xe 4.6516 0.0428 12.513 0.178
125
Xe 5.6084 0.0458 17.393 0.227
126
Xe 7.3510 0.0532 21.314 0.194
127
Xe 8.2564 0.0566 27.937 0.256
128
Xe 10.2641 0.0581 33.014 0.233
129
Xe 10.9882 0.0589 42.290 0.327
130
Xe 12.7411 0.0562 49.657 0.309
131
Xe 14.0317 0.0604 62.943 0.445
132
Xe 17.1044 0.0615 75.913 0.410
133
Xe 18.8146 0.0657 104.828 0.655
134
Xe 25.1824 0.0841 203.275 0.894
135
Xe 43.5342 0.1116 574.042 2.006
121
Cd 0.0481 0.0037 0.118 0.017
122
Cd 0.1293 0.0071 0.350 0.035
123
Cd 0.2425 0.0100 0.682 0.041
124
Cd 0.4371 0.0143 1.256 0.062
125
Cd 0.6453 0.0157 1.938 0.081
126
Cd 0.9274 0.0204 2.944 0.094
127
Cd 1.2430 0.0207 4.335 0.106
128
Cd 1.5458 0.0266 5.098 0.097
129
Cd 1.8385 0.0245 7.071 0.110
130
Cd 2.2056 0.0311 7.894 0.106
131
Cd 2.4064 0.0248 9.779 0.130
132
Cd 2.4942 0.0263 10.725 0.129
133
Cd 2.4032 0.0215 10.567 0.145
134
Cd 2.1284 0.0265 8.283 0.119
135
Cd 1.1313 0.0136 4.940 0.105
136
Cd 0.4027 0.0095 1.813 0.060
127
Ba 0.0242 0.0032 0.121 0.019
128
Ba 0.0323 0.0036 0.192 0.029
129
Ba 0.0321 0.0035 0.127 0.019
130
Ba 0.0305 0.0036 0.127 0.021
131
Ba 0.0243 0.0032 0.121 0.014
132
Ba 0.0128 0.0023 0.082 0.015
123
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